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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT

Small school districts rarely have curriculum direction, let
alone curriculum guides.

This writer has often overheard staff members

exclaim, "It would help so much if I knew what I am supposed to teach,"
or "It would be nice if there was some planned progression that students
were exposed to."

Small school districts usually cannot afford the

luxury of specialized curriculum staff working on curriculum projects.
This writer, along with two other staff members was fortunate
to attend a health education workshop sponsored by ESD No. 112 in the

fall of 1974.

A process of curriculum development for health education

was one of the items explained at the workshop.

The process, with modi-

fications, could provide a small school district the means by which
curriculum development becomes a continuing reality.
Statement of Problem
What shall be the scope and sequence in Health Education
grades K-12 in Lyle School District No. 406, and what shall be the
curriculum guide for a one semester class in Health Education for the
ninth grade in Lyle School District No. 406.
Importance of the Project
As a result of the completion of this project, this writer will
have led staff members through a process by which they will have become
better acquainted with their respective responsibilities in teaching
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health education.

It is hoped that each teacher, by being involved in

the curriculum development project, will have developed enthusiasm for
teaching health and will have developed some teaching strategies and
initiated some contacts for improving his curriculum.

It is the goal

of this writer that the process of curriculum development will continue
by 1) developing a total health curriculum guide K-12 and 2) initiating
curriculum development in other areas.
The process of scope and sequence selection will give this
writer and the staff an efficient method of initiating curriculum
development.

The development of a curriculum guide for ninth grade

health education will serve as a model for other curriculum guide
development within the district.

The total teaching staff, adminis-

tration included, will develop a sense of importance for long-range
curriculum planning.

The board of directors and school patrons will

see the teaching staff in a different light--as planners as well as
classroom managers.
Scope and Limitations of Project
Through the utilization of the Tri-County Goal Development
Project's Course Goals for Health Education, representative members of
the Lyle School District No. 406 teaching staff under the direction of
this writer, Curriculum Project Coordinator, will construct a scope and
sequence guide for health education in grades K-12 for the Lyle School
District No. 406.

A curriculum guide for an 18 weeks (one semester)

ninth grade health class will also be developed for Lyle School District
No. 406.

A Health Education Citizens Advisory Committee will assist
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the coordinator and staff through periodic reviews of the curriculum
project during its developmental process.

Publication of the guides

for use in Lyle School District No. 406 will be subject to approval of
the Lyle School District No. 406 Board of Directors.
Definition of Terms
Tri-County Course Goals - Learner-based goals developed by the
Tri-County Goal Development Project which was a cooperative project of
the Oregon School Districts of Clackamas, Multnomah, and Washington
Counties.
Scope and Sequence - Scope refers to the areas of study to be
covered; sequence indicates the grade level or levels at which the
material will be presented.
Curriculum Guide

- Written course outlines indicating program

goals and course goals with appropriate class activities and references for further study.
Health Education - The education process associated with health
activities planned and conducted under the supervision of school personnel with the involvement of appropriate community health personnel
and utilization of appropriate community resources.
Health Education Citizens Advisory Committee - Representative
members of the community selected because of their interest and/or
special background, i.e. nurse, police training, nutritionist, etc.,
to advise school personnel in the development and administration of
the school health education program.
Health Education Taxonomy - A classification of health education
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content indicating the relationships to the four broad areas of health-physical, mental, connnunity and safe living.
Nature of the Project
The scope and sequence guide will be arranged by grade level.
Within each level, learner-based goals established for each of the four
broad areas of health education will be listed--mental health, physical
health, community health, safe living.

Entries will be number coded to

the Health Education Taxonomy developed by the Tri-County Goals Project.
This will allow easy utilization of other materials which will become
available as a result of the Tri-County Goals Project.
The ninth grade curriculum guide will also be arranged by
learner-based goals divided into the four broad areas of health education.
Outlined units of study with selected activities and available references
will accompany the goals.

All elements of the guide will be number

coded to goals for quick reference and utilization to individual needs.
Organizational Outline.

The curriculum guides will be con-

structed following the format herein described:

The health education

curriculum guides will be of loose leaf construction.

Each grade level

guide will contain a) credits to contributions, b) rationale for a
goal-based curriculum, c) Lyle School District No. 406 health education
program goals, d) K-12 scope and sequence expressed in terms of learnerbased goals, e) how to use the guide, and f) program goals particular
to a given grade level with all supportive material arranged with the

stated goal.
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Methods Used in Developing the Lyle School District Health Education
Curriculum Guide
This writer will contact ESD No. 112 Health Educator, Douglas
Goodlett, and discuss health education curriculum development alternatives and enlist the help of the ESD No. 112 health educator in working
with the curriculum project.

It will be the task of this writer to plan,

direct, supervise all activities undertaken in this curriculum project.
This writer shall be responsible for producing in print the results of
this project.
This writer will secure administrative approval for the project
and have self appointed as curriculum project coordinator.
tor, this writer will be responsible for the following:

As coordina-

1) collection

of all materials necessary, 2) securing an adequate budget for completion of project, 3) attempt to arrange for district inservice credit
for staff members working on project, 4) contacting, explaining, and
inviting staff participating, 5) arrangement for and selection of a
citizens advisory committee for health education, 6) setting dates for
project work and completion, 7) direction of project activities.
The project activities (curriculum process) consist of the
following:

1) group definition of health education, 2) group deter-

mination of health education program goals, 3) reviewing and modification (if necessary) of the Tri-County Goals Project Taxonomy of
Health Education and adopting agreed upon list as the scope of the
Lyle Health Education Program, 4) development of sequence by having
each staff member read through the physical health course goals and
select those goals appropriate for his grade level and listing same
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in priority order, 5) repeat process for the areas of community, safe
living and mental health, 6) have staff members narrow selections down
to three in each area, 7) coordinator, with help of ESD No. 112 health
educator consultant, will analyze selections as to appropriateness of
grade level and scope of program, 8) weaknesses will be pointed out to
total project participants and through general discussion, challenging
certain decisions, bartering goals between grade levels, the course
goals will be revised, 9) present course goals to the Health Education
Citizens Advisory Committee for their reaction, 10) repeat step 8 if
necessary, 11) (steps 11 through 13 necessary for completion of ninth
grade health curriculum guide) introduce problem solving/question
ideneification process of developing course outline that is coordinated
with course goals selected, 12) have participants review, and select
all available activities materials appropriate for their grade level
and have them organize in accordance with the course goals and course
outline, 13) have participants develop references, cross indexed to
course goals, 14) review completed project with Health Education
Citizens Advisory Committee and secure their recommendations for
adoption by the Lyle School District No. 406 Board of Directors,
(15) arrange for the final typing and packaging of the curriculum
guide, 16) present completed project to the Board of Directors with
recommendations attached.
Arrangement of the Rest of This Project
Chapter II will be a review of literature, published and
unpublished as well as interview remarks of individuals familiar and
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knowledgeabl·e about· the Tri-County Goal Development Project and the use
of goals in curriculum development.
Chapter III will consist of the K-12 scope and sequence guide
with a one semester ninth grade health education curriculum guide
attached.

Chapter III will be in notebook style as it would appear

ready for use by assigned teaching staff members.
Chapter IV will be devoted to recommendations related to the
curriculum development process and future direction for Lyle School
District No. 406 in curriculum development.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATED TO THE
TRI-COUNTY GOAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
In recent years there has been a growing movement in our country
to make public education more accountable for what it teaches.
Lothspeich in 1975 (19:19) reported,
At least 19 state legislatures and numerous boards of
education have mandated the development of goal-based
planning and evaluation systems to satisfy the public's
increasing demand to know what is happening in the
schools before they will approve and support their
educational programs.
Groeschel! (13:3) in a recent estimate puts the number at 30 plus
states which have passed accountability bills.

In the spring of 1976

the State of Washington joined the growing ranks of accountability
states when the Legislature passed and the Governor signed into law
Senate Bill 3026 on March 11, 1976.

Groeschel! (13:3) relates, aimng

other things, that Senate Bill 3026 specifies:
1.

That each school district (not school) shall identify
(develop or select) the learning objectives for all
grades, kindergarten through grade eight through a
system that defines the district's curriculum objectives in language arts, reading and mathematics.

2.

For the purposes of this legislation, learning
objectives are identified as statements of changes
in student behavior due to having received instruction. They shall be stated in terms of what the
student is expected to know, is able to do, or as
values as they relate to the discipline.

The directions are clear:

school districts in the State of

Washington will state in terms of goal behaviors what students are
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to learn.
Many educators had predicted the coming of accountability
legislation and had taken steps to facilitate the process.

In 1971

The Washington State Board of Education formally adopted a "mission"
for the public schools of the state.

The statement adopted reads in

part"• •• to assure learning experiences to help all children
develop skills and attitudes fundamental to achieving individual satisfaction as responsible, contributing citizens."

(3:2)

In a follow-up

of the stated "mission" the Washington State Board of Education approved
in 1972 Goals for the Washington Common Schools.
into two major categories:

The Goals are divided

1) Eight goals beginning with the words

"The process of education should

II

and 2) Ten goals each starting

with "As a result of the process of education, each student should • • • "
(3:2)
The Goals for the Washington Common Schools --have provided
general criteria by which local school districts can evaluate their
present programs.

The Goals, however, do not provide the tools or

methods by which the task of developing student learning objectives is
to be completed.

Lothspeich (19:19) relates to the experiences of

several curriculum development projects which were tried but failed in
efforts to establish goal-based programs.
Despite the widespread interest in goal-based program
development and evaluation, however, its alleged rewards
have not materialized in most school districts due to
the low level of technical support available and the
lack of systematic help to teachers in defining, attaining, and evaluating their students' goals. On the contrary, over-enthusiastic and under-supported efforts
have often resulted in demoralizing confusion on the
part of citizens, students, and staff.
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About the same time that the Washington State Board of Education
was working on the "mission" and Goals for the Washington Common
Schools, a project was started that is to have considerable effect upon
the development of goal-based curriculum.

In 1971, 55 school districts

in the three State of Oregon Counties, Clackamas, Multnomah, and
Washington, joine.d. together to develop a system by which defined
measurable learning objectives could be created and then referenced
by nwnber code to facilitate use by curricular personnel.

More

recently the Oregon State Board of Education and the Office of Public
Instruction, State of Washington have joined in the effort in order
to share in the project results.

The Tri-County Goal Development

Project's main thrust has been the establishment of goal collections.
The goal collections contain large numbers of concisely stated learning
outcomes.
The goal collections are designed for these uses:
1.

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.

(19:20)

Making decisions about what the schools should teach.
Individualizing instruction.
Planning cross-disciplinary education.
Establishing accountability.
Long-range planning and educational development.
Evaluating effectiveness of regular and experimental
instruction.
Teacher education.
Diagnostic-prescriptive instruction.

Varied opinions have been expressed as to the importance
and usability of the goal collections for curriculum development.
Lothspeich (19:19) and Bondino (!:Workshop) both give enthusiastic
support to the goal collections as a resource which will facilitate
school districts in developing curriculum expressed in terms of "what
is to be learned?" and a language that has connonality between teachers,
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schools and districts.

They feel that the Tri-County Goal Development

Project's products provide teehnical and systematic help in a format
which is readibly usable by professional staff members of local school
districts.
Goodlett (12:Interview), Health Educator, State of Washington
Educational Service District No. 112 and Krauss (15:Interview), Wasco
County Intermediate School District Superintendent, State of Oregon,
challenge to a degree the usability factor.

Both have stated that the

goal collections tend to overpower potential users because of the vast
numbers of goals listed and the classification notations accompanying
each goal.

Goodlett further explained that the collections are good as

a starting point, but that most school district curriculwn development
committees would need simplified versions of the particular goals collection in the subject area on which they were working.

In his General

Guidelines for School Health Education Curriculwn Development, Goodlett
9:1-103) has developed a systematic process which utilizes a reduced
number of health goals taken from the Tri-County Goal Development
Project's collection of health education goals.

Goodlett (12:Interview)

has used his process in several Southwest Washington School Districts
and feels that the participants in those districts needed the more
specific guideline to follow and that the use of the goals collection
alone would not have proved as fruitful.
The Tri-County Goal Development Project is extensive:
They have stated 15,000 leaming goals covering the
knowledge processes and values-attitudes which they
believe students in grades K-12 might be expected to
leam in all major fields of instruction: business
education, art, biological and physical sciences,
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health education, language arts, mathematics, music,
physical education, social science, second language,
industrial education, and home economics. (18:3)
One would think because of the comprehensiveness of the Project and the
number of educational groups involved financially, there would be considerable literature published.
lished about the Project.

Very little, however, has been pub-

In a telephone conversation with Walter

Hathaway, Evaluation Design Specialist, Evaluation Department, Portland
Public Schools, Hathaway (14:Phone) related to this writer that the
emphasis on the Project has been upon the production and labeling of
goals to permit computerized retrieval and the construction of evaluation
devices similarly coded to permit criterion referenced testing.

He

implied that publicity or the production of educational literature
concerning the Project was not of major importance at this time.
The following constitute the written information that this
writer has been able to secure concerning the Tri-County Goal Development Project:

1) The Introduction to Course Goals in Health Education

Grades K-12, Critique Draft (8:1-18).

The introduction presents a

brief overview of the purposes, nature, and potential uses of the goal
collections and demonstrate how to read and interpret the information
in the collection.
presented.

A short background of the Project's origin is also

2) In Vancouver ITIP (19:19-28), a short chapter entitled

"The Tri-County Goal Development Project" is presented to explain what
the Project is and how to use the products of the Project.

The most

significant part of this presentation, however is a short section which
addresses itself to the need and appropriateness of the Project.
3) Defining Behavioral Goals, K-12 (7:1-30).

This 30-page guide
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concems itself with the nature, purpose, and potential uses of the 12
course goal collections produced by the Tri-County Goal Development
Project.

The Project's initial purpose of accumulating collections of

educational goals appropriate for use in managing and planning and the
coding of these goals to facilitate their use in a computerized storage
system is explained along with attention being given to the long-range
purpose of helping to bring consistency to the way school districts
develop goal structures for instructional planning and evaluation.
4) K-12 Course Goals Training Manual (2:1-18). -This publication is
designed for persons who are to introduce to other educators the TriCounty Goal Development Project's course goals collections.
as to how to use the course goals is not intended.

Explanation

The purpose of

workshops originating from this manual is to acquaint potential users
to the goal collections.

5) Handbook for Goal-Based Curriculum

Planning and Implementation (3:1-34).

The purpose of the handbook is

to provide school districts with a planning sequence to help them
systematically develop and implement curriculum based on the Goals for
the Washington Common Schools.

The sections of the booklet which explain

how to develop program goals and course goals are directly related to
the Tri-County Goal Development Project.

SPJ!tcific sequential steps are

presented in how to use the goal collections.

6) General Guidelines

for School Health Education Curriculum Development (9:1-103).

The

author has developed a process which utilizes the Tri-County Goal
Development Project's Collection of Health Education Goals.

The

process is a series of sequential activities in curriculum development
which when completed will have formulated a scope and sequence of
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course goals and course curriculum guides for health education.
More will be written about the Project as the emphasis on
accountability continues.

The Project will continue to be of importance

and will provide valuable assistance to school districts now and in
the future as competency based curriculums are developed.

CHAPTER III

THE PROJECT

The following pages constitute the end product of the project
and are presented in the exact form that they will be used within the
Lyle School District No. 406.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this guide is two-fold.

First, it is to provide

direction and responsibilities for the instruction of health education.
This has been accomplished through the construction of a scope and
sequence guide for grades kindergarten through high school.

Second, by

utilizing already standardized course goals and developing them into
a course outline for a one semester class of ninth grade health education, the guide shows the relationship between stated course goals and
the curriculum as developed.

The process learned can be utilized in

further developing the health curriculum and also in the development of
curriculum guides in other subject matter areas.
The program goals for health education are ones which were
developed by the Tri-County Goals Project.

They are quite general

statements of projected outcomes for students.

They are intended to

serve as guides in planning and organizing programsat the district
level.
The course goals are a reduced list selected from the Tri-,
County Goals Project by a committee of health educators from the State
of Washington.

The course goals become the basis of curriculum plan-

ning at the building level.

Course goals are most specific in terms of

outcomes and can be more easily transformed into competencies to be
mastered.

iv
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HOW TO USE THE GUIDE

Four Basic Areas of Health
This health education guide has been designed to include four
general areas of health -- mental health, physical health, community
health, and safety.

Each area includes a number of course goals which

define the content and activities to be covered in the total program.
The scope and sequence section of the guide is to show the
responsibility for instruction at each grade level and how each grade
level instruction relates to each other grade level and to the total
health education program.
Outlines
In addition to the course goals, each of the four areas includes
an outline to assist you with interpreting the content and scope of
each course goal.

Activities have been cross-referenced with the activi-

ties for your convenience.
Learning Activities
After reading the content outline, the teacher then refers to
selected activities which have been referenced to the outline by course
goal numbers.

The course goal is stated at the top of each activity

and there may be several activities for a given course goal.
The learning activities are in a ready-to-use form.
for the learning activity is simple and direct.

The format

The "READY" section

states the objective for the activity in behavioral terms.

"SET"

refers to preliminary considerations that should be made by the teacher,
V
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such as content, materials, and speakers.

"GO" is the leaming activity

in a form which explains how to carry out the activity.

The final

section "LOOKING BACK" has been included to receive feedback from
teachers on the activities in the guide.

We strongly encourage your

use of this feature.
Usability
The guide has been placed in a three-ring binder so that it
can be revised as teachers and students react to its content and
activities.

Activities may be deleted if found to be unsatisfactory

and new ones added as they are identified.

vi
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HEALTH EDUCATION -- STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Health is a state of physical, mental, and social well-being,
not merely the absence of disease.

It is more than being well1 it is

having energy and enthusiasm for life's activities.
attitude about oneself and others.

It is having a good

It is accepting the fact that life

has problems, but that one works toward the solution or modification of
these problems.

Health is not an end in itself1 it is a quality through

which goals and dreams may be achieved.
Health instruction, then, becomes education for living happily
and effectively through the meaningful application of biological and
behavioral sciences.
Health education is a process with intellectual, psychological,
and social dimensions relating to activities which increase the abilities
of people to make informed decisions affecting their personal, family,
and community well-being.
In addition to ~cquiring scientifically sound health knowledge,
a student is encouraged to be responsible for his own behavior.

Health

education, taught effectively, creates opportunities for critical thinking, for problem-solving, and for examining and utilizing the processes
of decision-making.
Health education exposes students to accepted health attitudes,
judgment, knowledge, and practices in relation to their nutrition,
growth and development, human relationships, and environmental quality.
He comes to understand that these attitudes influence how he interprets

vii
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health information, how he evaluates it, and whether or not he applies
it to change, modify, or reinforce his behavior or his environment.*

*Goodlett, Doug, General Guidelines for School Health Education
Curriculum Development, Vancouver: Educational Service District No. 112,
January, 1975, Revision I.
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HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM GOALS*
1.

The student has positive fealings about himself and all people.

2.

The student has the knowledge and skills needed to insµre the physical
and mental health of himself and others.

3.

The student makes decisions and acts in ways which contribute to good
personal and community health.

4.

The student has a basic knowledge of human growth and development.

5.

The student has knowledge and skills relative to safe living, accident prevention and emergency care.

6.

The student knows the purposes served by the family in providing
psychological security to its members and the reasons that families
have been the basic unit in most societies.

7.

The student knows the major local, national, and global health
problems and some of the ways in which they might be solved.

8.

The student is familiar with, is able to evaluate, and uses
materials and services provided by individuals and/or organizations
dedicated to solving health problems.

9.

The student is knowledgeable about vocational opportunities in
health and allied fields.

*Goodlett, Doug, General Guidelines for School Health Education
Curriculum Development, Vancouver: Educational Service District No. 112,
January, 1975, Revision I.
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LYLE SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 406
HEALTH EDUCATION COURSE GOALS
Mental Health
1.1

Is aware of the influence of social and natural process affecting
people's mental health
1.1.2
Man~~ade environmental conditions (crowdedness, isolation,
social pressures, pollution.)
1.14
Interrelationships of mental and physical health.

1.2

Knows that mental health is charging and relative condition.
Ups and downs of daily living.
1.2.1
Skills, feelings and behaviors which may promote enrichment
1.2.2
of daily living (communication, accepting responsibility
and risks, adjusting.)
1.2.3
Feelings and behaviors that may interfere with daily
living (emotional and social disorders.)

1.3

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality and self-direction.
1.3.1
Discover and describe self-image.
Awareness
and acceptance of one's own limitations and
1.3.2
potential.
1.3.3
Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's
basic needs.

1.4

Accepts one's emotions as part of a whole person.
1.4.1
Considering individual differences, identify and describe
human emotions and their effect on behavior.
1.4.3
Develop processes by which one might cope with emotions
(extreme emotions and everyday emotions.)

1.5

Determines the influence of individual interpersonal and societal
attitudes and values on mental health.
1.5.1
Origins of attitudes and values (i.e., examine assumptions
on which attitudes and values are based).
1.5.2
Influence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making).
1.5.3
Acceptance of differences in individuals and groups.

1.6

Communicates with both groups and individuals.
1.6.1
Communication skills in interpersonal relationships.
1.6.2
Communication skills in group relationships.

1.7

Develops problem-solving skills to help make individual decisions.
1.7.1
1.7.4

Determination and definition of problem.
Awareness of viable alternatives
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1.8

Understand, accepts and adapts to the maturation process from
birth to death.
1.8.1
Childhood and adolescence.

1.9

Interprets the influence of an individual's sexuality.
1.9.1
Physiological aspects.

1.10

Carries out responsibilities related to living with others or
alone.
1.10.l Successful adjustments to single, marital, family and
group living roles.

1.11

Understands factors involved in abusive behavior.
1.11.2 Potential causes of abusive behavior.
1.11.3 Psychological and sociological effects of abusive behavior.
1.11.4 Prevention and/or control (i.e., getting high on life in
responsible ways~ laws and regulations.)

Physical Health
2.1

Is able to determine the influence of attitudes on physical health.
2.1.1
Influence of social values and customs on physical health.
2.1.2
Influence of individual attitudes and habits on physical
health.
Interrelationship of physical health, mental health and
2.1.3
social health.

2.2

Knows the importance of physical health in meeting both daily and
emergency demands for physical and mental energy.
2.2.l
Balance of factors which determine physical health (work,
exercise, rest, nutrition).
2.2.2
Physical and mental benefits attained through different
types of exercise and recreation.
2.2.3
Ways to meet emergency demands on physical and social and
mental energy.
2.2.4
Influence of proper body alignment and posture on physical
fitness

2.3

Knows the influence of nutrition on physical health.
2.3.1
Nutrients and individual nutritional requirements.
2.3.3
Causes, effects and prevention of malnutrition, overweight
and underweight.

2.4

Knows the physical and psychological patterns of human growth and
development.
2.4.1
Developmental stages of physical and psychological growth.
2.4.2
Factors contributing to individual differences in growth
and development.
2.4.3
Relationship of genetics (heredity) to growth and development.
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2.5

Knows the basic organization, functions and interdependence of
body systems.
2.5.1
Structure and function of the human cell.
2.5.2
Structure, function, and interdependence of the body
systems.
Skeletal system
Muscle system
Nervous system
Respiratory system
Circulatory system
Digestive system
Excretory system
Endocrine system
Reproductive system
Integumentary (skin) system
Is able to apply effective medical and oral health practices.
2.6.1
Influence of individual attitudes on obtaining effective
medical and oral health care.
2.6.2
Medical and oral examinations and requisites for professional care.
2.6.3
Common oral problems and effective oral health practices.
2.6.5
Special health problems of the male and female.

2.7

Is able to locate and use information in selecting products and
services that contribute to physical health.
2.7.1
Sources of products and services.
2.7.2
Criteria and information to aid in selecting reliable
products and services.

2.8

Knows the physiological effects of abusive substances (alcohol,
tobacco, drugs) on physical health.
2.8.1
Consequences of use and misuse of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs on the body systems.
2.8.2
Long-range physiological health problems resulting from
chronic use, misuse and abuse of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs.

Safety
3.1

Is able to determine the influence of attitudes and values on the
prevention of accidents.
3.1.1
Origin and impact of individual attitudes toward safety.
3.1.2
Influence of peer group, family and community on safety.
3.1.3
Attitudes toward the role of law enforcement in promoting
safety.

3.2

Is able to identify the locations and causes, and apply prevention
and treatment strategies for common accidents.
3.2.1
Home accidents.
3.2.2
Play area and park accidents.
3.2.3
School accidents.
3.2.5
Actions individuals and groups can take to prevent
accidents in the community.
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3.3

Is able to demonstrate first aid and emergency treatment that
contributes to the health and safety of self and others.
3.3.1
Reporting accidents~ acquiring first aid training,
supplies and equipment.
3.3.2
Emergency treatment for bleeding, respiratory emergencies,
shock and poisoning.
3.3.3
Emergency rescue and treatment for other injuries.

3.4

Is able to supply the knowledge of rules, regulations and safety
precautions for those sports and leisure time activities in which
the person engages.
3.4.2
Hunting and firearms.
3.4.3
Hiking and climbing.
3.4.5
Camping.
3.4.6
Other sports.

3.5

Is able to demonstrate procedures for the prevention and control
of fires.
3.5.1
Potential fire hazards and preventive action.
3.5.3
Self-protection in case of fire.

3.6

Is able to assume responsibility for helping develop, and for
applying knowledge of rules, regulations and safety precautions
to the promotion of traffic safety.
3.6.1
Accident prevention while walking, riding, and operating
vehicle.

3.7

Is able to apply safety precautions when interacting with people,
products, and environment.
3.7.1
Interacting with people.
3.7.2
Interacting with products.
3.7.3
Interacting with the environment.

3.8

Is able to locate and use information and resources related to
safety, accident prevention, and treatment.
3.8.2
Rules, regulations and laws for public safety.

Community Health
4.1

Knows the interrelationship among individual attitudes, individual
physical and mental health and community health.
4.1.1
Influence of individual attitudes, habits and health on
community health.
4.1.3
Influence of consumer trends on community health.

4.2

Is able to determine the influence of environmental conditions on
community health at local, regional, national and international
levels.
4.2.1
Sanitation and pollution (including radiation).
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4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.5

Population
Home and work environment.
Consumer crises (food and energy shortages, etc.)

4.3

Knows factors associated with the occurrence, treatment, and
control of disease and is able to apply methods of prevention.
4.3.1
Interaction of social and personal life choices with
disease patterns.
4.3.2
Communicable diseases commonly encountered in a lifetime.
4.3.3
Noncommunicable diseases commonly encountered in a
lifetime.

4.4

Is able to identify major community health problems and knows ways
to work actively toward -a solution.
4.4.1
Health problems of specific groups (aged, indigent,
veterans, etc).
4.4.2
Local and state health problems.
4.4.4
Personal, community and political approach to solving
community health problems.

4.5

Is able to identify and evaluate individual interests, values and
potential related to health careers.
4.5.1
Have an awareness of self, values and potential.
4.5.2
Career options (supply and demand).
4.5.3
Education and/or entry-level requirements of various
careers.

4.6

Is able to locate and use information and resources related to
community health.
4.6.1
Knows major community, national and international health
agencies, and their responsibilities.
4.6.3
Knows rules, regulations, and laws relating to community
health.
4.6.5
Able to locate and effectively utilize community health
services.*

*Goodlett, Doug, General Guidelines for School Health Education
Curriculum Development, Vancouver: Educational Service District No. 112,
January, 1975, Revision I.
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LYLE SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 406
HEALTH EDUCATION COURSE GOALS/COMPETENCIES
KINDERGARTEN
Mental Health
1.3.l

Discovers and describes self-image.

1.6.l

Connnunication skills in interpersonal relationships and in group
relations.

1.8.1

Understands, accepts, and adapts to the maturation process from
birth to death - childhood and adolescence (immediate family).

Physical Health
2.1.2

Influence of individual attitudes and habits on physical health.

2.5.2

Structure, function, and interdependence of the body systems
(external body parts).

Safety
3.1.3

Attitudes toward the role of law enforcement in promoting safety.

3.2.2

Play area and park accidents.

3.2.3

School Accidents.

Community Health
4.3.2

Communicable diseases commonly encountered in a lifetime (colds,
washing, blowing nose, immunizations).

4.5.1

Have an awareness of self, values, and potential.

4.5.2

Career options (supply and demand).
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GRADE 1

Mental Health
1.1.2

Man-made environmental conditions and their effect on mental
health.

1.2.2

Skills, feelings and behaviors which may promote enrichment of
daily living (communication, accepting responsibility and risks,
adjusting).

1.4.1

Considering individual differences, identify and describe human
emotions and their effect on behavior.

1.6.1

Communication skills in interpersonal relationships.

1.6.2

Communication skills in group relationships.

Physical Health
2.3.l

Nutrients and individual nutritional requirements (food groups).

2.5.3

Structure, function, and interdependence of the body systems
(senses).

2.6.1

Influence of individual attitudes on obtaining effective medical
and oral health care (interrelates with 2.3.1 and 2.6.3).

2.6.2

Medical and oral examinations and requisites for professional care.

2.6.3

Common oral problems and effective oral health practices
(brushing).

Safety
3.1.1

Origin and impact of individual attitudes toward safety.

3.1.2

Influence of peer group, family, and community on safety.

3.3.1

Reporting accidents; acquiring first aid tra~ning, supplies, and
equipment.

Community Health
4.2.1

Sanitation and pollution (including radiation).

4.2.2

Population.
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4.2.3

Home and work environment

4.3.2

Conununicable diseases commonly encountered in a lifetime
(innnunications and those diseases, animals).
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GRADE 2

Mental Health
1.1.2

Man-made environmental conditions and their effect on mental
health.

1.3.1

Discovers and describes self-image.

1.6.1

Communication skills in interpersonal relationships and in group
relations.

1.7.1

Develops problem-solving skills to make individual decisions determination and definition of problem.

1.8.1

Understands, accepts, and adapts to the maturation process from
birth to death - childhood and adolescence (school life).

Physical Health
2.3.1

Nutrients and individual nutritional requirements (balanced
meals, snacks).

2.4.2

Factors contributing to individual differences in growth and
development.

2.5.4

Structure, function, and interdependence of the body systems
(internal body parts).

2.6.1

Influence of individual attitudes on obtaining effective medical
and oral health care {interrelates with 2.3.1 and 2.6.3).

2.6.3

Common oral problems and effective oral health practices {brushing).

Safety
3.2.3

School accidents.

3.2.1

Home accidents.

Community Health
4.2.1

Sanitation and pollution {including radiation).

4.2.3

Home and work environment.

4.3.2

Communicable diseases commonly encountered in a lifetime {review).
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4.5

Is able to identify and evaluate individual interests, values,
and potential related to health careers (include community
helpers).
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GRADE 3

Mental Health
1.2.1

Ups and downs of daily living.

1.3.2

Awareness and acceptance of one's own limitations and potential.

1.6.1

Communication skills in interpersonal relationships.

1.7.4

Develops problem-solving skills to help make individual decisions awareness of viable alternatives.

1.8.1

Understands, accepts, and adapts to the maturation process from
birth to death: Childhood.

Physical Health
2.1.1

Influence of social values and customs on physical health.

2.2.1

Balance of factors which determine physical health (work,
exercise, rest, nutrition, weight control, posture, muscles,
feeling of fitness).

2.5.2

Structure, function, and interdependence of the body systems
(respiratory, circulatory, digestive).

2.6.1

Influence of individual attitudes on obtaining effective medical
and oral health care.

2.6.3

Common oral problems and effective oral health practices.

Safety
3.2.5

Actions individuals and groups can take to prevent accidents in
the community.

3.5.3

Self-protection in case of fire.

3.7.1

Interacting with people.

3.7.3

Interacting with the environment.

ComrnunitX Health
4.2.3

Home and work environment.

4.3.2

Communicable diseases commonly encountered in a lifetime.
xx
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4.5.1

Have an awareness of self, values, and potential.

4.5.2

Career options (supply and demand).

4.6.3

Knows rules, regulations, and laws relating to community health.
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GRADE 4

Mental Health
1.3.1

Discover and describe self-imaqe.

1.4.1

Considering individual differences, identify and describe human
emotions and their effect on behavior.

1.6.1

Communication skills in interpersonal relationships.

1.6.2

Communication skills in group relationships.

1.7

Develops problem-solving skills to help make individual decisions.

Physical Health
2.1.2

Influence of individual attitudes and habits on physical health.

2.2.1

Balance of factors which determine physical health (work,
exercise, rest, nutrition).

2.3.l

Nutrients and individual nutritional requirements.

2.5.2

Structure, function, and interdependence of the body systems skeletal, nervous (senses science), muscle.

Safety
3.2.3

School accidents.

3.3.l

Reporting accidents; acquiring first aid training, supplies, and
equipment.

3.4.2

Hunting and firearms - recognition of danger of (pellet guns,
BB guns).

3.6.l

Accident prevention while walking, riding, and operating vehicle.

Community Health
4.2

Is able to determine the influence of environmental conditions on
community health at local, regional, national, and international
levels.

4.2.1

Sanitation and pollution (including radiation).
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4.5

Is able to identify and evaluate individual interests, values,
and potential related to health careers.

4.5.3

Education and/or entry-level requirements of various careers.
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GRADE 5
Mental Health
1.2.2

Skills, feeling, and behaviors which may promote enrichment of
daily living (communication, accepting responsibility and risks,
adjusting).

1.2.3

Feelings and behaviors that may interfere with daily living
(emotional and social disorders).

1.4.3

Develop processes by which one might cope with emotions (extreme
emotions and everyday emotions).

1.5.1

Origins of attitudes and values (i.e., examine assumptions on
which attitudes are based).

1.8.1

Understands, accepts, and adapts to the maturation process from
birth to death: Childhood and adolescence.

Physical Health
2.2.1

Balance of factors which determine physical health (work,
exercise, rest, nutrition).

2.2.4

Influence of proper body alignment and posture on physical fitness.

2.4.2

Factors contributing to individual differences in growth and
development.

2.5.1

Structure and function of the human cell.

2.5.2

Structure, function, and interdependence of the body systems menstruation, skeletal, and muscular systems.

Safety
3.2.1

Home accidents.

3.4.3

Hiking and climbing.

3.5.1

Potential fire hazards and preventive action.

3.7.2

Interacting with products.
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Community Health
4.3.1

Interaction of social and personal life choices with disease
patterns.

4.3.2

Communicable diseases commonly encountered in a lifetime.

4.4.2

Local and state health problems.

4.5.1

Have an awareness of self, values and potential.
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GRADE 6

Mental Health
1.2.1

Ups and downs of daily living

1.3.2

Awareness and acceptance of one's own limitations and potential.

1.6.2

Communication skills in group relationships.

1.9.1

Physiological, psychological, and sociological aspects of, and
effects on, an individualts sexuality.

1.11.3 Psychological and sociological effects of abusive behavior.
Physical Health
2.2.2

Physical and mental benefits attained through different types of
exercise and recreation.

2.5.2

Structure, function, and interdependence of the body systems nervous, respiratory, and skin systems.

2.6.3

Common oral problems and effective oral health practices.

2.7.2

Criteria and information to aid in selecting reliable products
and services.

2.8.1

Consequences of use and misuse of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs
on the body systems.

Safety
3tl.~'3

Attitudes toward the role of law enforcement in promoting safety.

3.2.2

Play area and park accidents.

3.3.1

Reporting accidents; acquiring first aid training, supplies, and
equipment.

3.4.5

Camping

3.8.2

Rules, regulations, and laws for public safety.
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Community Health
4.2.2

Population.

4.2.3

Home and work environment.

4.4.2

Local and state health problems.

4.6.1

Knows major community, national, and international health
agencies, and their responsibilities.
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GRADE 7
Mental Health
1.1.4

Interrelationships of mental and physical health.

1.3.l

Discover and describe self-image.

1.5.1

Origins of attitudes and values (i.e., examine assumptions on
which attitudes and values are based).

1.11.2 Potential causes of abusive behavior.
1.11.4 Prevention and/or control (i.e., getting high on life in responsible ways; laws and regulations).
Physical Health
2.2.2

Physical and mental benefits attained through different types
of exercise and recreation.

2.4.3

Relationship of genetics (heredity) to growth and development.

2.5.1

Structure and function of the human cell.

2.5.2

Structure, function, and interdependence of the body systems reproductive system.

2.6.5

Special health problems of the male and female.

Safety
3.1.1

Origin and impact of individual attitudes toward safety.

3.2.1

Horne accidents.

3.2.5

Actions individuals and groups can take to prevent accidents in
the community.

3.3.2

Emergency treatment for bi$eding, respiratory emergencies, shock,
and poisoning.

3.7.1

Interacting with people.
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Community Health
4.1.3

Influence of consumer trends on community health.

4.2

Is able to determine the influence of environmental conditions
on community health at local, regional, national and international
levels:.

4.2.1

Sanitation and pollution (including radiation).

4.3.2

Communicablediseases commonly encountered in a lifetime.
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GRADE 8
Mental Health
1.4.1

Considering individual differences, identify and describe human
emotions and their effect on behavior.

1.4.3

Develop processes by which one might cope with emotions (extreme
emotions and everyday emotions).

1.5.3

Acceptance of differences in individuals and groups.

1.6.1

Communication skills in interpersonal relationships.

1.8.1

Understands, accepts, and adapts to the maturation process from
birth to death: adolescence.

Physical Health
2.2.1

Balance of factors which determine physical health (work,
exercise, rest, nutrition).

2.3.3

Causes, effects, and prevention of malnutrition, overweight,
and underweight - digestion.

2.4.1

Developmental stages of physical and psychological growth.

2.7.1

Sources of products and services.

2.7.2

Criteria and information to aid in selecting reliable products
and services.

Safety
3.3.3

Emergency rescue and treatment for other injuries.

3.4.6

Other sports (recreational).

3.5

Is able to demonstrate procedures for the prevention and control
of fires.

3.5.3

Self-protection in case of fire.

3.6.1

Accident prevention while walking, riding, and operating vehicle.
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Community Health
4.1.1

Influence of individual attitudes, habits, and health on
community health.

4.3.3

Noncommunicable diseases conunonly encountered in a lifetime.

4.4.2

Local and state health problems.

4.5.2

Career options (supply and demand).

4.6.1

Knows major conununity, national, and international health
agencies, and their responsibilities.
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SENIOR HIGH (9 - 12)
Mental Health
1.3.3

Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's basic needs.

1.4.3

Develop processes by which one might cope with emotions
(extreme emotions and everyday emotions).

1.5.2

Influence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making).

1.1O.l Successful adjustments to single, marital, family, and group
living roles.
1.11.4 Understands factors involved in abusive behavior: Prevention
and/or control (i.e., getting high on life in responsible
ways; laws and regulations.
Physical Health
2.2.3

Ways to meet emergency demands on physical and social and mental
energy.

2.4.1

Developmental stages of physical and psychological growth.

2.6.5

Special health problems of the male and female.

2.8.2

Long-range physiological health problems resulting from chronic
use, misuse, and abuse of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs.

Safety
3.1.1

Origin and impact of individual attitudes toward safety.

3.2.5

Actions individuals and groups can take to prevent accidents
in the community.

3.7.2

Interacting with products.

3.7.3

Interacting with the environment.

Community Health
4.1.1

Influence of individual attitudes, habits, and health on community
health.
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4.2.5

Consumer crises (food and energy shortages, etc.).

4.3.1

Interaction of social and personal life choices with disease
patterns.

4.4.1

Health problems of a specific group (aged, indigent, veterans,
etc.) •

4.4.4

Personal, community, and political approach to solving community
health problems.

4.6.5

Able to locate and effectively utilize community health services.
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GRADE 9
ONE SEMESTER CURRICULUM GUIDE
FOR
HEALTH EDUCATION

Textbook adopted by Lyle School District No. 406 for 9th Grade
Health Education is:
Making Health Decision~, Gmur, Ben C. and others, Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970. 372 pp.

so
MENTAL HEALTH

I.

Strive Toward One's Own Potential and Fulfill One's Basic Needs
(1.3.3)
Textbook Readings: Chapters 1,2, and 3.
A.

Investigate Factors That Influence Self-Image
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.

Past experience
Environment
Communication
Heredity
Appearance

Positive and Negative Influences of Self-Image
1.

Positive personality profile
a.

2.

Negative personality profile
a.

3.

pride
improvement
self-control
feels good about self
feels good about others
positive attitudes - life

Recognize Basic Needs
1.

Being liked and valued by others
a.
b.
c.

2.
3.
4.
D.

Personality liabilities

Plan modification of personalities
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

C.

·Positive personality assets

Parents' security and acceptance
Others' acceptance
No one goes through life without feeling left out

Satisfaction of knowing at least one success
Need friendship and companionship
Personality gains by new experiences

Goal-setting
1. Long-term and short-term intermediate goals
2. Set priorities
3. Design a course of action leading to each goal
4. Adjusting goal to new experiences and situations
5. Discovering and developing individual talents
6. ·:Induce - create
2
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E.

Coping with Poor Self-Image (Think Positive)
1.
2.
3.

II.

Recognizing people have limitations
Open honest communication channels
Examine attitudes and values - improve decision-making

Develop Processes By Which One Might Cope with Emotions (1.4.3)
Textbook Readings: Chapters 2 and 13.
A.

Personal Emotions

1.
2•

3.
4.

B.

Recognizing one's own emotions and feelings
Emotions are normal
Emotions are influenced by many factors
Expression of emotions

Identifying Most Basic Emotions and Sources of Emotions
1.

Love
a.
b.

2.

Fear
a.
b.
c.

3.

Jealousy
Disgust
Envy

Interacting With Others
1.
2.
3.
4.

D.

Anxiety
Jealousy
Trust

Anger
a.
b.
c.

C.

Forms of love
Emotions

Understand others' emotions
Expression
Sources of emotional response
Appropriate and inappropriate influences on others' emotions

Emotional Maturity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Relationship of stages of physical and emotional development
Emotions can overpower intelligence
Usually intelligence and emotional control can prevent
disturbances
Evaluation of situation causing unhappiness
Wholesome interest in opposite sex
3
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E.

Physical Response to Emotions

F.

Recognizing Defensive Mechanisms
1.

Use of positive forms
a.

2.
G.

3.

III.

Recognizing negative compensation, etc.

Appropriate Ways to Express Emotions
1.
2.

H.

Sublimation

Difference between males and females
Analysis of situations
Cultural implications

Coping With Crisis

Influences of Attitudes and Values (i.e., Decision-Making) (1.5.2)
Textbook Readings: Chapters 1 and 2.
A.

Develop Critical Thinking Approach
1.
2.
3.

B.

Difference between critical and everyday decisions
Examine alternatives openly
Investigate~ goals, standards, attitudes

Understanding Value Development
1.

Origins and influences on development
a.
b.
c.

2.

Goal-setting in relationship to value systems
a.
b.

c.

Parents and family
First acquaintances from infancy
School

Influence
Direction and control of value judgments
(1) Changes

Decision-Making Process
1.
2.

Identity of problem
Search out resource outlets
a.
b.
c.

Literatures
Agencies
People
4
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3.

Investigate pros and cons
a.
b.

4.
5.
6.
D.

Recognizing conflicting values and attitudes
Recognize personal values versus group values

Communication
1.

IV.

Willingness to compromise
Analysis of benefits
Effects on other people

Consequences Which Affect Others
1.
2.

F.

Examine own attitudes, beliefs, goals
Test decision by communicating with others
Evaluate decision

Factors to Consider When Making Decisions
1.
2.
3.

E.

Alternatives
(1) Consequences
Honest evaluation

Forms of communication
a. Body language
b. Speaking - tone, volume
c. Eyes
d. Expression
e. Music
f. Listening techniques

Successful Adjustments To Single, Marital, Family, and Group Living
(1.10.1)
Textbook Readings: Chapters 3 and 4.
A.

Getting the Most Out of Teen-age Years
1.

Accomplish certain things to prepare for adulthood
a.

B.

Become independent of parents
(1) Harder for girls than boys
(2) Begin by making some decisions on own
~a) Earning money
th) Taking initi~tive - completing tasks
(c) Attempt to outgrow childish dependency'on
parents

Gain or Acquire a New Skill By Which You Can Support Yourself
1.

Education essential - both sexes

5
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c.

Grow Socially
1.
2.
3.

Develop wholesome interest in opposite sex
Become acquainted with opposite sex so can judge and choose
a husband or wife
Easy pleasant association between boys and girls
a. Adult world composed of men and women in both a social
and a married situation

D.

Respect Unique Life Styles

E.

Getting Along With Others
1.

What to look for in others
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2.

Standards can apply to all
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

F.

Undesirable traits can be replaced by desirable
Habits not changed overnight
Treat people well - they will respond
Friendly terms with widening circle of people
Exclusiveness and indifference will never make friends
Give and receive

Adjustments to Single Living
1.
2.
3.

G.

Dependability
Honesty
Keeping one's word
Sportsmanship
Consideration
Cheerfulness

Social
Financial
Career

Adjustments to Marital Life
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Role adjustment
a. Responsibilities
Financial
Family planning
Husband-wife relationships
a. Coping with disagreements
b. Sexual relationships
c. Decision-making
In-law and family relationships
Effect of women's lib
Communication

6
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H.

Family Development
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I.

Divorce and Remarriage
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

J.

Religious and social influence
Effect on children
Emotional adjustment
Identify potential causes
Making adjustments to prevent major marital conflict
Seeking professional guidance

Coping With Adolescent Children
1.
2.
3.
4.

V.

Pregnancy
Adjustment to having children
Responsibilities and dependencies
Family/social priorities
Consistency of disciplining children
Child development
Health care of children
Guiding educational and personal development

Growing independence - responsibility
Dating
Marriage
Communication

Understanding Factors Involved in Abusive Behavior (1.11.4)
Textbook Readings: Chapters 2, 13, and 17.
A.

Identifying the Potential Causes of Abuse
1.
2.

B.

Understanding relationship of sources of defensive mechanisms,
image development, behaviors, emotions, and abuse
Coping with crisis

Recognizing Problem
1.

Recognizing weak mental health characteristi~s
a.
b.
c.

a.

C.

Insecurity
Depression
Aggression
Loneliness

Coping With Abusive Behavior
1.
2.
3.

Seeking services or counseling
Changing environment
Identifying and removing source
7
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D.

Coping With Hassles
1.
2.
3.
4.

E.

Community Resources
1.
2.
3.

F.

Planning satisfying leisure activities
Planning a satisfying career
Coping with poor imaqe
Communication

Planning (activities, life style, career, family)
Assistance
Leisure

Laws and Regulations
1.
2.

Reasons
Analysis pros and cons

8

P'IENTAL HEALTH
Topic:

Very Intense Overview - Self-image, Emotions, and Values

Grade:

9

)

kourso Goal (
Cempetoncy

Rt:AOY:

I
) :

(

57

1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.11
1.3.3, .1.4.3, 1.s.2, 1.11.4

I will use this activity to help students:

__x_ develop self-concept

_x__

improve communlcations

X'

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

--- develop social responsibility

X

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

Powell, John, Why Am I Afraid To Tell You Who I Am; Niles, Illinois:
Communications, 1969. Order through: Pennant Educational Materials
4680 Alvarado Canyon Road
San Diego, CA. 92120

Argus

Can of Squirms; Pennant Educational Materials, same address as above.
Character Cards - Pennant Educational Materials, same address as above.
Time:

GO

:

1.

3 weeks minimum for grades 9 and 10.

Students: Receive programmed question discussion sheets per chapter,
with the following order of events:
a.
b.

c.
d.

Read.
Write out responses to questions.
Discuss response with different member of class or teacher.
Class discussion.

2.

Complete sets of guides and questions placed in a booklet format.
Different forms may be added; i.e., poems, self-analysis charts
described previously.

3.

Collages made to describe - Human condition
Growing up
Communication
Roles and games
9
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4.

Each class member use a different character card. After completing book
analysis, and without a resource of any nature, describe and interrelate
the human condition into character analysis by answering questions indicat~ ·
by teacher.

5.

Can of Squirms, Pennant Educational Materials - see instructions and
variations.

6.

Role-play character cards which coincide with Chapter 6.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
Ugh!

2

3

4

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:

10
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3

WHY AM I AFRAID TO TELL VDU WHO I AM?
-- John Powell

60

Insights ere presented on self-awareness, personal growth end interpersonal communication. The author discusses in several approaches, the human condition -- the
process of being or becoming a person; communication, as every human needs to be
really listened to, to be taken seriously, and to be understood; and growing es a
person to become a fully human being.
Insights into Chapter I:

Understanding the Human Condition.

1.

Define communication in the author's terms.

2.

What is meant by the "real person?"

3.

List the terms that are essential in becoming a person - a being in process.
a.
b.

Discuss:

Explain.

a.
b.

the author's view.
your view.

the author's list.
your list.

4.

Explain what is meant by being different day by day~

s.

The human condition is summed up in a quotation as answering the book's
question. Write that quotation:

6.

Whet does the above quote reflect about the human condition?

7.

What patterns of self-deception reduce the sense of identity and integrity
in en individual?

B.

Why do people seek refuge or hide behind a mask, play a role, or live as a
a phony? Explain.

9.

Sum up the author's concept of the human condition.

10.

Defino:

transactional analysis, transactional stimulus, transactional resp~n
12

Insights into Chapter II:

Growing As A Person.
61

1.

Define interiority in the author's terms.
descriptive example.

Explain completely and give a

2.

Define exteriority in the author's terms.
example.

Explain fully.

3.

What does it mean to attain a balanced interiority and exteriority?

4.

Acting Versus reacting, Page 38: How did the friend of Harris see his own
emotional behavior? Does he control his emotions or do others control them?
Write this philosophy.

5.

Essay:

Summarize the author's views of a growing person.
views with your views of a growing person.

Insights into Chapter III:

Give a descriptive

Explain.

Then contrast those

Interpersonal Relationships.

1.

A relationship to another being is only as good as its_____________•
Explain.

2.

How can a person~ really what he is?

3.

Define "encounter."
relationship.

4.

Human life has its laws, one of which is to use things and love people.
will a subject-object person find -things and people?

5.

List five (5) levels of communication.
a.

b.
c.

Explain.

Give an example of an encounter versus a subject-object

Define.
Rules for each.
Benefits of each.
13

Explain each level:

How

Insights into Chapter IV:

Dealing With Our Emotions.

62

1.

In terms of emotions, how does the author describe a fully human being?
Explain.

2.

Emotions are and must be integrated. It is necessary to
our emotions,it is not necessary that we_________________them.

3.

In discussing emotions, the author presents three critical points.
those three ideas.

4.

List ways in which an individual's relationship to his emotions is healthy and
ways in which this relationship is unhealthy. Place in a column as shown belo~

-----------

HEALTHY

List

UNHEALTHY
1.
2.
3.

4.

4.

s.

s.

5.

Define in the author's terms, "estrangement."

6.

How can an individual really know himself in terms of emotional health?

7.

Summarize the main points of Chapter I through IV in terms of becoming a fully
human person (human condition, growing as a person, interpersonal relationships, and dealing with emotions).

14

Explain this idea.

Discus

Insights into Chapter V:

Human Hiding Places; Methods of Ego Defense.
63

1.

How does the author refer to ego defenses? ·what does he say they are?

2.

What is "vicarious" compensation?

3.

How does the author describe "reaction formation?"

4.

What does the author conclude about exaggerated behavior in a person?

5.

What could we conclude would be the most common form of displacement?

6.

In your own words, what does the term displacement mean?
if necessary.

7.

Describe the "second meaning" of displacement the author discusses.
your own example of such a situation.

B.

Describe in your own words the meaning of projection.
example. You may consult the textbook, page 99.

9.

In the author's terms, discuss the meaning of introjection.

Give an example.

Consult a dictionary,

Give

Give a situational

10.

Define rationalization.

Give a situational example.

11.

In terms of the ego defense mechanisms, what does the author conclude about
the human condition?
(Page 116)

12.

Discuss the need for honesty and kindness versus Judging others.
117-118)

15

(Pages

Summary of Insights into Chapter VI:

A Catalog of Games and Roles.

64

As you read, fill in a short and concise summary of each game and role that the
author lists. Use this paper.
1.

"always right"

2.

"all heart"

3.

"the body beautiful"

4.

"the braggart"

s.

"the clown"

6.

"the competitor"

7.

"the conformist"

e.

"the crank"

9.

"the cynic"

10.

"deluded by grandeur"

11.

"the dominator"

12.

"the dreamer"

13.

"the problem drinker, dope addict"

14.

"the flirt"

15.

"fragile, handle with care"

16.

"the gossip"

17.

"the hedonist"

18.

"I •••• r •••• I"

19.

"inferior and guilty"

20.

"the worrier"

16

MENTAL HEALTH

Topic:

Self-Image Analysis - Influences of Personality Development

trade:

g

Course Goal ( 1. 3 )
Competency

READY:

( 1.3.3) :

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality, and self-direction.
Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's basic needs.

I will use this activity to help students:

__x_

fil :
QQ_

:

65

___ improve communications

develop self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

__x_ develop social responsibility

__x_

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

Go on to "GO."

:

1.

· 2.

Teacher identifies five areas of influence; guides a discussion to list
examples of each area, and how the idea affects personality development.
Students in a group (2-3) format create a character their own ages by
describing a mini-biography of the character. Investigate each area of
their character and write the influences they have analyzed.

Variations:
3.

Teacher gives oach group a character listing only the personality typing.
Students analyze as they did above and then role-play examples from ~ach
area of influence.

4.

Students create collages which show influences on a given personality
type.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
Ugh!

4

2

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:
17

MENTAL HEALTH

Topic:

Self-Image - Personality Liabilities and Assets

Grade:

9

Course Goal (1.3)
Competency

READY:

(1.3.3) :

:

Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's basic needs.

___ improve communications

develop self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

__x_ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibllity

X

!iQ.

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality, and self-direction.

I will use this activity to help students:

__x_

fil :

:

66

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

Go on to "GO."

1.

Teacher allow students to clarify the term "personality." After first
session, duplicate lists for students from list prepared by selected
class members.

2.

Students determine two categories - positive and negative. As a group,
identify as many positive traits and negative traits they can think of.
Each student list his idea on the board. One class member list tho
completed analysis for group. Discuss each idea - agree upon each
description.

3.

follow-up: Each student choose or be assigned to four different pers_onality liabilities. In a written discussion, make a plan to modify these
personalities. Present to the class a series of plans. Analyze the plans
as to reality.

Variations:
4.

Game-type activity, "Add On." Divide group in half; start one place in
room. Each person adds on to list; compete against each other to create
bast quality lists.
or

5.

Role-play each desc·ription as the example.

6.

follow-up:

Written paper described in following activity.
18

PERSONAL ASSETS AND

LIA □ ILITIES

67

Here are e group of faults andwea<nes3es that adversely affect most people.

which ones belong to you.

Then, develop a plan of correcting them.

knowing ourselves is only the first step to improving ourselves.

Remember,

Tile .!}lQ.§1 important

step is to eliminate our faults.

1.

Tempermental

18.

Revengeful

2.

Boastful

19.

Vindictive

3.

Bossy

20.

Dictatorial

4.

Stubborn

21.

Tactlessly blunt

5.

Lazy

22.

Impatient

6.

Explosive

23.

Stingy

7.

"Materialfl-minded

24.

Selfish

a.

Restless

25.

Conceited

9.

Gossipy

26.

Self-absorbed

10.

A liar

27.

Too sensitive

11.

Moody

28.

Dreamer

12.

Changeable

29.

Indecisive

13.

Worrier

30.

Undisciplined

14.

Critical (overly)

31.

Undependable

15.

Fussy (overly)

32.

Martyrish

16.

Fearful

33.

Tardy

17.

Jealous

19
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MENTAL HEALTH
Topicz
• Gradez
i,

Bellevue Public Schools

Self-Concept

68

High School

f

Course Goal ( 1. 3 )
Competency

READY:

••

(1.3.3) :

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality, and self-direction •
Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's basic needs.

I will use this activity to help students:
-~X--- develop self-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

__x_

___ develop social responsibility

clarify attitudes and values

___ increase knowledge

One period

Time:

fil

___ other (please designate): ·

Students write a paper about themselves completing the sentences listed below.

~

:

1.

Normal classroom seating arrangement.

2.

Teacher writes the following incomplete sentences on the board.
a.

My most important assets are ••••

(Consider health, creativity, common sense, good habits,
natural ability, integrity, skills, etc.)
b.

My most serious handicaps are ••••

(Consider bad habits, bad temper, mocidiness, antisocial
tendencies, poor ways of problem-solving, etc.)
c.

Things I can change for the better are ••••
(Consider how you may become a more cooperative, more hopeful,
more helpful person.)

d.

Things I am going to have to live with are ••••
(If you have certain handicaps that cannot be overcome, can
you learn to accept them and still live hopefully? What
attitudes have helped you do so gracefully?)

3.

Have students write a paper completing the four sentences.

4.

The next day students may wish to share their assets, handicaps, etc.
A discussion could follow to evaluate how value assets. Can the
assets become negative or personality liabilities? In what way?
20

LOOKING BACK:

Circlo tho number which bost indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
69

1
Ugh!

2

4

3

Additional Comments:

21

S
Wow!

MENTAL HEALTH

Bellevue Public Schools

Topic:

Values, Group Interaction, Communication

'1rade:

9-10

;
1

(1.3.3) :

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality, and self-direction •
Ootermines tho influence of individual, interpersonal, and
sociotal attitudoa and valuos on mental hoalth.
Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's basic needs.

(1.5.2JJ :

1r.~iuence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making).

Courae Goal (1.3 )
(1.5)

r.nmoetency

READY:

.

70

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concept

_x__ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

___ develop social responsibility

clarify attitudes and values

_x~-

___ increase knowledge

other (please designate):
Identify group interaction

:

:

1.

Sets of 5 equal squares.

2.

Game:

1.

Rules:

Groups of 5 students try to assemble 5 perfect squares with puzzle
pieces they are given.

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.
g.

Distribute envelopes to each member
No talking
No gestures
Only offer pieces; you may not grab a piece from another
person
Must accept all pieces offered to you
Only one piece may be exchanged at a time
When complete, entire group quietly moves to another group
and quietly observe

2.

Game description: There are five students in each group. Each person
is given three pieces of a puzzle. The object of the game is to make
five squares (equal squares) without talking or gesturing.

3/

Drawings of completed squares (6" squares made of heavy tagboard):

22

4.

Possible discussion questions:

a,
b.
c.
d.

LOOKING BACK:

71

Why did this group complete their squares and this group did not?
What techniques were different?
What roles did each member of the group play?
How were you limited by the "no talking - no gesturing" rules?
Talk about their importance.
How did you feel when you needed someone's piece but could not
ask for it?

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ughf
Additional Comments:

23

5

MENTAL HEALTH

Pacific Institu~e, Inc.

Topic:

Self-Image - Goals

'fjrade:

9

(1.3.3) :

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality, and self-direction.
Determines the influence of individual, interpersonal, and
societal attitudes and values on mental health.
Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's basic needs.

(1.5.2) :

Irof''J.uence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making).

:

Course Goal (1.3)
(1.5)
Competency

READY:

72

I will use this activity to help students:
___ improve communications

develop self-concept

X

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills
___ develop social responsibility

clarify attitudes and values

X

__x_ other (please designate):

___ increase knowledge

Setting goals

'

,fil :

_g_Q_

:

Go on to

11

GO. 11

1.

Teacher clarifies statements introducing chart.

Clarify values.

2.

Student:

3.

Teacher: Stimulate evaluation after charts are completed.
different things different people value.

complete chart.
Toss out

Variation:
4.

Complete this chart early in year.

s.

Make arrangements to use chart again at end of the class block of time.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

5

Wow!

Ughl
Additional Comments:
24
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PERSONAl. REFLECTIVE THINKING

Our contribution is a framework of concepts.
Your contr,bution is THOUGHT, fff"ORT, TrME'.

WHO AM I? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------------WHAT ARE H~E 5 THINGS I VAl UE MOSf It,/ LIFE?
1. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2--------------"----------------3 .. .......,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.--- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

s. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - WHERE AM I GOING?

S YE:ARS

1 YEAR

ULTIMATELY

SPIRITUAL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FAMILY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PERSONALITY---------------------VOCA1lON - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HEALTH
SOCIAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

OTHER------------------------OTHCR
•

25

___ -

TIit P/\CI flC INSTITUTE. lt.lCOfll'OtlA TfD
._.

.....

......._._.

---

·--- -

---------------
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Poraon.ll As::;ot:J & Liabilities
Sat1.r.;fc1.ctor:t. rto~o.!c: lr:nr.:;•u.,-,'):-it, F.·:cn1 lr.nt
.,...._._--~---------------·---- ---- - ---- --···--

PJIISIC/\L 1

1.

Weight_ _ _

2.

Posture

.. L..., _ _..............,__..,._

,.

Ce.rriage

4.

Proportions~

s.

Facial Exprossion

6. Personal Groomin

1. Hair care
8.

¥Jake-up application

9. Skin care
10. Voice sound

-

},'..E!l~J\l. I

1.

Grani:r..ar

-

2. Vocabulary:

,.

Etiquette

4. Obse:rvation I.Q.

s.

Current Event 1.Q. _

SPIIUTUAL:
1. .Attitude towqrd others
2.

,.

-

SeJ.f-di~ciplino

Understanding of self

4, .Ability to eivo kindness

s.

-------

Ability to recoive kindnc33

6. Thouehtfulno s::i

-------·-------

7. Patience
8.

Loyalty

26

MENTAL HEALTH

Pacific Institute

Topic:

Self-Image - Personal Analysis

Grade:

9

1 Course Goal ( 1. 3 )
Competency

READY:

s

(1.3.3) :

75

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality, and self-direction.
Strive toward onw's own potential and fulfill one's basic needs.

I will use this activity to help students:
X

___ improve communications

develop self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability
X

clarify attitudes and values

X

increase knowledge

___ learn or improve health skills
X

develop social responsibility

___ other (please designate):

,SET

:

Go on to "GO. 11

QQ_

:

Students complete attached form.
Caution student to be honest and straightforward in his evaluation - to be
kept for himself.
Teacher:

Help clarify feelings. After completing charts, allow them to
share and combine qualities they feel are least liked and
qualities most liked.

Note that many people overlook themselves when answering, "Who ,is the happiest
person I know?"

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

S

_Wowl

Ugh!
Additional Comments:
27
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r[HSONAL RU LlfTIVl llllNl<ING

·'

76

Wti A1 A,, f l I 1[ 10 () UAll l I l. S I l.l Kl. Mo S I AB• •U I MY Sl Lf '
1. _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -

2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3._ - - - - - - - -------·--- ------------

.. _______
4.
\.

_________________ ___________

6.

_._

7. _ __

8. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------·- - - - - -

'9._

10. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

WttA.T ARI THl 10 TtllNCS I LIKE L .A<. t AB(JU r MYSI I f '

I.
2. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. _________________________________,._

4.

---

s.

•··

.

---. ------------

·,.

6. ___._·. !...: .. . . . - - - - - - -

1.
8.

----

q_ - - - - - - - - - - - - 10.

----

WHO IS 1111 H,\PPlfST rr RSON I KNOW' WHA I DO[S HIIS P[RSON HA\ f OR
lHAT INrUJENCEO MY CHOI(['

no

_____________ ______ - - -----------__._

-----------------WHO ARE Tit[ 4 Pf.OPLE. I LIKE ANO Rl:SPLCT 1 ff MC ST' (L,"n& or not)

1.

--- ---- 2

4.

3

'-11>.1 Qll"I 'flt~ [JO lt1l Y 11.\Vl' ~tl.\1 ~HI ll P.,.._L~ II) lit(, lil\V[

I.
2.

I.

I.

2.
3. - - - - - - - - - J.
4.
·1

2.
3.
4.

c;.

c;,

5.

6

6.

''•

- -- ------

..

7. - - - - - - - - 7.

ft

TtiE PACIFIC !:\!ST' 'UT[.

H.
tNC0llPCrnATEO

----------
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SELf-ESTEEM INVENTORY (for kids):
Check the answer that describes how you usually feel.
Like Me
1.

I spend a lot of time daydreaming.

2.

I'm pretty sure of myself.

3.

I often wish I were someone else.

4.

I'm easy to like.

5.

My pa~ents and I have a lot of fun together.

6.

I never worry about anything.

7.

I find it very hard to talk in front of the class.

a.

I wish I were younger.

9.

There are lots of things about myself I'd change if
I could.

10.

I can make up my mind without too much trouble.

11.

I'm a lot of fun to be with.

12.

I get upset easily at home.

13.

I always do the right thing.

14.

I'm proud of my school work.

15.

Someone always has to tell me what to do.

16.

It takes me a long time to get used to anything new.

17.

I'm often sorry for the things I do.

18.

I'm popular with kids my own age.

19.

My parents

20.

I'm never unhappy.

21.

I'm doing the best work I can.

22.

I give in very easily.

23.

I can usually take care of myself •.

24.

I'm pretty happy.

25.

I would rather play with kids younger than me.

26.

My parents expect too much of me.

27.

I like everyone I know.

28.

I like to be called on in class.

usually consider my feelings.

29
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Unlike· Me

MENTAL HEALTH
Pacific Institute, Inc.

Topic:

Emotions and Self-Image
78

Course Goal ( 1. 3 )
Competency

READY:

:

(1.3.3) :

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality, and selfdirection~
Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's basic
needs.

I will use this activity to help students:
X

___ improve communications

develop self-concopt

X improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

X

__x_ increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

fil

.•

"Putting It Up To God," Pacific Institute, Inc., copy included.

ill!

.

Teacher reads to class.
Students are given time to think it through.
· encounter when reading.

LOOKING BACK:

Discuss the feelings they

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
Ughl

2

3

4

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:

30

•.

PUTTING IT UP TO GOD

79

Pleanc, God, I'd like to oay my prayer, and if you have ariy time to spare,
I ~ould like t ·l ask you something. Mothc r and Daddy are too busy to tell
me.
J\

se':'en year: old,· and Mother says I' vc got ten into an awful habit of t.

__

ng 11.es. She says it i::, wicked and she spanks me every time I tell one •
.1t is wi.::kccl?
I sure would like to knO\·.
.C'm all mixed up about thatl
Thn other day I told a lie that got me int.o an awftl mess.
I just had to
tell it though, for it was like thi3. Every time 1 get in a fight, Mother
· sp mkB me, and so wl-ien I [.;ocl:cd Denny in tho eye be cause he kicked me in
th 1 stomac11, I told Mother I didn't do it.
You sec, I didn't. want to get
a ... icking!
nut Dadc1 y fcmnd out that I djd, and he asked Mother, "We ju:-ot
ca1 •t let tha: h'y go-on like this!
He will have to b~ punished." And so
the. y dld, for te I ling that lie.
l\na now Moth0r won't let me ~fo to the pony
and dog show · )CC,lusc I socked Benny and it sure is tough luck, isn't it-?

'

I don't under. :tan,l about this spa iking business, cind this ,in what I want. to
a::,k you. Now I s,1ckcd ncnn'I in t 1 ,c ey0., .?•nd.Mothcr :-,ockrd me right .on n:y
bare bot.tom ar,d i I: hurt J.ik ~ the < ickcms 1 l-low, who is goin~ to sock Motl er
because she sc eked me? I~m t i t J 1st as : ad for Mother to sock m•= as it
is for me tc, :-;ock Denny? O '. cour£ ·"? Mo the· and Daddy ~re good, hu:. I do
just like tl ey do, and they say I', 1 bad!
· The other night ~!other put me to·_ be 1 at S€ vcn o'clock and s;iid for me to go
to s.J..ecp, that :;he -and Daddy were ~ )ing tn s i. t in the ;other room and reai l.
I couJ.,.dn' t go., tc, sleep, so I called ,Mothe2.:- t) let me come ill where she a· d
Daddy,, we:i-:e and ·1 ►lay with my new engine, but ; he didn't answe:r, so I got , p
ar.d went in. Ne ·body was there, and dhen ! ca iled to Nannie and as~-.ed whE:
A thcr ar d Daddy were, she F-aid, 0 They slj_ppe•:l out because they didn't we.,
""'rou to know they had gone, c1nd went to thr~ br .idcJe party."
~ o you see, tl cy
tell lie~: tc,o.
They do for a fact!
And ·1obody socks-the~, and they nccc
it ,'\wful bad •
. Motlier says that if I want anything to as:.-.. you.
So now. I wish you would
sock Mother and Daddy.
'l'hc y must have so.-nething cqming to them.
You just
can':. let tlem go on like this!
And please tell me, if you were a little
boy .. ike me and there \las a pony and dog sllow ::.n town, and ·1our Mother
\\OUl(:n' t let ye u go, what would you do? Now I just ask you!
Well, I know
\\hat I'm going to do!
I'm going to run atJay and crawl under the tent.
~other i'nd )adc t run away from me· and go ~o br:.dge parties, so why can't
I t'U'.l a\' ay .3.nd ;10 to the pony anct dog show.

Tho Mother l)f this little boy
bccr,,n.
Whc 1 it was finished,
dO\mstairs 1nd re-lated tn he c
"C ·y much c nu.sod.
With pride
nc. s of thtir son."

was just. cnt~rinJ the room when his prayer
.sh-1 closed lhe door softly anc.:. tiptoed
hu ;band what she had di'scover<"d.
They were
th, ~y told t: 1cir =:riends about the "clcvcr-

.

,,

Bu..:. 1;hcy ktpt ri~ht on doinq just what they hac been doing.
And the
cl '?V1)r little bo~ kept righ~: on follo·.,d.ng thci 1 lead. What wonderful
im~tators children arc •
•

• ·n he grr-w 1 1p, they cxcl,1 : med, ''\'lhat h ,vc we ~V<'r done to liim that he
tld turn out. like 1.hi~?
/hat i:; the rr1ttcr with ttic y0unger gcncratir:>n'"
ti • pncif it: in~ t, tut

!

in, "rpo ated
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MENTAL HEALTH
Topic:

,

~' Grado:

9

:

Course Goal (1. 3 )
Competency

READY:

(1.3.3 ) :

-

GO

.

Shows a positive self-concept, individuality, end self-direction.
Strive toward one's own potential and fulfill one's basic needs.

I will use this activity to help students:

__x_

SET ••

80

Self-Image - Basic Needs

___ improve communications

develop self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

__x___

clarify attitudes and values

_x__ develop social responsibility

__x___

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

Go on to

11

GD. 11

11

basic needs. 11

1.

Teacher must identify

2.

Guide a discussion; allow students to discover what would seem that every
single person needs in order to achieve the 11 ideal personality. 11

3.

Give student a brea~down of basic needs.

4.

Possible activities: Students identify the needs, indicate why each is
basic to all people; describe in terms of personality assets and
liabilities; describe and elaborate on how an individual can reach these
needs. Identify possible outcomes if need is never realized.

Variation:

LOOKING BACK:

Discuss each need.

Complete as a panel discussion, one student for each need.
Answer the question and allow audience to analyze and evaluate
the plans to reach needs.

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

32

Additional Comments:

4

5

Wow!

Ugh!

E X A MP L E
81

PERSONALITY EXPERIENCE
Understanding Yourself and Others
It has been accepted by many different people that all individuals have found
basic needs in order to achieve a well-roundod personality. Can you evaluate
yourself honestly? Can you recognize desirable and undesirable points and carry
out a program that will make changes? How these needs are met determines the
kind of person that we are!

BASIC NEEDS:
l.

We all ~ant to be liked and valued by others.
- Parents furnish security and acceptance.
- Will the world accept you as readily as your parents do?
- Can anyone go through life never feeling unwanted or left out?
How one meets ''people situations" can mar or improve personality.

2.

We must all have the satisfaction of knowing success in at least one interest.

- Does this factor indicate that a sense of competition is necessary?
- Do all people have a sense of competition?
- Can too much competition replace the value of a job well done - merely
wanting to outdo others?
- Can a person always be the "winner and be tops" in all that he/she tries?
- WHAT CAN YOU DO WELL? WHERE IS YOUR INTEREST?
- No two people have the same abilities - you possess some certain skill or
talent that you may not even know about unless you try itJ
- Also remember, someone else has a talent or skill that you do not have!
3.

We all need the friendship and companionship of others.
-

4.

Can some go it alone all the time?
Do we need others for balance? Why?
Limiting our friends can limit our lives.
Each person we meet has something to offer!

Our personalities gain only through new experiences - good or bad.
- Does making new friends develop new abilities and interests?
- Can you defeat yourself by developing undesirable traits?

33

MENTAL HEALTH
Topic:
1Grado:

Emotions

82

9-10

I

Course Goal (1.4)

Accepts one's emotions as a part of a whole person.

(1.4.3) : Develop processes by which one might cope with emotions

Competency

READY:

:

(extreme emotions and everyday emotions).

I will use this activity to help students:
X

__x_ improve communications

develop self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

--- increase knowledge

__x_ other (please designate):
Realize emotions are common-to
people

fil :

Viorst, Judith, Family Circle Magazine, June 1972; page 91.

fil!

1.

Teacher reads very descriptively and with a great deal of feeling,
"Alexander, and The Terrible, No.Good, Very Bad Day."

2.

Students listen, and may discuss ideas concerning, for example:

:

a.
b.
c.

A time or times they have felt this way.
Identify whether or not Alexander has a totally negative or
positive feeling.
What creates the attitudes he communicates?

Variation:

1.

Make arrangements with forensics or oral interpretations teacher for a
student to read - one of class members practice it and present to the
class.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
UghJ

Additional Comments:

2

4

3

5

Wow'
34

•

MENTAL HEALTH

Topic:

Processes of Coping With Emotions (Stressful Situations)

Grade:

9

Course Goal (1.4)
Competency

READY:

:

(1.4.3) :

Accepts one's ·emotions as a part of a whole person.
Develop processes by which one might cope with emotions
(extreme emotions and everyday emotions).

I will use this activity to help students:
X

X

develop self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability

.fill. :

liQ.

:

83

improve communications

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

X

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

1.

Students role-play and discuss common stressful situations.

2.

Normal seating arrangement of students.

3.

Materials needed:

4.

Estimated time:

s.

May utilize idea format from Can of Squirms, High School, Pennant Educational materials.

1.

Teacher passes out 3"

2.

Teacher asks students to write down stressful situation; i.e., "I've just
been to the doctor and ha tells me I'm pregnant. I'm on my way home to
tell my parents." Scene is girl with parents.

3.

Students pass cards in.

4.

Teacher looks over cards and picks one situation. Teacher appoints
students to play roles. As in example - one girl is the mother; one
boy is the father, one student is the pregnant girl.

5.

Students act situation, resolving problem.

6.

Discuss class solutions and alternate.ways to solve problem.

3• x 5" cards and pencils.
1 hour.

X

5 11

cards to students.

35

Students provide own pencils.

Variation:
84

7.

Judge resolution on basis of:

LOOKING BACK:

a.
b.
c.
d.

cop out
poor (no decision).
fair {positive direction))
good (positive image)

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
Ugh!

4

2

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:

36

INTERrRETATIONS
Two people per scene.
1.

85

Interpret different ways.

2.

Hello
Hello

1.
2.

Well ••••
Well, what?

1.
2.

How is everything?
Just about as usual.

1.
2.

I didn't expect to find you here.
But you have. Of course, I could say the same for you.

l.
2.

Are you going to be busy~from now until dinner?
Not exactly, not busy.

l.
2.

Wouldn't you like to talk for awhile?
I might. For awhile anyway.

1.
2.

All right.
Fine.

* ***** ****
l.

Convict waiting to meet a contact ••• both not sure the other is the right
man.

2.

Two sisters ••• mad at each other.

3.

Man trying to pick up a girl in the park ••• girl is nice, but not
adverse to it.

4.

Strangers on a train ••• hesitant, but wishing to speak to one another.

5.

Sick person knowing he's going to die ••• friend comes to cheer him up.

6.

Two people recognize each other, but are not sure who the other is.

?.

City girl is waiting for a country bumpkin to buy her dinner.

(Develop a specific character in accordance with the situation and remain
consistent ••• your voice should reveal the situation.)

37

MENT/\L HEALTH

Topic:

Evaluate EmotionLl

Grade:

9

Course Goal (1.4 )
(1.10)
Competency

(1.4.3 ) :
(1.10.1)

READY:

i

86

Accepts one's □ motions as u part of a whole person.
Carrios out r0spon~ibilitios rolated to living with others or·
alone.
Develop procossoa by which one might cope with emotions (extreme
emotions and ovoryday emotions).
Successful adjustmur1ls to singlo, marital, ramily, and group
living roles.

I will use this activity to help students:
__X_ develop solf-concopt

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

--- clarify attitudes

___ develop social responsibility

and valuos

__x_ indroase knowledge

, fil :

§.Q.

:

___ other (please designate):

1.

Students complete statements on attached "Analyze Your Emotions" sheet in
order that they might·better understand themselves.

2.

Normal seating arrangomonts of students 6r seat in a circle.

3.

Materials needed:

4.

Estimated time - 1 period.

1.

Teacher passes "Analyze Your Emotions" sheet out to each student.

2.

Students complete sentences - approximately 20 minutes.

3.

Teacher then (aftor quostionnniro is cornploted) asks ooveral students
to complete their first stut.r~riirmt aloud to clans.

a.
b.

LOOKING OACK:

copy of attached shoat for each student; pencil~for
each student.

Diocusa roactiono.
Show similnritioa in ronctions - ''We all foal tho samo."

Circle the numbor which best iridicateo your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

Ugh!
Additional Comments:

4

5

Wow!
38

ANALYZE YOUR EMOTIONS

Take a sheet of paper and try to finish sac~ of these statements.
is simply a test for facing onoself. Be truthful!

1.

I hate ••••

2.

I wish ••••

3.

I fear ••••

4.

I hope ••••

5.

I love ••••

6.

I'm embarrassed when ••••

7.

The thing I am most afraid of is ••••

B.

I want most to be ••••

9.

The thing that bothers me most is ••••

10.

Regarding myself, I feel ••••

11.

The person who worries me most is ••••

12.

I am most cheerful when ••••

13.

I am deeply happy when ••••

14. · My greatest interest in life is ••••

15.

The person who means the mo3t to me is ••••

16.

The ones who love me most are ••••

17.

In leisure time, I like most to ••••

18.

I have great respect for ••••

19.

My health is •• ~.

20.

My ability is ••••

39
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This

MENTAL HEALTH
Interacting With Others (Reaction to Unexpected)

. Topic:
Grade:

88

9

-

~ Course Goal ( 1.4)

(1.5)

Competency

( 1. 4. 3)

(1.5.2)

READY:

.•.
.
.

Accepts one's emotions as a part of a whole person •
Determines the influence of individual, interpersonal, and
societal attitudes and values on mental health.
Develop processes by which one might cope with emotions
(extreme emotions and everyday emotions).
Influence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making) •

I will use this activity to help students:.
___ develop self-concept

X

improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X clarify attitudes and values
---

___ develop social responsibility

__x_ other (please designate):

___ increase knowledge

- Fears of unknown and reactions
usually based on imagination
- Critical thinking

~fil :

.fil!.

:

1.

Regular classroom setting or small group settings (5 or 6).

2.

No special materials.

3.

Teacher or class chooses a topic, event, or circumstance that has not
happened, but is a possibility. (The possibility can be very remote;
for example: Contact with intelligent life from outer space.)

1.

Teacher:

2.

Students:

3.

Questions:

Give the setting (spectacular, spontaneous, unbelievable).
Express the feelings and/or thoughts related to the situation.
a.
b~
c.
d.

How will it affect us?
What are the fears?
What are the reactions of others to these fears?
What effect would this event have on the world? the
country? the town? the individual? yourself?

Variations:

l • . Base on TV program, novel, movie, radio - War of the Worlds.
2.

Allow students to creatively construct future society, etc., or
controversial world status.
40

89

LOOKING

□ ACK:

Circlo the number which best indicotos your foalings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ugh!

s
Wow!

Additional Comments:

41

MENTAL HEALTH
Topic:

Communication and Vuluos

Grade:

9

90

Course Goal

(1.5)

:

Dotormines the influonco of individual, interpersonal, and
sociotul attitude □ nnd valuus on mental health.

Compote~cy

(1.5.2) :

Influe11ce of attitudos and values (i.e., docision-making).

READY:

I will use this activity to holp students:

__x_

develop self-concept

X

improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

__x_

learn or improve health skills

clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

___ increase knowledge

fil :

Time:

___ other (please designate):

One hour

Pairs of students practice dialogue utilizing body language that denotes their
characters.
"Interpretations" handout.

!iQ.

:

1.

Give each student a copy of the "Interpretations" handout.

2.

Divide class into pairs.

3.

Teacher talks to each pair and secretly tells them what characters they
will act out.

4.

Pairs practice dialogue, using non-verbal communication, that denotes
their characters. Allow 15 minutes.

5.

Pairs present dialogue to the class.

6.

Class tries to guess which characters they represent.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the nurnbor which bast indicatos your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ughl
Additional Comments:

5

Wow!
42

MENTAL HEALTH
Topic:

Decision-Making

Grade:

9
1

Determines the influence of individual, interpersonal, and
societal attitudes and values on mental health.

(1.5.2) :

Influence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making).

Course Goal (1.5)
Competency

READY:

91

I will use this activity to help students:
X

develop self-concept

_x__ improve communications

X

improve decision-making ability·

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

___ increaae knowledge

___ other (please designate):

fil :

focus Magazine, Volume II, No. 2, Spetember 27, 1974.

GO

l.

"The Lifeboat"

2.

Divide class into groups of 8 or near that.

3.

Provide them with the setting:

:

After ship had sunk in heavy seas, eight survivors find themselves on .a
rubber raft that is grad4ally sinking because it can only support 6
adults. The 8 include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

55-year-old male artist
doctor
16-year-old female
a baby boy
the baby's mother
a sailor
young minister
convicted murderer

4 •. The raft will sink in one-half hour - it has blown off course out of the
shipping lanes end there is no realistic chance of being spotted for
2-3 days.
5.

Survivors talk it over - no one volunteers to Jump overboard. Given
this situation, must make a decision in 30 minutes or all drown.
43

6.

Teacher:

7.

After:

Observer only, unless needed as a group member.
Compare decisions:

92

discuss values, criticize and evaluate,
realities versus false beliefs.

Co.mpare with actual happening of the "Last Survivors" where
one man threw 11 people overboard to save 13. He was tried
for 11 counts of manslaughter but received parole in l½
years by the sentencing judge.
Variation:

e.

One group - one person has a gun.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

Ugh!

4

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:

44

MENTAL HEALTH
Topic:

Communication - Body Language and Space

Grade:

9

Course Goal ( 1. 5 )
Competency

READY:

93

:

Determines the influence of individual, interpersonal, and
societal attitudes and values on mental health.

(1.s.2) :

Influence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making).

I will use this activity to help students:
X

__x_ improve communications

develop self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability

--- learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

___ increase knowledge

--- other (please designate):

.fil

.•

fill

: 1. Teacher:

"Space Bubble,'' Focus Magazine, Vol. 11, No. 2, September 2, 1974 •

Introduce body language and discuss with students. Provide a
short kinesics dictionary for students. Give each student a role or an
idea to communicate using body language. Have students guess the idea.
Example:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Create a change in behavior of a person.

One student leaves room with a prepared speech - must hold
everyone's attentioni
Students are instructed to determine a goal for changing what
the individual does; i.e., pacing, keep in one corner of room.
Whenever pacer leaves area, students look away, yawn, sway,
wiggle, slump, rub their eyes. When enters area, all sit
attentively, lean forward, eyes open.
No verbal communication - only body language (kept in focus).
Note:

Might warn other teachersl

Variations:
1.

Space Bubbles: Send one person out of room, blindfold, rearrange entire
room - people standing here and there. Allow student to enter and find
the people.
a.

b.

People to shrink back sharply from the "blind man."
One person follow very carefully.
45

2.

Discuss sensation the person feels when people draw away.

a.
b.

LOOKING BACK:

94

What .emotions build up?
What message does the individual receive?

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ughl
Additional Comments:

46

S
Wowl

MENTAL HEALTH

Topic:

Decision-Making -.Values

Grado:

9

:

Determines the influence of individual, interpersonal, and
societal attitudes and values on mental health.

(1.5.2) :

Influence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making).

Course Goal ( 1. 5 )

-Comoetency

READY:

95

I will use this activity to help students:
X

develop self-concept

--- improve communications

X

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

___ inc~ease knowledge

X

develop social responsibility

X

other (please designate):
Attitudes toward death

ill :

GO

:

Read, Piers, "Alive," J.B. Lippincott Co., New York, NY. 10017; 1973
(521 Fifth Avenue)

1.

Read an exerpt or condensed version only to class: Focus Magazine,
September 2, 1974 or Reader's Digest Magazine, date unknown, 1973.

2.

Allow time to discuss meaning of the survival.
of the means of survival.

Discuss pros and cons

3.

Turn down lights, close eyes, and relive crash.
What decisions must be made?

What would they do?

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

4

5

Wow!

Ugh!
Additional Comments:

47

MENTAL HEALTH

Topics Decision-Making

:

Determines the influence of individual, interpersonal, and
societal attitudes and values on mental health.

( 1.5.2) :

Influence of attitudes and values (i.e., decision-making).

Course Goal (1.5 )
Competency

READY:

I will use this activity to holp students:

__x_

ID :

GO

:

96

develop self-concept

___ improve communications

__X_ improve decision-making ability

_x__ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

--'X___ develop social responsib~lity

___ increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

1.

No materials needed.

2.

Regular classro~m setting.

3.

Board or overhead projector.

1.

Teacher:

2.

list in opposite columns -

3.

Discuss disagreements on some items that appear on each side.

4.

Statement:

5.

Point out that
.to do -a. Sometimes
b. Sometimes
c. Sometimes

6.

Question:
to game?

Questions, What are the things people have to do?
What are the things people want to do?
Want to 1 s

All we really have to do is die!
can el3ct to do1

Have to 1 s

Why?

Everything else we actually

all of us make decisions based on what wa really want
we consider what we really want to do.
wa consider consequenc~s.
it is in spite of consequences because we want to.

What role does accepting responsibility play in want to/have
48

97
Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
•.

LOOKING BACK:

activity:
1

2

4

Ughl

5

WowJ

Additional Comments:

I
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MENTAL HEALTH
.Jp_p~c:
Grade:

Overview of Awareness - Decision-making (Current Events)
9

Course Goal (1.5)
Competency

READY:

:

(1.s.2) :

1.3 - 1.10 - 1.11 - 1.4
1.3.3 - 1.10.1 - 1.11.4 - 1.4.3

I will use this activity to help students:

develop self-concept

X
___
improve communications

X

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

X
___
develop social responsibility

X

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

fil :

Current newspapers, local and regional
Magazines
TV news and special presentations
Radio news and special presentations

QQ.

Health Events:

:

98

Continuing assignment to explore media - many variations can
be implemented.

1.

Five articles or events per week summarized and approached
critically answering especially why happening occurs, how and
who it affects.

2.

Create notebooks covering a given amount of time and with a
given number to include.

3.

Each week, discuss major, unusual, or confusing happenings.
a.
b.

LOOKING BACK:

Identify people or groups of people affected
directly or indirectly.
Identify economic status, change, or effect
the happening creates with people.

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

50

Additional Comments~

4

5

Wow!

Ugh}

MENTAL HEALTH
Bellevue Public Schools

Topic:

Mate Selection - Understanding Opposite·sex

Grades

9-10

Course Goal ( 1.1d
Competency

READY:

:

(1.10.1) :

Carries out -responsibilities related to living with others or.
alone.
Successful adjustments to single, marital, family, and group
living roles.

I will use this activity to help students:

_x__ develop self-concept

X

_x__ clarify attitudes and values
___ increase knowledge

1.

"Opposite Sex" handout.

2.

Magazine articles:

improve communications

--- learn or improve health skills
X
develop social responsibility
---

___ improve decision-making ability

fil :

99

- - - other (please designate):

"The Fun of Being a Woman," Reader's Digest, March, 1965.
"What Men Say About Women," Women's Day, February, 1967.

.!ill.

.

3.

Written assignment and discussion. Students, complete sentences about the
the opposite sex and compare their answers.

l•

Give every student a copy of the "Opposite Sex" handout.

2.

Have students complete each sentence.

3.

Teacher collects assignments and tallies answers for each sex for all ·the
questions.

4.

Teacher tells results to the students so they can compare their own
feelings and opinions with those of others.

s.

Discussion follows.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Wow!

Ughl
51

Additional Comments:

5

OPPOSITE SEX
Sex (circle one):

M

100

F

Complete each of the following sentences in the space provided:
ll

The question I most would like to have answered about myself as a sexual
being is •••

2.

If I had a chance to ask just one question about members of the opposite
sex, the question I'd ask is •••

3.

The qualities or characteristics I respect and admire most in members of
the opposite sex are •••

4.

The biggest complaint I have about members of the opposite sex in general
is~ ••

6.

If I could get one idea about members of my sex across to members of the
opposite sex, the thing I would like them to understand about us is •••

6.

When I think about the whole idea of sex, the thing about it that concerns
me most is •••

7.

The thing about being married that concerns me most is •••
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101
Bellevue Public Schools

Topic: family Relationship
Grade:

9

Course Goal (1.10)

Compotoncy

READY:

:

(1.10.1) :

Carries out rosponsil..iilitios relatod to living with othors or
alone.
Successful adjustmonts to single, marital, family, and group
living roles.

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concopt

__x_ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

___ develop social responsibility

clarify attitudes and values

___ increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

•.'

ill

··t

a

Time:

1-2 hours.

"The Shattered Family" handout.
Students read handout and react in sm3ll group diocussion.

!ill,

:

1.

Have students read, "Tho Shattered Family" handout.

2.

Have students break into small groups.

3.

Have each group choose two happenings which they would like to see take
plece and two hap~enings which Tofflor has suggested they would not like
to see. Each group should be able to explain their choices.

4.

Havo each group oharo thm10 conclw~iono with tho root of tho class.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which bost indicatos your feelings about the above
activity:
1
Ugh!

2

3

5

Wow!
53

Additional Commonts:

4

..
102

TIIE Sli/\TTERtD FAMILY
Can lt Absorb Shocks In Future?
The /\mer i can fom i 1y rnay be hcndcd toward

some profound ch,rn9cs, s,iys the author
of 11 Futurc Shock. 11 The rnom-pop-.:rndklds structure rnay be on its way out,
to be rcpl~ced in part by communal
fomillcs, ho:noscxw.11 households ilnd
"profess i ona 1 parents 11 who wi 11 ra I se
your child for you.
By Alvin Toffl.er

54

Please note: The text of "The Shattered Family" (p. 54-62) was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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!he Sh,,ttc rt~d Fc1ml 1y (cont I nucd)
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The Shilttcrcd Family (continued)

56

105

The Shnttcred Fam! ly_ (continued)

57,

DELLCVUE PUDLIC SCIIOOLS

The Shnttcrr.d F,1ml

ly

106

(continued)

58

-~

The Shattered F;imi ly (continu~c.l)
107

59
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Jhe Shattered Fc1mi ly (continued)

60

The· Shattered Family ( cont I nued)

109
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ll[LLLVUC PUULIC SCIIOOLS

The Shattered Fnml

ly

110

(continued)
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MENTAL HEALTH
Bellevue Public Schools
Topic:

family communications

!:irade:

9

Course Goal {1.10)
Competency

READY:

.filI :

:

{1.10.1) :

111

Carries out responsibilities related to living with others or
alone.
Successful adjustments to single, marital, family, and group
living roles.

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concept

__x_ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

___ increase knowledge

___ other {please designate):

Time:

l class period.

Students role-play attitudes of family members as they struggle with a
problem.

.•

1.

Divide class into small groups of 3 or 4 students •

2.

Explain the need for students to accept the role and attitudes of the
family member he is portraying (father, mother, son, or daughter).

3.

Problem: Senior Ball is this weekend and several guys and their dates
are going to rent a lake cabin for a party (unchaperoned) for the night
of the Ball. There will be drinking and lots of vacant rooms.

4.

Each group is given an opportunity to act out roles in front of the class.

6.

Each presentation is followed by discussion.

6.

Each group is encouraged to role-play the situation in a different attitude {straight parents, liberal parents; straight kids, rowdy kids, etc.).

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indidates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

63

Additional Comments:

4

5

· Wow!

Ugh!

IYICNTAL 1-JEAL TH

Bollovuo Public Schools
Topic:

Sex Roles

Grade:

9

1Couroo Goal ( I.le}

(1.5)

112

.
.

~

Competency

(1.10.1)
(1.5.2)

READY:

.

Carries out rosponsibilitios related to living with others or
olono.
Determines tho influence of individual, interpersonal, and
sociotal attitudus and VHluos on mental health.
Successful adjustmonts to single, marital, family, and group
living roles.
Influence of nttitudos and values (i.e., decision-mak~ng) •

I will use this activity to help students:

__x__

develop self-concept

___ improve communications

__x_

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X clarify ottitudos
---

__x_ develop social responsibility

and valuos

___ increase knowledge

fil :
!ill,

___ other (please designate):

Students examine and discuss evidence of sex role differentiation.

:

1.

. 2.

Without preface or introduction, the teacher (using opaque projector) shows
a collection of magazine ads showing men and women in various activities.
As ads are shown on the screen, you can play popular songs in the background, such as, "I Am Woman,''."Woman Helping Man," etc., to show both
traditional and more contomporary rolo situations •
After viewing tho ads, ask students to describe how men and women ara·portrayed; e.g., dominant-submissive, working, relaxing, sexy, tough,
comforting, independent, etc.

3.

Present students with a list of descriptive adjectives, such as rugg~d,
stern, loving, frilly, soft, hard, pink, blue, intelligent, etc., and
ask them to assign a label of male, female, or neutral to each.

4.

Do the same with a list of occupations, such as engineer, ditch digger,
soldier, teacher (art teacher, home ec teacher, shop teacher, English ·
teacher, math teacher), nows reporter, pilot, maid, secretary, nurse,
doctor, dentist, veterinarian.

~~_o_i,:i_,rntary -~~t.i_v_ili:
1.

Students trace the patterns in their own homes of role divisions. Tell
how thoy, thomsolvos, 18:cn:-ned to bo "boys" or ugirls. 11 Interview friends
on the samo subject.

2.

Intarviow adults on qualities they feol to be rnasculino or feminine.
64
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3.

Discuss in groupo tho effects of this role separation on men, women,
families, society.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
..
l

2

4

3

Ugh1

5

Wow1

Additional Comments:

•
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--------------------

Name·

----Date-----

Class Hour

CHECK LIST ON MASCULINE-FEMININE DtHAVIOR
(For use with study guide to)
The check 11st bel<M may be used to bring out Individual or group attitudes toward
masculine-feminine behavior. It refers to some of the points at which men and
women are often sal d to di f fc r. I ndl catc your vi cws by encl rel i ng .H for "men, 1 1
W for ''wo~n" and rm for "no di ffcrcnce 11 between the sexes. Th Is cout d be used
for a class survey.
Whl ch sex

1.

Is better at unders tan ding people?

K

w

ND

2.

has the stronger physical constitution?

H

w

ND

3.

Is better at money management?

H

w NO

"·

Is more emotional?

M

w NO

s.

has more mechanical skill?

H

w

ND

6.

Is better at car-driving?

H

w

NO

·7.

Is more scheml ng and crafty?

H'

w

ND

8.

Is more gossipy?

H

w

NO

,.

Is more concerned wl th sex?

ff

w

NO

10.

Is sterner In disciplining children?

H

w

NO

11.

docs the most talking?

H

w

NO

12.

Is more 11 ke ly to fo 1 Jc,.., custom?

H

w NO

I 3.

Is most undependable? ·

ff

\I

ND

llt.

Is most 11 ke ly to be concerned with what others think?

K

w

NO
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---------------------

-----

Class Hour

Name

Date

_____l,ir

WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD WIVES WORKING OUTSIDE THE HOME?
(For use with study guide 20)
Enc1rcle A to Indicate acceptance; R for rejection. Discuss your opinions of the
following statements with your dating friend or spouse •.
\rlhen would work outside the home for a ~ife-mother b~· satisfactory?

A R

1.

there Is a definite economic need; at no other time

A R

2.

there are no children

A R

).

she can manage both her home and the job

When

i

•,

A R

4. she can be at home upon the arrival of her husband and children

A R.

5. she doesn't earn more or have a better Job than her husband

A R

6.

she waits until the chlldren·are adolescents before working

A R

7,

she has plenty of labor-saving devices in the home

A R

8.

she finds herself bored.with housework

A R

9.

her Job enables her to meet Interesting people, and have interesting
expcri ences

A R

10.

It Is work with churches, clubs, or some civic group

A R

II.

she gains more enjoyment and satisfaction out of working outside the
home, than she does In It

A R

12,. she has some special training or competence for outside work which
she would like to put to use
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MENTAL MEALTH
fopics

Drug Education - "Ton Oongorouo Myths"

Grado:

9

~ourse Goal (1.11)

(1.11.4) :

Competoncy

~:

:

116

U~darstands factors involved in abusive behavior.
Prevention and/or control (i.e., getting high on life in
resoonsible ways; laws and regulations).

I will use this activity to help studonts:
X

develop self-concept

___ improve communications

X

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values
X

X

develop social responsibi~ity

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

Prepare copies of the article, "Ten Dangerous Myths about Teen-age Health,"
by Jane E. Brody, from Woman's Day Magazine, May 1973, page 94.

.!ill

:

Make copies of article or use as a resource for student panel groups •

LOOKING OACK:

Circle the number which best indicatos your feelings about the above
activity:
4
5
3
1
2
Wow:
Ughl

Additional Comments:

68

....

...·'
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117

When you're young
is when
you're healthy-right?
Not neqpssarily • •.

Ten
[)angerotJS

1\/lyths

c1bout
·reen--age
Health
By JANE E. BRODY

...

Please note: Text on pages 117-121 was redacted due to copyright concerns.

94

69

WOMAN'S DAY

OAVIOA1TII

MAY, 1973

70

15

119

118

71

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------1~2~0...______

l2

,

WOMAh

72

,I

121

134
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HOW TO ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD TO USE DRUGS
1.

Never eat together as a family.

2.

Never have family traditions which occur weekly, monthly, or annually,
that your children can look forward to.

3.

Never listen to your children -- talk at them but not with them.

4.

Never let your children experience cold, fatigue, adventure, injury, risk,
challenge, experimentation, failure, frustration, discouragement, etc.

5.

Convince your children of the dangers of drugs while you drink alcohol and
smoke cigarettes.

6.

Never give your children any spiritual training, but emphasize the ritual
of religion, the outward appearance, and the letter of the law.

7.

When confronted with the choice of either spending your time or money on
a material pursuit or on a family activity, always choose the material
object.

B.

Continually tell others, in front of the child, what great things your
"little boy is doing" - and always expect him to win.

9.

Show your children that you disregard the "minor'' laws of the land or of
your church because of ''expediency" or because "no one will know."

10.

Never correct your children appropriately, but uphold them before the law,
school, church, and friends - "not my little boy.''

11.

Undermine the roll of the father in the house - never have the father's
influence in the home - stay together for the sake of the children - or
better yet, get a divorce.

12.

Go to the medicine cabinet for relief continually.

13.

Always pick up after him - never let him take any responsibility.

14.

Always solve his problems - make his decisions.

DRUG ABUSE IS THE SYMPTOM-------------------Of A DEEPER PROBLEM.
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~ENTAL HEALTH

~

V

Topic:

Drug Education - Panel Analysis

Grade:

9

I Course Goal (1.11)

Competency

READY:

:

(1.11.4) :

123

Understands factors involvod in abusive behavior.
Prevention and/or control (i.e., getting high on life in
responsible ways; laws and regulations).

I will use this activity to help students:
X

develop self-concept

___ improve communications

X

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

X

in~rease knowledge

-~X-

other (please designate):
Determine why's

-

SET

QQ.

.•

:

Examples:
1.

Life Reprint Series: 'Nos. 22, 78, 87, 15.

2.

Data.from National Clearinghouse~ Drug Abuse Information, resource books,
fact sheets, pamphlets.

3.

federal Resource Book, Drug Abuse Information, Washington, D.C.

4.

The Dope Book, by Lieberman, McDougal, Littel and Co., Evanston, Illinois.

Group students into small discussion circles (5-7).
resources around the room.

Make available set of

1.

Students prepare their questions they have concerning any form of drug
abuse. These questions are dupl.imted and given to each group with
teacher additions.

2.

Groups utilize as many resources as possible to come to an agreement
concerning their questions.

3. • Students then analyze the problem task:

Why do people of various ages

abuse drugs?
4.

List and discuss as a group project so their analysis can be duplicated.

5.

Present their analysis.

6.

Class as a group modifiRA n~ ·~rl1usts as they evaluate each group's
decisions.
75

Variation:
1.

124

Teacher creates a debate. One group's task is to describe the unfavorable
image, crisis, emotions, and defense mechanisms as the only way to go.
Note:

Must be realistic and honest.

Resources should be plentiful end

current.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ugh!

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:

g
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AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES
MENTAL HEALTH
The resources are alphabetically arranged by type under the
course goal for which they are most appropriate.

The resources which

are available through the Lyle School District No. 406 Audio-Visual
Department are designated by an asterisk (*).

All other resources are

available through the Instructional Media Center of Educational Service
District No. 112.

Consult your Educational Service District No. 112's

Instructional Media Catalog for directions on ordering materials.
Remember:

The* means that the resource is available through

the Lyle School District No. 406 Audio-Visual Department.
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1.3.3
16 mm Films
NATIONAL HEALTH TEST 3; MENTAL HEALTH, ••• , B&W, 11 min.
SOCIAL SIDE OF HEALTH, THE; color, 10 min.
UNDERSTANDING STRESSES AND STRAINS; color, 10 min.

Filmstrips
*PERCEPTION; 85 frames, color, 9 min., cassette, guide.
*ROLES AND GOALS; 77 frames, color, 6 min., cassette, guide.
*YOU HAVE TO WANT SOMETHING; 131 frames, color, 12 min., cassette, guide.
IALAC STORY; 81 frames, color, 8 min., cassette, guide.
1.4.3
16 mm Films
DOUBLE TROUBLE:

FAMILY ADVERSITY; color, 15 min., guide.

NO TRESPASSING:

PRIVACY; color, 15 min., guide.

PRESSURE MAKES PERFECT:
'IWO SONS:

PRESSURE TO ACHIEVE; color, 15 min., guide.

SIBLING RIVALRY; color, 15 min., guide.

Filmstrips
*FRIENDLY AND HOSTILE; 80 frames, color, 8 min., cassette, guide.
*TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES; 80 frames, color, 8 min., cassette, guide.
*WHY AM I AFRAID TO TELL YOU WHO I AM?; 2 parts - 242 frames, color
27 min., cassette, guide.
1.5.2
16 mm Films
BY WHOSE RULES; color, 15 min., guide.
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TRYING TIME:

MAKING DECISIONS; color, 15 min., guide.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH JONATHAN?
WHO WINS?

EVERYDAY PRESSURES; color, 15 min., quide.

MORALITY; color, 15 min., guide.

Filmstrips
*FEELINGS AND THOUGHTS; 80 frames, color, 8 min., cassette, guide.
*FUZZIES; 70 frames, color, 12 min., cassette, guide.
*LET'S GET ORGANIZED; 90 frames, color, 10 min., cassette, guide.
POPULARITY PROBLEMS OF YOUNG TEENS; 4 filmstrips, 2 records
*STRIKE IT RICH; 80 frames, color, 8 min., cassette, guide.
1.10.1
16 mm Films
CLIQUE:

CLIQUES; color, 15 min., guide.

DIFFERENT FOLKS:
FAMILY MATTERS:

SEX ROLE IDENTIFICATION; color, 15 min., guide.
WHAT IS A FAMILY; color, 15 min., guide.

FUTURE SHOCK; color, 42 min.
Filmstrips
SEX:

A MORAL DILEMNA FOR TEENAGERS; parts 1&2, 2 filmstrips, 2 records.

1.11.4
16 mm Films
DOWN AND BACK:
MY FRIEND:

FAILURE AND DISAPPOINTMENT; color, 15 min., quide.

ETHNIC/RACIAL DIFFERENCES; color, 15 min., guide.
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PHYSICAL HEALTH

*I.

Developmental Stages of Physical and Psychological Growth
Textbook Reading: Chapter 4
A.

Human Sexuality
1.
2.

Psychosocial aspects of sexual behavior
Patterns of sexual activity
a.
b.
c.

3.

B.

Birth Control
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

c.

Masturbation
Petting
Coitus
(1) Physiology of
(a} female cycle
(b} male cycle
(c} sex differences
d. Homosexuality
e. Prostitution
f. Sexual revolution
Reproduction
a. The male contribution
b. The female system
(1) The uterus
(2) The Fallopian tubes
(3) The ovaries
(4) Problems of menstruation
(5) Female hygiene
c. Preqnancy and prenatal development
(1) Early changes in pregnancy
(2) Blood examinations
(3) Discomforts
(4) Miscarriage
(5) Birth defects
d. Labor and birth

Condoms
Coitus interruptus
Rhythm method
Spermatocides and diaphragms
Intrauterine devices
Oral contraceptives
Surgical sterilization
Abortion

Code of Sexual Conduct
1.

Mute
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2.
3.
4.
5.

*II.

Comfortable pew
Indoctrination
Interpersonal relationship
The fifth approach

Special Health Problems of the Male and Female
Textbook Readings: Chapters 12 and 13
A.

Venereal Disease
1.

What are venereal diseases?
a.
b.
c.

a.

e.
f.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

2.
3.
4.

History
Causes and transmission
Signs and symptoms
Diagnosis
Treatment
Laws related to

Breast
Prostate
Hysterectomies
Circumcision

Common Genital Problems
1.

Causes, symptoms; prevention and treatment
a.
b.
c.
d.

III.

Gonorrhea
Syphilis
Herpes
Chancroid
Lymphogranuloma venereum
Granuloma inguinale

Tumors and Cancer
1.

C.

(2.6.5)

Crabs
Lice
Fungus
Vaginal infections

Long-Range Physiological Health Problems Resulting From Chronic Use,
Misuse, and Abuse of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Drugs
(2.8.2)
Textbook Readings: Chapters 9, 10, and 11.
A.

Extent of the Problem
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1.
2.
B.

"Soft"
"Hard"

(Generally non-addictive)
(Addictive)

Why

1.
2.

The omnipresence of TV and its hard-sell presentation on
easy drug cures
Example set by parents and other adults
a.
b.
c.

d.
3.
4.

Music (relationship to drug use)
School curriculum boredom
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

Turning-off process
Irrelevant program
Antiquated curriculum
Attitude toward students

Excape route (trying to forget or get away from the problem)
a.

b.

c.

6.

Medicine cabinet full of pills
Liquor cabinet full of booze
Three-to-five mind-altering drugs a day
(1) Stimulant - caffein
(2) Nicotine
(3) Alcohol
(4) Tranquilizer
(5) Sleeping pill
( 6) Amphetamine
Trying all the illegal and making illegal use of the
legitimate

The experience seekers
(1) Social pressures
(2) Fascination with dangers
The oblivion seekers
(1) Pleasant respite from stresses
(2) Unpardonable injustices
(3)
Incompetency and inadequacy
The personality change seekers
(1) Disappointment and frustration

It' s the "in" thing to do
a. ·Everyone else is
b. A cover-up
c. Search for pleasure (sexual desire and performance)
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IV.

Ways to Meet Emerqency Demands on Physical and Social and Mental
Enerqy
(2.2.3) Textbook Readings: Chapters 5 and 7
A.

Nutrition and Society
1.
2.

The well-balanced diet
Weight control
a.
b.

B.

Obesity
Dieting

Nutrition Gap
1.

World food needs

c.

Misconceptions about Nutrition

D.

Role of Fitness
1.

Role of Fitness
1.

Fatigue
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Physical
Mental
Causes
Overcoming

Sleep
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*STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION RULES AND REGULATIONS
WAC 180-50-070

Sex education.

(1)

Policy--Authority.

The

state board of education believes that the primary responsibility for
family life and sex education including moral responsibility rests upon
the home and the church.

The school can only supplement and complement

those standards established in the family.
The decision as to whether or not any program in family life and
sex education is to be introduced into the schools is a matter for determination at the local district level by the local school board, the duly
elected representatives of the people of the community.

If such a pro-

gram is adopted the state board of education believes that:
(a)

Major emphasis in such a program should be to assist the

home in giving youth the knowledge and appreciation of the important
place the family holds as a social institution in our culture, his place
in his family and the responsibilities which will be his when he later
establishes his own family.
(b)

The program should supplement the work of the home and the

church in giving youth the scientific physiological information for
understanding sex and its relation to the miracle of life, including
knowledge of the power of the sex drive and the necessity for controlling
that drive by self~discipline.
(c)

The program should focus upon helping youth acquire a back-

ground of ideals, standards and attitudes which will be of value to him
now and later when he chooses a mate and establishes his own family.
As a result of these beliefs and pursuant to authority under
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provisions of RCW 28.04.120 (RCW 28A.04.120), RCW 28.05.010 (RCW 28A.05.
010) and Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 15, 1969 first extraordinary
session, the state board of education hereby prescribes the rules and
regulations relating to sex education hereinafter set forth.
(2)

Definition.

Sex education for the purpose of these rules

and regulations is defined as the study of the anatomy and the physiology
of human reproduction.
(3)

Development of instruction in sex education.

School dis-

tricts shall involve parents and school district community groups in the
planning, development, evaluation and revision of any instruction in sex
education offered as a part of the school program.
(4)

Excusal of students--Alternative studies.

Any parent or

legal guardian who wishes to have his child excused from any planned
instruction in sex education may do so upon filing a written request
with the school district board of directors, and the board of directors
shall make available the appropriate forms for such requests.
tive educational endeavors shall be provided for those excused.
9-69, sec. 180-50-070, filed 12/5/69, eff. 1/5/70.)
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
Bellevue Public Schools
Topic: Nutrition - rood analysis
Grade:

134

9

Course Goal ( 2.2)
Compotency

( 2. 2. 3 )

:

Knows the importanco of physical health in meeting both daily"
and emergency domands for physical and mental energy.
Ways to meet emergoncy demands on physical and social and
mental energy.

==-=====-=====·===========

READY:

I will uso this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concept

___ improve communications

_x__

X
learn
---

improve decision-making ability

--- clarify attitudes and values

or improve health skills

___ develop social responsibtlity

_x__ increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

ill :

Outside Class Activity.

GO

1.

Students are asked to keep a record of everything they eat for five days.

2.

At the end of the 5 days, hand out copies of lists of food and their
nutritional content (found in most nutrition books).

3.

Ask students to write down all the ~oods they've eaten on one typical
day. Using the nutritional content sheet, write down vitamins and
minerals in.. each food (see chart).

4.

Ask students to add up columns to find total amount consumed for each
vitamin and nutrient. ·

5.

Ask students to compare this to RDA.

6.

Ask students to write a paragraph discussing, "The nutrients I am lacking
are •••• The foods I should eat to obtain these nutrients are •••• "

:

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Additional Comments:

5

Wow!

Ugh!
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
Topic:

:;rade:

Developmental Stages of Physical and Psychological Growth

135

9

Course Goal (2.4)

Knows the physical and psychological patterns of human growth
and development.

Competency

Developmental stages of physical and psychological growth.

~:

(2.4.1) :

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concopt

f.Q.

___ improve communic~tions

X

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

-~X-

X

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

develop social responsibility

.•

1•

Movie, "I'm 17, Pregnant, and Don't Know What To Do,"
the State Film Library, Olympia, Washington.

..•

1.

Spend class period; discuss the unwed parent.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Abortion
Have the baby and keep it
Have the baby and give it up
Marry and keep baby
Father's responsibility

2.

Show film.

3.

Discµss each girl in movie.
a.

How they handled situation

4.

How some of the disappointment could have been avoided.

5.

The girl~ and boy's parents.

6.

What is best for the baby.

LOOKING BACK:

available from

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

87

Additional Comments:

5

Wowl

Ughl

PHYSICAL HEALTH
Bellevue Public Schools
Topic: Sexualitv (Human Reproduction)
Grade:

9

Couroe Goal ( 2. 4 )
Comoetency

READY:

GO

.•

:

:

( 2.4.1) :

Knows the physical and psychological patterns of human growth end
development.
Developmental stages of physical and psychological growth.

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

--- learn

--- clarify attitudes

___ develop social responsibility

~

'ill

136

and values

or improve health skills

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

l.

Class time:

2.

Test, "Human Sexuality."

3.

Normal classroom arrangement.

1.

Give each student a copy of the "Human Sexuality" test.
sufficient time for students to complete the test.

2.

After -~tud~nts have cempleted the test have them write questions about
reporduction and sexuality that they would like answered during the
unit.

3.

Variations:
a.
b.
c.
d.

LOOKING BACK:

1 hour.

Allow

This test can be given as a post-test, also.
Lat students make up their own test as a learning activity.
Orally discuss the test.
Students take the test using a pass/fail grade; have students
take the test until they pass it.
Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
2
3
4
5
Ugh!
Wow!

------------

Additional Comments:
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13.7

HUMAN SEXUALITY TEST

There ts only one

This test ts to find out your understanding of reproduction.
correct answer for each statement. ANSWER EACH QUESTION.

BelCM Is a vocabulary list provided for technical terms which have more common names.
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY. You may use this 11st during the survey.
Vocabulary:
Penis - male sex organ
Vagina - female sex organ
Uterus - worrb, oven, nest
Sperm - male sex cell
Semen - rnany sperm plus fluid, cream
Ejaculation - act of coming (come,
cum) , c 1i max

I.

Erection - hard on, stiff penis
Testes - balls
Ovum - egg, female sex eel I
ify'ire"n - cherry, maidenhead
Orgasm - climax, ejaculation
Fertilization - uniting of ~perm and
ovum

Choose the correct word or number to fill In the blanks.
than words. Some words may be used more than once.
ovulation
penis
ovum (egg)
sperm (seed)
ovary
ell max
hormones

menstrual cycle
testes (ba 11 s)

28
embryo, fe~us, baby
pregnancy
21

There are more blanks

uterus (worrb)
vagina
ejaculation (cum)
firm, hard, erect
soft, 1fmp, flaccid

14

The principal male sex organs are the 1.
and 2.
•
The 3,
produce sperm. During sexual arousal, the 4.
fills with blood and becomes 5.
If a 6.
Is reached,
an ejaculation occurs. This means 7,
and fluids come out the
8.

-------

-----------------

-------------

The roonthly gr<Mth and loss of the lining of the uterus is knONn as
9,
• This process ts regulated by 10.
and repeats itself,
on the average, every 11.
days. Midway In the month ovulation occurs
when the 12.
releases an 13.
During Intercourse, the
sperm travels up the 14.
and enters the 15

-------·

Fe rt I lizatlon occurs when a 16.
th c n Implants Itself In
19.
uterus is shed.
20.

------the wall of the 18.

----·------

unites with a 17.

which
--------and develops into an

If the ovum Is not fertilized, It dies and the lining of the
This loss of the lining of the uterus docs not occur during

-----89
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Human Sexuality Test (continued)
11.

Please circle the correct letter:
1• .It Is possible that sperm may pass out of the penis

a.
b.

c.
d.

before and during ejaculation
before, during and after ejaculation
during and after ejaculation
during ejaculation only

2.

The hymen (cherry) is a rrerrbrane that ls often present in girls who have
never experienced sexual intercourse. It ls located
a. In the ml ddle of the uterus
b. around the testes
c. at the entrance of the vagina
d. next to the ovary

).

When ls the chance of pregnancy or fertl llzatlon (the union of the egg·
and t_he sperm) most likely to occur?
a. during menstruation
b. at the tlrre of ovulation
c. one week before ovulation
d. Just before menstruation

"·

The rhythm
a. having
b. having
c. having
d. havl ng
e. havl ng

5.

A woman usually knows exactly when she will ovulate.

,If".-·

a.
b.

'.

method means

'..J

l nte rcourse at regular Intervals
Intercourse on 1y at t l mes ha 1f way be.tween mens t rul;l 1 periods
intercourse only during the menstrual period
Intercourse only when the woman ls most 11 ke ly to be lnfertl le
a rhythmic movement while having intercourse

true
false

6.

Ho.,, effective ls the rhythm method (safe period) as a means of birth
control?
a. completely effective
b. as effective as oral contraceptives
c. s 11 ght ly better than no method
d. completely Ineffective

7.

How
a.
b.
c.
d.

c.

long can a woman's
five minutes
one hour
24 hours
one week
2 weeks

egg

(ovum) be fertilized after ovulation?

90
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Human Sexuality Test (continued)
Cl rcle the correct letter:

8.

The rhythm method of birth control ts least effective for
a.
b.

c.
d.

9.

females
females
younger
females

with Irregular periods
with regular periods
females
with children

About how long can a male's sperm (seeds, semen, cream) stay alive within
a female?
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

5 minutes
one hour
12 hours
sever a I days
a month

10.

Pregnancy may occur if intercourse has taken place 48 hours before
ovulation.
a. true
b. false

11 •

Condoms or
a. in the
b. on the
c. at the
d. on the

12.

Where can condoms ( rubbers) be obtained?
a. at a drug store
b. only from a doctor
c. at a hardware store
d. at a grocery store

13.

Who may buy condoms?
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

lit.

Hru

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

rubbers are a bl rth control ~thod used
uterus
penis
back of the vagina
testes

only males
only females
only persons over 21
males and females
only persons with a doctor's p res c rl pt i on
can a condom prevent pregnancy?
by killing the sperm (acting as a s pe rma t t c I de)
by preventing orgasm
by preventing sperm (semen) from entering the vagina
by preventing ovulation
by preventing implantat1on of a fertl II zed egg

91
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Human· Sexuality Test (continued)
Circle the correct letter:

15. HON often must condoms be used 1 f they a re to pre vent pregnancy?
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

during every intercourse
when the female may have a climax
only during the week before menstruation
when one feels like it
every other tlrre

16.

HON do foams, Jellies and creams help to prevent pregnancy?
a. they prevent the sperm from entering the vagina
b. ~y preventing an orgasm
c. by killing the sperm
d. by preventing Implantation of a ferti llzed egg in the uterus
e. by preventing ovulation

17.

Foams and Jellies are sold in drug stores
a. with a doctor's prescription
b. without a doctor's prescription

18.

Who
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

can buy foams and je 111 es?
males only
females only
only persons over 21
anyone wl th a doctor's prescript I on
males and females

19.

Wi thdrawa 1 (pul 11 ng out) means
a. giving up or abstaining from Intercourse
b. when sexually aroused, leaving your partner
c. removal of the male organ (penis) from the female's organ (vagina)
AFTER the male's orgasm
d. removal of the penis from the vagina BEFORE ejaculation (coming)

20.

The
a.
b.
c.
d.

21.

A diaphragm ls a rreans of birth control Inserted by a female
a.
b.

c.
d.

withdrawal (pulling out) method as a means of birth control is
completely effective
as effective as oral contraceptives
slightly better than no method
completely ineffective

permanently, or unt 11 pregnancy Is desired
lnrnediately before having intercourse
after having intercourse
a week before intercourse
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Cl rcle the correct letter:
22.

A diaphragm ls very effective as a birth control device when used
a.
b.
c.
d.

23.

Ho.-1 does a diaphragm prevent pregnancy?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
2lt.

alone
with creams and Jellles
fo)tONed immediately by a thorough washing of the vagina
fotlrued lnvnediately by a warm bath

by
by
by
by
by

preventing
preventing
preventing
preventing
prevent Ing

11 ve sperm from entering the VAGINA
1Ive sperm from ente rl ng the UTERUS
ovulation
orgasm
a ferti llzed egg from Implanting In the uterus

What Is necessary In order to buy a diaphragm?

.

a.

b.

c.
d.

to be 25 years of age
doctor's rreasurements and a prescription
to have a 1ready had a ch I Id
to be having intercourse

a

25.

At least ho.-, long after having Intercourse should a woman wait before
removing a diaphragm?
a. one ml nute
b. 30 ml nut es
c. one hour
d. 6 hours
e. 2lt hours

26.

Oral contraceptives (pl lls) may be legally obtained
a.
b.
c.
d.

27.

If the pl 11 ls to be effective, how often must It be taken?

a.
b.
c.
d.
28.

only with a doctor's prescription
without a doctor's prescription
without a doctor's prescription but from the pharmacist
from a parent

once every day for 20 days of the menstrual cycle
only during the menstrual period
every other day
prior to every Intercourse

If one or more pl 1ls are forgotten
a.
b.
c.
d.

It is not too important
chc1nccs of pregnancy Increase
as long as 20 pills are taken within the month It Is all right
pregnancy occurs

BELLEVUE PUBLIC SCH[
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Human Sexuality Test (continued)
Circle the correct letter:
29.

What 1s an IUD (Intrauterine device)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

a device to reduce sexual drive
an object that is placed in a woman's uterus to prevent pregnancy
a device to prevent ovulation
a de vi cc to k i 1 1 s pe rm
a device to prevent sperm from entering the vagina

30. When an IUD (Intrauterine device) Is in place
a.
b.

c.
d.

31.

The IUD
a.
b.
c.

d.
32.

a.

d.

at the drug store only
at a hardware store only
at a grocery store only
from a doctor only

How often should an IUD be taken out?

a.
b•

c.
d.
e.
34.

interferes with the ple·asure of Intercourse In the male only
Interferes with the pleasure of Intercourse in the female only
does not interfere with the pleasure of intercourse In either males or
females
Interferes with the pleasure of intercourse in both males and females

Ho.-1 can a person get an IUD?

b.
c.

33.

It must be used with a condom
it must be used with creams and jellies
other forms of contraception are not necessary
pills must be taken occasionally

after every intercourse
eve ry morn i n g
before menstruation
after menstruation
when pregnancy Is desired

When used correctly all of the fol lo.-dng are recommended by doctors as
effective methods of birth control: a condom or rubber, an oral contraceptive (pi 11s), a vaginal diaphragm with contraceptive cream, an Intrauterine
device (IUD).
a.
b.

true
false

35. Which method of birth control requires no doctor's prescription and may
safely be obtained and practiced by anyone?
a~ an oral contraceptive (pill)
b. a condom and/or foams or jellies
c. a vaginal diaphragm
d. an Intrauterine device (IUD)
94
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Human Sexual I ty Test (continued)
111.

I.

What Is a contraceptl ve?

(Answer In a short phrase.)

Cl rcle the correct letter:

2.

When does ovulation, I.e., the releasing of the egg, occur?
a. during intercourse
b. during menstruation
c. two weeks prior to menstruation
d. Immediately before rrenstruatlon

3.

Sexual stimulation of one's self without the help of another is known
as
a. prostitution
b • mas t u rb at i on
c. Intercourse
d. homosexua 11 ty

4.

Spenn Is produced in the sexually mature male

a.
b.

c.
.d.

several times a month
once a week
continuously
after age 18

5.

Orgasm (climax) can be experienced by
a. males only
b. females only
c. both males and females
d. neither males or females

6.

Sperms are stored In the
a. vas defcrens (sperm duct)
b. penis
c. bladder
d. seminal ves I c le

7. Sperm travel from the testes to the seminal vesicle through the
a.
b.
c.
d,

8. The
a.
b.
c.
d.

vas def e rens

testicular artery
pen Is
fallopian tubes
carries
------vagl na

the egg from the ovary to the uterus.

vas defercns {sperm duct)
fa 11 op i an tubes
ute rt nc artery

,
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
Bellevua Public Schools
Tunic:

Sexuality (Pregnancy Detection)

Grade:

9

Couroe Goal ( 2.4)
Comoetencv

READY:

SET

:

:

144

Knows the physical and psychological patterns of human growth
and development.

( 2.4.1) :

Dsveloomental stages of physical and psychological growth.

I will use this uctivity to holp studonts:
___ develop self-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

--- learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

_x__

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

Handout, "Pregnancy Detection." Teacher may want to contact Planned Parenthood Center of Seattle foF further information.
Family Life and Sex Education, Esther D. Schulz and Sally Rj Williams, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1969, pp. 225-227.

GO

:

1.

Students read "Pregnancy Detection" handout.

2.

Teacher discusses with the class the importance of early detection.
a.

-

~

Physical preparation - stop taking an~ kind of drugs, nutrition,
etc.
b. Mental preparation - time to adjust to the changes in the family~
Q• .Financial preparation - check on costs and new services.
d. If ~hild is not wanted, an abortion must be performed within
16 weeks.
3.

Have students list other areas of consideration.

4.

This lesson can be a lead into the topics of pre-natal preparation,
abortion, and adoption of child.

s.

Variations:
a.

Have the handout for students to read on their free time. Also
distribute handout to library pa~phlet counter, to counselors,
and nurse.
96

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelingo about the above
activity:
145

1

2

4

Ughl
Additional Comments:

,. ,.

.

97

5
Wow!

-·
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PREGNANCY DETECTION
If a woman ls concerned about a possible pregnancy and at least l11 days have
elapsed since the onset of her last menstrual period, she can bring a specimen of
urine to the Planned Parenthood clinic for pregnancy testing. It should be
(1) the first urine voided on the day of the test, and (2) collected in a clean,
detergent-free container. One ounce Is enough.
A nurse will test the urine by mixing a drop of It on a slide with two
liquids, which test for the presence of a hormone produced by the developing
placenta. If the results arc negative, the liquids will become granular within
two minutes. If the test is positive (indicating pregnancy), the combination
remains milky. The test is inexpensive and Is over 95% accurate.

A woman \'1ho has not been a patient at Planned Parenthood before should al low
an hour or more for pregnancy testing. A counselor wl 11 talk with her about her
medical history ar.d her special concerns. A physician will then perform a pelvic
examination to determine if she is pregnant and, If so, how far advanced the
pregnancy is. He or she does this by feeling the size of the uterus, which
enlarges with advancing pregnancy.

r

If the woman Is not pregnant, the physician may prescribe a medication
(Provera) to induce menstruation. Delayed or missed menstrual periods may be due
to a variety of physical and emotional factors, as well as to pregnancy. These
will be evaluated and ongoing methods of contraception will also be discussed
for those who are not pregnant.

Women who stop taking birth control pills often have delayed ovulation
during the first cycle off the pills. Therefore, their first menstrual period
may be delayed up to 6-8 weeks after the period immediately following the last
pill package. A woman who has just gone off birth control pills should probably
come In for pregnancy detection if 55 days have elapsed since her last menstrual
period.
If pregnancy Is confirmed by both the urine test and the physician's
examination, the patient will return to the counselor to discuss her future plan~
and medical needs. If the pregnancy· is unwanted, there are several options
available. The counselor is there to talk over alternatives and to ~ke
appropriate referrals for prenatal care, homes for unwed mothers, adoptive
services, or early termination of pregnancy. Future contraceptive needs wi 11 be
discussed. The patient may return for further counseling, if she wishes.
The cost of registration at Planned Parenthood Is minimal, between nothing
and $15. Charges arc Individually determined by the counselor. No one ever
needs to delay .determining if she Is pregnant for lack of money.

The service ls available at Planned Parenthood Center of Seattle (EA 9-3625)
on Hondays ilnd Wednesdays from noon to 3 PM without appointment, and at Planned
Parenthood East (CL ~-2750) by appointment.

Planned Parenthood Center of Seattle
July/1971
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
Bollevuo rublic Schools
Topic:

Sexuality (Contraceptives)

Grade:

9

~Course Goal ( 2. 4 )
Competency

.~ :

ril

!ill_

147

.•

( 2.4.l) :

Knows the physical and psychological patterns of human growth
and development.
Developmental stages of physical and psychological growth •

I will use this activity to holp students:

.•

:

--- develop self-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

--- learn or

--- clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibi.li ty

__x_ increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

improve health skills

1•

Class time:

2.

Handout: "Contraceptive Methods Not Requiring Consultation With
Physician;" attached. For additional information, teacher may want to
contact Planned Parenthood of Seattle.

1.

Have students read the handout. Be sure to emphasize that these are
contraceptives which do not require consultation with a physician.

2.

Possiple d,.i.scussion questions:
a.
b.

1 hour.

Do contraceptives (male and female) !~crease promiscuity?
What keeps people from using contraceptives? Why do we continuq
to have a high abortion rate?

3. · Variations:

1

LOOKING BACK:

a.

Take a school survey on whether or not contraceptives increase
promiscuity.

b.

Students can list technical information and discuss the consequences
of use as an evaluation or follow-up.
Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ughl
Additional Comments:

5

Wowl
99

CONTRACEPTIVE METHODS NOT REQUIRING CONSULTATION WITH PHYSICIAN

METHOD

WlfAT IT IS, HOW IT WORKS

EFFECTIVENESS AND ACCEPTABILITY

148

I•

Condom

Thin, strong sheath or cover
made of rubber or siml lar
material, worn by man to
prevent sperm from entering
the vagina. (Woman may also
use a vaginal foam, cream or
Jelly to provide added protection.)

Offers a high degree of protection if
man wi 11 use It correctly and cons istent ly. Some couples find the use of
condoms objectionable. Failures are
due to tearing of the sheath or its
slipping off after climax. The condom
rates in effectiveness with the
diaphragm. 90% effective alone. 99%
effective with foam.

2.

Chemical
Hethods

Products inserted Into the
vagina. Purpose Is to coat
vaginal surfaces and cervical opening, and to destroy
sperm cells; may act as
mechanical barrier as well.
Provides protection for
about an hour.

The effectiveness of chemical contraceptives used alone is believed to be
lo.-1er than the effectiveness of the
chemical preparations used in corrbina
tion with a diaphragm or a condom.
Nevertheless, significant reductions
In pregnancy rates may be obtained by
the use of these s I mp le methods.

Vaginal
Foams

Cream packed under pressure
(like foam shaving cream);
Inserted with applicator.

V~ginal
Jellies
and
Creams

Inserted into vagina with
app 1i cat or.

Among the various forms of chemical
contraceptives, the va9lnal foams
appear to be most effective, follo.-1ed
by the jellies and creams. Foaming
tablets and suppositories are the
least effective of the chemical methods.
Foam tablets - 57 to 88% effective.
Jellies and creams - 62 to 96% effect Ive.
,'\erosal Foam - approximately 71% effective.

Vaginal
Supoos i tori es

Sma 11 cone-shaped objects
that rrelt in the vagina.
Hust be Inserted In sufficient time to ~It before
the sex act.

Drainage of the chemical materials from
the vagina is objectionable to some
couples. Foaming tablets may c~use
temporary burning sensation. Foam has
high acid content and may Irritate some
vaginas. 68 to 96% effective.

Vaginal
Tablets

Moistened slightly and
Inserted into vagina; foam
Is produced. Hust be Inserted In sufficient tlrre
for tablet to disintegrate
before the sex act.

90% effect f ve.

100
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Contraceptive Methods Not Requiring Consultation With Physician (continued)

METHOD
Sponge
and

Foam

Colt us
Interrupt us
(wt thdrawa 1)

it.

149

WHAT IT IS, HOW IT WORKS

EFFECTIVENESS AND ACCEPTABILITY

Spermicidal powder or fluid
Is placed on small moistened
sponge which ls squeezed to
develop a foam; sponge ls
placed In vagina. Hust
remain In place 6 hours
after Intercourse.

Used successfully by some women.
Bulkiness of sponge and drainage
from vagina sometlrres objectionable
to man or woman. 65 to 72% effective

Han wlthdr~~s sex organ from Coitus lnterruptus has been responsible
woman's vagina before
for many failures of family planning
emission of semen. Requires prob ab. 1y because semen may be deposited
that man practice great self without the man being aware of it.
control. Even then, some
However, statistical studies have also
sperm may escape before the
shown coitus interruptus to be relaclimax. Pre-coital fluid
tively effective. This is the principal
contains sperm.
method by which the decline of the birthrate In western Europe was achieved from
the late 18th century onward.
This method ls unacceptable to a large
number of couples because It may limit
sexual gratification of the man or
woman or both. 40 to 60% effective.

5.

Douche

Flushing of vagina i01T1edlately after Intercourse to
remove or destroy sperm.

Considered to be a poor method of
contraception because sperm enter the
cervical canal within 90 seconds after
ejaculation. Statistical studies have
confirmed this IC'M level of effective
ness. 0 to 10% effective.
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~

Topic:

Sexuality (Vasectomies)

Grade:

9

Course Goal ( 2. 4)
Competency

REJ\DV:

I ill

GO

:

:

:

150

Knows the physical and psychological patterns of human growth
and development.

( 2.4.1) :

Developmental stages of ·physical and psychological growth.

I will use· this activity to help studonts:
___ develop self-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

_x__
_x__

clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

increaso_knowledge

___ other (please designate):·

½ hour.

1.

Class time:

2.

Handout, "Vasectomies." Teacher may want to contact Planned Parenthood•
Center of Seattle for further information.

1.

Have students read the "Vasectomies" handout. M.ake sure they feel free
to take copies ~,ith them - often friends find these topics interesting.

2.

Discuss the following questions:
a.
b.

LOOKING BACK:

-

.

Would a vasectomy increase promiscuity?
Would a vasectomy change your self-image (males) or your perception
of your husband's·sexual image (females)?

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the ebove
activity:
1

2

4

3

5

. Wow:

Ughl
Additional Comments:
102
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VASECTOMIES
WHAT IS A VASECTOMY?

It is a very simple operation done on a
man so that he will not be able to make
a wo~n pregnant.

WHERE IS THE OPEMTION DONE?

The operation can be done in a doctor's
office or I~ the outpatient department
of a hospital.

HOW IS THE OPERATION DONE?

A doctor uses a local anesthetic such as

Novocaine and rerrovcs a small section from
each of the two tubes (vas deferens) that
carry sperm into a man's body from the
testicles. There Is NO cutting on either
the penis or the testicles.
.
DOES THE MAN MISS WORK?

CAN THE OPERATION BE UNDONE?

.

HOW LONG DOES THE OPERATION TAKE?

Most men arc able to return to work the
d~y following the operation. If it is
done on a Friday, the man will be back
, to work on Monday.
Usually not. ·The vas deferens, from
which a small piece Is removed, is about
the width of a thread; It is difficult
to put it together again once it is cut.
No man whould have the operation unless
he and his seiual ~artn~r understand that
It Is permanent.
·
The surgery itself takes between 15 and
30 minutes. The entire time spent in the
doctor's office may be up to an hour.

IS TUE OPERATION EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY? No. The doctor wi 11 ask the man to bring
In a semen specimen one month after the
operation. Usually by then there wl 11
be no sperm In the seminal fluid and the
man cannot make a woman pregnant.
HOW SOON Af'TER THE OPERATION CAN A
HAN HAVE SEX RELATIONS?

HOW WILL TUE MAH FEEL AFTER HAVING A
VASCCTOMY?

Usually by one week after the operation.
However, until the doctor says the man
. has no more sperm in his seminal fluid,
the man or woman must use some other
method of birth control.
soon as the soreness Is gone (usually
within one week) the m~n will feel just
the same as he did before.

As

WILL THE HAN BE LESS INTERESTED IN
The man will notice no differences in his
SEX OR LESS ABLE TO UAVE SEX RELATIOUS? lntcrcst·in or ability to have sexuc11
rclntlons after the op.-?ratlon.
103
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Vascctomt cs (cont I nucd)

IHOW MUCh DOES TIIE OPERATION COST?

$100 to $150 tncludlng s~crm counts and
follow-up visits. This Is the least
expensive kind of birth control in the
long run. For families who cannot ~fford
the operation, a limited number of
vasectomies at reduced costs can be
arranged through the Planned Parenthood
Center.

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE SPERM AFTER TIIE .

The

sperm arc absorbed in the body.

OPERATION?

WHERE CAN A MAN HAVE THIS OPERATION?

Contact your phystclan or the Planned
Parenthood Center for Information (EA 9-

2450).

Planned Parenthood Center of Scuttle
March/1971
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Vasectomy

0

0
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
Bellevue .. Public Schools
Topic:

Sexuality (Venereal Disease)

Grade:

9

Course Goal (2.6)
Competency

:

(2.6.5) :

154

Is able to apply effective medical and oral health practices.
Special health problems of the male and female.

==========================================
READY:

I will use this activity to help students:

--- develop self-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

__X_ develop social responsibility

X

ill

~

.

:

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

1•

Class time:

2.

Test, "Venereal Disease."

3.

Slides on venereal disease, and a slide projector.

1.

Pre-test is passed out to each student.

2.

Allow approximately 20 minutes for students to take the test.

3.

'
Correct papers
in class.

4.

Ask how many questions were missed; try to assess which questions war~
most.frequently missed.

5.

Students pass tests in •

.·

1 hour.

6.

List on the board the symptoms, effects and tests for both gonorrhea
and syphilis.

7.

_If slides of VD are a~ailable, a slide presentation may follciw. This
may have to take place the following day with a review of what was
learned.

B.

Test may be given again.
106
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LOOKING BACK:

Circlo the numbor which boat indicates your feolings about the above
activity:
1

4

2

Ughl
Additional Comments:

107

5
Wow!

156

VENEREAL DISEASE TEST

To help people test thcl r O\•m kn~lcdge about venereal di sense, the fol l<Ming 21
questions, dril\-1n from the U.S. Public llcalth Service, arc offered as an aid.

1.

Venereal diseases are caused by

a.
b.

c.
2.

Which of the folla.-1lng applies to sypht 11s and gonorrhea?.

a.
b.

c.

3.

a.

a.
c.
d.

G,

a.

rre.n

b.

women

There is no reliable blood test for which disease?

a.

sypht lis
9onorrhea

Which of the follo.-1ing statemc?nts is true?

a,
b.
c.

8.

being bitten by an insect carrying the germs
picking the germs up from a door handle or drinking glass
skin-to-skin contact with a person carrying the germs
from a tol let scat

'
In which of the folla.-1ing persons would symptoms of gonorrhea
develop where
they would be most likely noticed?

b.

7.

true
false

How ml ght a person become Infected wl th syph 111 s or gonorrhea?
~.

S,

two di f fc rcn t diseases
two names for the same disease
two stages of the sarre disease

Gonorrhea and syphl 1ls can be contracted at the same time.

b.

4.

I nJ ury
body strain
germs

mating causes venereal disease
venereal disease most frequently Is passed from one person to another In the
act of mi3tlng
venereal disease can be passed from one person to another only during the
matln!l act

Against which of these diseases may a person be vaccinated?

a.
b,
c.
d.

syphl lls
gonorrhea
both gonorrhc<"l and syphi 1 ls
neither syphl 11s nor gonorrhea

108
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Venereal Disease Test (continued)

9.

Against which disease does the body build up a natural Immunity?

a.
b.

c.
10.

About
a.
b.

c.
II.

c.

c.
d.

wal t unt i I someone caught It from her to make sure
go to
doctor or a henlth department clinic and ask to be examined for
gonorrhea
'
avoid erroarrassrrent - go to a doctor and ask for a complete physical cxamlnat I on

a

wait ilnd sec· If he or she recovers without treatment
ask a dru~rnist for the right kind of treatment
tel I a doctor what he or she suspects
get a physical examination

syphilis
gonorrhea

If scar tissue from a gonorrheal infection blocked the Fallopian tubes In a
woman completely so the ovum could not pass, which of the following would be
the res u1 t 7

a.
b.

c.
6.

syphl lls
gonorrhea

Wl1tch disease causes blindness In babies?
a.
b.

5.

100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000

If~ person thought he or she had syphl lls or gonorrhea ~hlch would be the safest
thing to do?
a.
b.•

~-

m.--iny peor,le have contructcd gonorrhea In the past JO years?

If a woman thought she had contracted gonorrhea, whlih would be the smartest
thing for her to do?

a.
b.

13.

IHM

Which of the follo..-1in9 diseases killed more people In the United States last
year than the plague, polio, typhoid and smallpox together?

a.
b.
12.

syphilis
gonorrhea
nel thcr

Ins an I t y •
sterility
b 11 ndncss

If the seminal duct of a man Is blocked by scar tissue from a gonorrhcol infection
so the sperm cannot p.:iss out, which of the follCMlng would the person bccorrc?
a.
b.

c.

blind
arthritic
sterile
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Venereal Discar,c Test (continued)

_:7.

r

Because gonorrhea is such a serious disease, which of the fo.ll<Mtng new babies
should have special drnps o_f medicine put in their eyes?

a.
b.

c.
18.

a.

20.

21.

those whose mothers are known to h,.we gonorrhea
those whose mothers arc kncwn to have syphl tis
all new babies

\lhlch of the follo,,dng Is more likely to cause _Insanity?
b.

19,

158

syphilis
gonorrhea

Once a person has contrncted gonorrhea, he or she can never catch It again.

a.
b.

true
false

If two people were wrestling and one of them passed one of these diseases to
his opponent, which would it probably be7
a.
b.

syphilis
gonorrhea

Which of the follo.1ing would be the fastest wny to stop the spread of gonorrhea
to other persons?

a.
b.
c.

t rcat ii 11 persons wl th symptoms Ii kc gonorrhea
treat al I persons with symptoms kncwn to be caused by gonorrhea
treat all persons kno.•m to have been exposed to gonorrhea whether they have
symptoms of the disease or not

,

110

N,swr.ns TO VENER[,'\L DI SEASE TEST

(Source:

U.S. Public Ucalth Servi cc)

I.

C

2.

A

3.

A

4.

C

5.

A

6.

8

7.

8

8.

D

9.

.

C

10.

D

1I •

A

,, 12.

B

13.

C

14.

B

15.

B

16.

C

17.

C

18.

A

19.

0

20.

A

21.

C
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PHYSICAL HC/\LTH

.

Bellevue Public Schools
Topic:

Special Health Problems of the Male and Female

Grade:

9

Course Goal ( 2. 6 )
Competency

READY:

SET

GO

:

( 2.6.5) :

160

Is able to apply effective medical and oral health practices."
Special health problems of the male and female.

I will use this activity to holp students:

.•

:

___ develop self-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

X increase knowledge
---

___ other (please designate):

1.

Class time:

2.

Film, "Her Name Was Ellie, His Was Lyle,'' available through the State
Film Library, Olympia, Washington.

3.

Small groups for discussion.

1.

Put the following six questions on the blackboard.

1 hour.

What are the symptoms of syphilis? Which are readily apparent?
Hidden?
b. In the film, what procedure did the Public Health Department use
in tracking down-potential VD victims?
c •. What significance did this quotation have? (Laura to Bruce): ~If
you hated me, you couldn't have done better."
d. What public health services are available to persons who might have
a venereal disease?
o. What misconceptions and fallacies about the venereal diseases were
mentioned in the film? Are there others?
f. What about Lyle and his new girlfriend, Veronica? What were some
factors contributing to the situation?
a.

2.

Divide the class into six groups and·ask each group to take one question.

3.

Show film. Allow a ten-minute small group discussion period for each group
to develop a response to their question.

4.

Share responses with the class and have added input from general classroom discuosion.
112

LOOl<ING BACK:

Circle the number which bust indicotos your feelings about the above
activity:
161
1

2

3

Ugh:

4

5

Wow:

Additional Comments:
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
Topic:
Grade:

Emotiono (Smoking)

162

9

Course Goal ( 2.8)
Competency

:

( 2.B.2)

Knows the physiological offe6ts of abusive substances (alcohol,
tobacco, and drugs) on physical health.
Long-range physiological health problems resulting from chronic
misuse, and abuse of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs.

URA.

READY:

I will use this activity to help studonts:

--- develop

,.fill.

.

solf-concept

--- improve

communic~tions

__
X_ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

X
increase
---

___ other (please designate):

Class Time:

knowledge

50 minutes.

Chalk, watch, cotton balls, slides of cross section of lungs, slide projector.

GO

:

1.

Normal classroom seating arrangement.

2.

Demonstration procedure:
a.
b.
c.

Ask how many people in the class smoke.
Chaos~ one smoker and one non-smoker. Ask each his weight.
Have someone take the pulse of the smo~er and the non-smoker. Write
each on the board, pointing out the difference (non-smoker's pulse
is higher).
d • . Have someone take the teacher's pulse. Record it on the board.
e. Teacher lights a cigarette and takes a drag.
f. Teacher puts cotton ball to mouth and exhales. Show class the
nicotine residue on the cotton ball.
g. Teacher takes a second drag, inhales first and then exhales on the
cotton ball. Show the second cotton ball to the class. Compare it
to tho first. There will be less nicotine residue.
h. Teacher takes several more drags. Take teachefs pulse rate again.
Show difference between smoking and non-smoking state.
1. Have studcmt smokero sinoke one cigarette. Compare pulse after
smoking to non-smoking state.
3.

Show slides of two lungs in emphysoma,stages.

4.

Discuss lung structure.

114

5.

Discuss how nicotine gets trapped in alveoli.

6.

Ask students to discuss their experiences with people they know with lung
cancer and/or emphysema.

LOOKING BACK:

163

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ugh!

·s
Wow!

Additional Comments:
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
Topic:

Problem Drinking

Grade:

9

Course Goal ( 2. 8 )
Competency

READY:

164

:

Knows the physiological offocts of abusive substances (alcohol,
tobacco, drugs) on physical health.

( 2.B.2) :

Long-range physiological health problems resulting from chronic
use, misuse, and abuse of alcohol, tobac90, and drugs.

I will use this activity to help studonts:
___ develop solf-concept

___ improve communications

improvo decision-making ability

ill

.

gQ

:

___ learn or improve health skills

_x___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsib~lity

-~X- increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

Films, "The Secret Love of Sandra Blaine," and "Skid Road," available from
the Educational Service District 112. Instructional Madia C~nter.

1.

Students view the two films suggested. Thay are told in advance of
showing to look for the effects problem drinking has on the drinker,
his family, his social life, and his job, and to compare tho two films'
treatment of these issues.

2.

After viewing, students break into small groups and are given instructions
to discuss these effects and which movie presented this information batter
-- more ac~urately, completely, and objoctively.

3.

Groups report conclusions to class and.respond to comments and questions
from.class and teacher.
a.
b.

Snall group discussions can be class discussion.
Movies can be shown without audio and students can offer interpretations of what is being depicted.

Variations and Follow-up:
1.

Students write autobiographies of "a day in the life of an alcoholic or
problem drinker." Each student roads and critiques one other student's
"autobiography."

2.

Students writs response to a "Dear Abby" letter in whlch a writer has
claimed his problem drinking is h~s own business, no one else's.
Students respond to teacher's written and/or oral questions on the effects
of problorn drinking.
116

LOOKING DACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your foolings about the above
activity:
165

1

2

3

Ugh!

4

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:

.
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PHYSICAL HEALTH
Topic:

Problorn Drinking

Grade:

9

:

Knows the physiological effects of abusive substances (alcohol,
tobacco, drugs) on physical health.

( 2.B.2) :

Long-range physiological health problems resulting from chronic
use, rnisuso, and abuse of alcohol, tobac~o, and drugs.

Course Goal ( 2.8)
Compotoncy

READY:

166

I will use this activity to holp students:

--- develop

___ improve communications

self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability

--- learn

__X_ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

--- inc~ease knowledge

___ other (please designate):

X

GO

.•

or improve health skills

1.

Contact the Alcohol Information and Referral Center in your area to
arrange for a speaker. Let the speaker know exa::tly what you would
like him to cover, and send him a copy of the Johns Hopkins alcohol
questionnaire (attached).

1.

The speaker will give instructions to students to fill out the Johns
Hopkins questionnaire as they feel an alcoholic would. The questionnaire is included on the following three pages. The speaker should
then go over the questionnaire distinguishing between alcoholism,
probl~m dr~nking, and- social drinking.

2.

Special emphasis should be given to the growing problem of teenage
alcoholism.

Variation:
3.

Have students discuss the difference between social drinking, problem
drinking, and alcoholism, as a follow-up activity.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

118

Additional Comments:

4

5

,Wow!

Ughl

ALCOHOL USE EVALUATION
167

The following questions have been adapted from a questionnaire by Johns Hopkins
University Hospital designed to determine whether or not a parson is or might become
an alcoholic.
Each question requires that you moke a decision as to whether the situation occurs
fairly often, seldom, once, or never.

Please anSaJer the following questions as HONESTLY as you can.

Often

Seldom

Once

Never
1.

Have you ever lost time from work or school
due to drinking?

2.

Has drinking ever made getting along with'
members of your family more difficult?

3.

Have you ever had drinks because you are
usually shy with other people?

4.

Has drinking ever affected your reputation?

5.

Have you ever felt unhappy after you have
been drinking?

6.

Have you ever gotten into financial difficulties as a result of drinking?

7.

Do you hang out in bars with people you
consider lower than yourself when you are
drinking?

8.

Has your drinking ever made you careless
about your personal welfare?

9.

Have you ever felt less ambitious after you
have been drinking?

10.

Do you crave a drink at a certain time every
day?

11.

Do you ever want a drink the morning after
you have been drinking?

12.

Has your drinking ever caused you to have
difficulty sleeping?

13.

Do you ever find that it takes you longer to
complete .work or tasks as a result of your
drinking? .

14.

Is drinking making it difficult for you to
do well in school?
119

Often

Seldom

Never

□ nco

168

-

15.

Have you evor taken drinks to escape from
worries or troubles?

16.

Have you ever taken drinks alone?

17.

Have you ever had a complete loss of memory·
after you have been drinking?

18.

Has your doctor ever treated you for drinking?

19.

Have you ever taken drinks to build up your
self-confidence?

20.

Have you ever been sent to a hospital or Jail
as a result of drinking?

Now go through your test and total the number of responses in each category:
Often
Seldom
Once

-----

Never

PRE-TEST EVALUATION
Now that you have totaled your responses, check your answers against the following:
1.

If you responded "often" to two or more questions, it is ve·ry likely that you
could be a problem drinker.

2.

If you responded "seldom" to three or more questions, it is very likely that
you are potential alcoholic.

3.

If you responded "once" to five or more questions, it is very likely that you_
ere an alcoholic.

4.

If you responded "often," "seldom," or "once" to any question on the pre-test,
it is possible that you have a drinking problem.
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PHYSICAL HEALTH

LI. s. Deportment of Health,
Education, and ~olfare

Topic: Problem Drinking

169

Grade: 9

tcouroe Goal (

Compotoncy

READY:

(

!ill.

Knows the physiological effects of abusive substances (alcohol,
tobacco, drugs) on physical health.

2.s.2) :

Long-range physiological health problems resulting from chronic
use, misuse, and abuse of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs.

___ develop self-concept

__X_ improve communications

__x_

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

clarify ottitudes and values

__X_ devolop social responsibility

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

_x__

.

:

I will use this octivity to help studonts:

X

~SET

2.s)

1.

A drug education simulation game, "Community At the Crossroads," The
Social Seminar, National Institute of Mental Health.

1.

A role-playing simulation dealing with a community's response to a complex
social problem - drug abuse. The simulation is a simplificatio~ or
representation of reality in which participants assume the roles of
teachers, students, parents, and city leaders.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

5

Wow!

Ugh!
Additional Comments:
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AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES
PHYSICAL HEALTH
The resources are alphabetically arranged by type under the
course goal for which they are most appropriate.

The resources which

are available through the Lyle School District No. 406 Audio-Visual
Department are designated by an asterisk (*).

All other resources are

available through the Instructional Media Center of Educational Service
District No. 112.

Consult your Educational Service District No. 112's

Instructional Media Catalog for directions on ordering materials.
Remember:

The* means that the resource is available through

the Lyle School District No. 406 Audio-Visual Department.
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2.2.3

16 mm Films
BALANCE YOUR DIET FOR HEALTH AND APPEARANCE; color, 11 min.
FOOD FOR LIFE (Film 6); color, 22 min.
N~TI6NAL HEALTH TEST 4:

EXERCISE, NUTRITION,

...,

B&W, 26 min •

PHYSICAL FITNESS AND GOOD HEALTH; color, 10 min.
STEPS TOWARD MATURITY AND HEALTH; color, 10 min.
Filmstrips
SLEEP AND REST (Captions); 67 frames.
YOUR FOOD - CHANCE OR CHOICE; 1 filmstrip and record.
2.4.1
16 mm Films
ARE WE STILL GOING TO THE MOVIES?; color, 14 min.
BOY TO MAN, color, 16 min.
CHANGES:

PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES; color, 15 min.,guide.

GETTING CLOSER:

BOY - GIRL RELATIONSHIPS; color, 15 min., guide.

GIRL TO WOMAN; color, 16 min.
HUMAN REPRODUCTION (2nd Ed); color, 21 min.
LOVE; color, 11 min.
NATIONAL HEALTH TEST 2:

REPRODUCTION AND

WHAT ABOUT MCBRIDE; color, 16 min.
Model
TORSO MODEL; guide.
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B&W, 20 min.
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2.6.5
16 mm Films
KATHY; color, 16 min.
LOOK WHAT'S GOING AROUND; color, 15 min.
NEXT TIME; color, 15 min.
ONE-HALF MILLION TEENAGERS; PLUS; color, 20 min.
QUARTER MILLION TEENAGERS, A; color, 16 min.
VD A NEW FOCUS; color, 20 min.
VD QUESTIONS, VD ANSWERS; color, 15 min.
VD WHO NEEDS IT?; color, 15 min.
Filmstrips
ABOUT VENEREAL DISEASE; record.
2.8.2
16 mm Films
ALCOHOL; color, 11 min.
ALCOHOL AND YOU; color, 28 min.
BATTLE TO BREATHE; color, 25 min.
CASE# 7201; color, 30 min.
DRUG ABUSE:

ONE TOWN'S ANSWER; color, 23 min.

DRUGS AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEM; color, 18 min.
FIRST CIGARETTE; color, 9 min.
HEROIN; color, 22 min.
IT IS WORTH YOUR LIFE; color, 24 min.
MARIJUANA:

THE GREAT ESCAPE; color, 20 min.

NINETY-NINE BOTTLES OF BEER; color, 23 min.
124
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SECRET LOVE OF SANDRA'S BRAIN; color, 28 min.
SMOKING:

PAST AND PRESENT; color, 15 min.

SMOKING:

PET ENNIS DOESN'T SMOKE YET; color, 10 min.

so

LONG PAL; color, 22 min.

UP PILL, DOWN PILL; color, 24 min.
Filmstrips
I NEVER LOOKED AT IT THAT WAY BEFORE; (Alcohol) 2 filmstrips
TELL IT LIKE IT IS--ALCOHOL, LSD; 6 filmstrips and 3 records.
TOBACCO & ALCOHOL - Parts 1&2; 2 filmstrips and 2 records.
Model
MODERN MILLIE MODEL; Guide (smoking).
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2 records.
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SAFETY EDUCATION
I.

Actions Individuals and Groups Can Take To Prevent Accidents In The
Community (3.2.5) Textbook Reading: Chapter 15
A.

Scope of the Accident Problem
1.
2.

B.

Accident facts
The epidemiological approach

The Concept of Accident
1.

Unplanned events
a.
b.

2.
c.

Risks versus rewards

Systematic Process of Accident Prevention
1.
2.
3.

II.

caused occurences
Predictable and controllable

Acquire knowledge that will assist individual or group to
assume risks in full awareness of potential hazards
Acquire judgment of which risks are necessary for those
activities that are worth having within the society in which
one lives
Acquire experience to carry out worthwhile activities in
the most competent (safest) manner

Origin and Impact of Individual Attitudes Toward Safety
Textbook Reading: Chapter 15
A.

Accident Causation:
1.
2.

B.

The Individual

Physiological factors
Psychological factors
a.
b.

3.

(3.1.1)

The individual's philosophy toward accidents
The "accident-prone"person

Cultural factors

Responsibilities of the Individual
1.
2.
3.

To protect self and others
To be prepared for emergencies
To provide parental protection and safety education
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III.

IV.

Interacting with the Environment
Textbook Reading: Chapter 15
A.

Work Accidents

B.

Motor-Vehicle Accidents

c.

Public Accidents

D.

Home Accidents

E.

Farm Resident Accidents

F.

School-College Accidents

(3.7.3)

Interacting With Products (3.7.2)
Chapter 16

Textbook Reading:

A.

Potentially Hazardous Agents
1.
2.

Transport agents
Drugs and medicants
a.
b.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
B.

Internal medicines
External medicines

Cleaning and polishing agents
Gases and vapors
Firearms
Tools, machinery, etc.
Electrical appliances
Miscellaneous agents

Safety and Consumer Protection
1.
2.
3.
4.

Federal agencies
State and local protection
Private organizations
Consumer action
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SArETY

I

Topic:

Physical factor - Reaction Time

Grade:

9

Course Goal (3.1)
Compotoncy

READY:

:

(3.1.1) :

176

Is able to.determine tho influence of attitudes and values on
tho prevention of nccidonts.
Origin and impact of individual attitudes toward safety.

I will use this activlty to help students:
X

develop self-concept

improve communications

improve decision-making ability

learn or improve health skills
X

clarify attitudes and values
X

ill :

QQ.

increase knowledge

1.

Stiff cardboard.

2.

Scissors, rulers, pencils.

: .1.

LOOKING BACK:

develop social responsibility
other (please designate):

Directions to Students: Cut a stiff piece of cardboard, 11½" x 3", and
measure off the distances as shown by the example attached. The cardboard is now your "timer." To test a friend, hold the timer at the top,
with its lower portion slightly above his hand. Have him hold his thumb
and forefinger apart, so the timer can slip between them. Instruct him
to grasp tQe timer as quickly as he can when you drop it. The point at
which ho grasps tho timer gives his approximate simple reaction time in
thousandths of a second.

Circle the number which best indicates your ~eelings about the above
activity:
1,____2;;:....__ 3 ,_ _4__
5

Ugh!

Wowl

Additional C6mmants:
128
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I
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SAFETY
Topic:

Physical factors - Tunnel Vision

Grade:

9

1couroe Gool ( 3.1 )
Competency

:

(3.1.1) :

178

Is able to~determine tho influence of attitudes and values on
tho prevention of accidents.
Origin and impact of individual attitudes toward safety.

=============================================
READY:

I will use this activity to help students:
X

develop self-concept

improve communications

improve decision-making ability

learn or improve health skills

clarify attitudes and values
X

ill

.•

X

inci·ease knowledge

develop social responsib~lity
other (please designate):

1•

Pieces of cardboard, 11 11 x 21 11 (one piece for each student interested
in the experiment).

2.

Protractors, rulers, and pencils.

3.

Example for students to follow (see below).
I

f.Q..

:

1.

Directions to students:
a.

You c~n test yourself and others for tunnel vision by making a cardboard protractor with a radius of 10" as shown by the example below.
Mark the curved edge of the protractor off in degrees.

b.

Hold tho straight edge up to the bridge of your nose with the zero
directly ahead. Look at a point straigh_t ahead. Have a friend
move a pencil slowly forward from the back edge of the protractor.
Make several trials and note your average for each side.

c.

Most people can see more than 90 to each side, making a total of
more than 180°. This means that they' can actually see a small part
of the view toward tho rear whon looking straight ahead. If your
0
field of sido vision is less than 140, it is considered a serious
handicap for driving. If you hovo such a handicap ond ~ it, you
can compensate to a considerable extent by learning to turn your
head to observe conditions on both aides of you.

0
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.•
I

0

no

-
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,c,,.

,o 11·,· 1---r- "o
_. - 140•-...,...,

,.-:.

,

1!)0°-

,,

LOOKING BACK:

,'

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

Ugh!
I .

4

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:
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SAfETY
Topic:

Psychological Traits - Accident-prone Youth

Grade:

9

~ Course

Competency

READY:

:

Goal ( 3.1 )

(3.1.1) :

Is able to-determine the influence of attitudes and values on
the prevention of accidents.
Origin and impact of individual attitudes toward safety.

___ improve communications

develop self-concept

___ improve decision-making ability

--X

1

180

I will use this activity to help students:
X

QQ.

.

clarify attitudes and values

___ learn or improve health skills
X

develop social responsibility

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

1.

Duplicate outline of characteristics of the accident-prone individual
(general description,·adult, youth).

2.

Source:

·l.

General

Life and Health, 1972, CAM Books.

Unsafe thinking
(1) Improper assessment of hazards
.. (2) Underestimation of risks
(3) Overestimation of ability ·to cope
Unsafe acting
(1)
(2)
(3)
2.

Use of improper tools
Disregard or misuse of safety devices
Ignorance, inexperience, or incompetence

Psychological Traits - All
a.

Exercise of
(1)
(2)
(3)

bad judgment
Insufficient seeking of adequate information
faulty expectations
Impulsive decisions

b.

Exaggerated opinion of self-importance
132

(1)

Lack of anticipation or actual disregard of other
people's actions or reactions
181
Deficiont senoa of responsibility for one's own
activity

(2)
c.

Overconfidence in one's ability
(1)
(2)

3.

Inadequate attentiveness
Neglect of safety precautions

Psychological Traits - Youth
a.

Poor school attendance
Lack of industriousness
Carelessness at school
Decision-making based on superstition and ritualism
Recklessness and bravado acting
Agressiveness and physical bullying
Rebelliousness without fear of punishment

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

Student Activity:
Method I

Rersonality Profiles

- Select individuals that "fit" the above descriptions and make'
a study of their accident histories.

Method II - Investigate an available source, such as the school accident
records, and select an individual who has a history of.
accidents. Through interview and various studies determine
if the individual possesses the described traits.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

4

5

Wowl

Ughl
Additional Comments:
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SAFETY

Lifo and Health, 1972, CRM

Topic:

Taking Risks

Grade:

9

Course Goal (3.2)
Competency

READY:

182

:

(3.2.5) :

Is able to~identify the locations and causes, and apply
prevontion and treatmont strategies for common accidents.
Actions individuals and groups can take to prevent accidents
in the community.

I will use this activity to help studonts:
X

___ improve communications

develop solf-concept

__x_ improve decision-making ability
X

••

1.

___ learn or improve health skills
___ develop social responsibility

clarify attitudes and values

___ increase knowledge

"; fil

Books

___ other (please designate):

Duplicate the following quotation for each group:
"To live is often to balance on the precarious edge of danger, to
take risks required in the activities that give or enhance life's
meaning. nisks, therefore, are unavoidable. But although risks
cannot be avoided, they can be choq,§!2. To do so, one must first of
all understand them; that is, know as much as possible about the
factors involved, recognize what the potentially injurious consequences of an action are - its hazards - and assess the probability
that such consequences will occur. But one must also eval~ate the
rewards, or the prospects of reward, that would go with such an
action, aod pit their worth agninst the nature and size of the risks
involved. A realistic appraisal of these.two facets of a decision can
make a 'calculated' risk out of a careless one based on ignorance
or foolhardiness."

2.

Duplicate guiding queations:

Examples -

a.

What does tho firat sontonce mean to you what examples can
you give of risks you have takon to add enjoyment to life?
List these.

b.

Give examples of calculated risks.
risks.

c.

How cnn a foolish risk taken by another hurt you?

Give examples of foolish
Give examples.

(Teacher should add to list those questions which build on the
concepts desired.)
134

:

1.

Oral discussion.

2.

Allow the groups a specified amount of timo. Example:
come up with responses to the guiding questions.

3.

Combine two groups to form a larger group of six. Students elect a group "
leader and secretary. Responses are compared and combined for presentation to the class.

4.

All group responses are then examined by entire class to note consensus
of opinions or clash of opinions.

5.

Follow-up activities are then designed and assigned.

LOOKING BACK:

Divide tho students into groups of throe.

183

15 minutes to

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ugh!

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:

135
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SAHTY

Topic:
:;rade:

Traffic Passongor Safoty
9

~ouree Goal (3.7)

:

( 3. 7. ';s) z

Competency

~:

184

Is ablo to opply safoty procautions when intoracting with
pooplo, producto, and onvironmont.
Interacting with environment.

I will use this activity to holp students:

--- dovelop self-concept

--X

___ improve communications

improve decision-making ability

--- learn or improve health skills

clarify attitudes and values

__x_ develop social responsibility

--- other (please designate):

--- increase knowledge

aU : 1. Type scenarios and number them to the number of small groups you have
(1-6 for 6 groups; 1-8 for 8 groups.)

:

2.

Cut up and stack for easy distribution without two consecutive people
recoiving the same scenario.

1.

Distribute tl10 6-8 scenarios and tell the students to write a short answer
(5-10 minutes).

2.

Thon toll tho Gtudents to ·1ook at tho number on the senario and gather at
oppropriatoly numbored areas or tables to discuss for a group answer
(10-15 minutes).

3.

Thon.havo tho students oharo thoir group oituotions and answers with tho
class for discussion and analysis,

4.

Seo attached pngos for oxamplos of safety scenarios.
thoir own sconnrios, if dosirod.

LOOl(ING Ell\CI<:

Students can write

Circlo ttio numbor llJhich bast indicates your foolings about the above
activity:

L

4

2

Ughl

Additional Comrnonto:

5

~low!
136

f.C[N/\nJOS

(for omall groups)

185

1.

You oro riding in a car drivon uy tho mothor/folhor of you~ bost friend. The
waathor io cold ond icy with slick slroot conditions. You notico a street sign
showing a sharp turn ohoad, yot tho opoed of tho car doosn't slow down. What
could you do? Why? What should you do? Why? (How will you do this?)

2.

You are tho passenger in your boyfriond/girlfriond's car when you are pulled
over by a state patrolman for dofoctive oquipmont. Your companion is tempermental and has a dislike for authority. What·~ould you do? What should you
do? Why?
.

3.

You are riding in a car when the driver slumps over the wheol (without any
warning). You are riding in the back seat with friends. What could you do?
What should you do? Why?

4.

You are asked to help tho driver cross a busy intersection. He asks if your
sido is okay as his is clear and you panic and "freeze." Although a truck
approaches at high speed, you are unable to say anything. Whay could you do?
What should you do? Why?

s.

You are riding in the front· seat of a car traveling on a busy freeway~ You
smell smoke, look into the back seat and see a blanket smoking heavily. What
could you do? What should you do? Why?

6.

You are a passenger in a car of teenagers who are drinking on a weekend night
end driving around your city. You arc tho only nondrinker •. You are about four
miles from homo, havo 35¢ in your pockot, and it is raining heavily. What
could you do? What should you do? Why?

7.

You are a passenger in a car with a driver who takes out a cigarette (or comb,
or make-up, etc.) and begins to light it (put it on). What could you do? What
should you do? Why?

B.

You are the passenger in a car of teenagers and one of your group decides to
throw a pop bottle at the next street sign. What could you do? What should
you do? Why?

9.

You and your brother aro riding in a car driven by your mother. Your brother's
favorite rocord begins playing on the radio and he loans forward and turns the
volume up vary loudly. Your mother turns it down real low, ond ho turns it bock
up. What could you do? What should you do? Why?

,

10.

You aro tho possongor in a car that hos a head-on collision with another car.
You oro one of two walking "survivors." Whnt could you do? What should you
do? Why?
137

SC[N/HHOS

(for omall groupo) (Continued)
186

11.

You aro riding as a possongor in o friond'o poronts• car whon ono of tho children (G-yoaro old) bogins hanging out of thu window. What could you do? What
should you do? Why?

12.

You are tho possongor in your poronto• cor and at an intorsoction, you notico
some of your friends riding in a otation wagon. Thoy ore sitting on tho tailgoto with thoir logo dangling ovor tho odgo. What could you do? What should
you do? Why?

13.

You are riding with your boyfriend/girlfriend who is driving a now convertible
oports car. At an intersection tho car next to you challenges your car to a
"drag." Your friond accopts. What could you do? What sl1ould you do? Why?

14.

You are riding as a passenger in a car driven by the friend of a friend. She
is bragging that her license was suspended for reckless driving and she is
driving without her license. She is driving the car in a very safe manner.
What could you do? What should you do? lt/hy?

15.

You are just finishing up hockey practice and your brother has come to pick
you up. Ho hates this task and you know it, but the rink is several miles from
home. A taxi would be expensive and your f~ther is working and your ~other is
taking care of your brothers and sisters. ThJs time your brother is roaring
drunk, but insists he's able to drive okay. You have about 25¢ on you. Bus
fare to your home is 40¢. What will you do? What should you do? Why?

16.

You and four friends have been drinking in the park. Three.of them start
walking home, but the one who owns the only car and is really drunk stays to
drink a little longer with you. You live a good four miles away and there
ere no buses or subways. You know your friond will insist he drive you home.
You havo about $5.00 on you; it is 2:00 a.m. What will you do? What should
you do? Why?

17.

You babysat tonight with three c~ildren while their parents went to a party.
You need every cent of the money for new school clothes, so you don't want to
take a cab. The lady, who is your mother's bast friend, offers to drive you
home. Out she is so drunk she hod trouble getting in the house at 2:00 a.m.
What will you do? What should you do? Why?

18.

A good friend has offered you a ride home from school today, because your
mother is off at a doctor's appointment, and you don't have a penny on you for
a taxi or a bus. His mother comes roaring down tho streot in their green
station wagon. Instoud of stopping at the curb, she pulls right up on the sidewalk in front of tho school. As soon as you got in tho car, you can smell the
liquor on hor breath. You don't want to hurt your friend's foelingo, and ho
ien't saying anything. On tho othor hand, you live 4 miles from school. What
will you do? What should you do? Why?
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SCENnnras

(for omall groups) (Continuod)
187

Your friond hos givon o pnrty. Now H's 0:30 p.m. and his _fathor, who is quite
drunk, has offorod to drivo you home, sinco you livo too far away to walk. Your
own parents aro out for tho avoning. You offer to call a cab since you have
soma money, but he soys that is silly. What will you do? What should you do? •
Why?
Other scenario topics include:
20.

Speeding drivor (as o passenger of a car).

21.

Drinking driver (as a passenger of a car).

22.

Helping give directions in a new city.

23.

Driver under medication and eyeB appear dilated.

24 •. Driver with driving hypn~sis or fatigue.
25.

'
Kids fighting in back seat of car and distracting driver; or, unbuckling
seat bolts and standing up in car.

26.

Kids throwing thi~gs out of window.

27.

As a passenger in front seat and notice that a door in back seat is latched,
but not shut complotoly. Several small children are riding in back seat
without seat belts.

28.

Long cross-country trip without any "stops" or breaks.
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Sl\fETY

_!~pie:
Grade:

..
Hitchhiking
9

lcourao Goal ( 3. 7 )
Comoetency

READY:

188

I

( 3. 7. 3 ) ••

Io oblo to apply sofuty procoutions whun interacting with
pooplo, product1J, and onvironment.
Interacting with environment.

I will use this activity to holp studonts:
___ dovelop solf-concopt

___ improve communications

X improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

__x_ clarify attitudes and values

__x_ develop social responsibility

___ increase knowledge

__X_other (please designate):
-.·'

••

1•

This game could be played either by an ontire class or left in the back of·
the room on a table for extra time use.

2.

It will requiro construction of a'11/heol 'simiiar to the "Dial-A-Drug" wheel
or "Downor Rouletto" wheel by the Spence Company. Also, the circumstance
end risk cards will need to be typed.

· 3.

~

:

To illustrate the possible risk
factors of hitchhi~ing

Suggest using this game after seeing the movie, ''Hitchhiking."

1.

As a claso gamo, select 5-G players and the other students con watch.

2.

It sometimes would be bottor to leave the game in the back of the room
for uso by intorosted students.

3.

The toachor will only suporviso and explain how to play the game.

4.

Studonts can oitl1or toke turns spinning the whoel or toke ten consecutive opino and lot the noxt poroon take hio or her turn.

Variations:
5.

Uso a mognot boord ond acotuto to ohow different voriablos.

G.

Construct a oimilor gomo boned upon o Monopoly modal with dico.

7.

Uso polnt to dotormi'ne lonath of timo to arrive at a dostinotion es a
difforont scoring option.
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LOOKING O/\CK:

t

Circlo tho numbor which bost indicotos your feolings about the above
octivity:
1

I

2

4

3

Ughl

5

WowJ

Additional Commonts:
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190

HITCHHIKING ROULETTE
THE GAME or TRAVEL RISK

TAKE A RISK
CARD

SArE TRIP

TAKE .A
RISK CARD

SArE TRIP

-------------- -··'~- ----------------

-.

.
,,

"SAFE TRIP

SAFE TRIP

NO LUCK MUST WALK
(DELAY)

TAKE A

RISK CARD
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RISK C/\RDS

CIRCUMSTANCE C/\RDS

HITCHIIIl<ING flOUL[TT[
191
PUnP □ Sf.:
I
I

iHitchhiking Roulotto shows tho risk factors involvod in different typos of ''thumbing"
'oituations. In addition to tho uncortointy of doloyu, somo crimoo and inconvonioncos.
do occur to tho hitchti.ikor. f\t tho onmo timo, somo hitchhikorn hnvo trips that oro
sofa and without doloy. To ohow that oomo sofoty con bo introduced into thio gomo of
"
riok, you will bo ossignod an identity or condition that con affoct the outcome
of
your trip. What aro your chancos if you uro tho hitchhikor?

HOW TD PLAY:

\

~

1.

Spin tho wheel 10 tirnos (unless you aro penalized on your RISK cards; penalties
cannot be made up).

2.

Shuffle both decks of cards.

3.

Each player will tako one CIRCUMSTANCE card for·the duration of tho game.
will accept that role and mako your decisions basod on that circumstance.

4.

If you select a RISK card that has a choico on it, make your decision quickly
before the car loovos in disgust. If you accept, you also tako tho consequences.
If you reject this ride choice, spin again, but you must accept the next ride or
walk.

5.

After each RISK card is taken, return it to the bottom of the pile.

6.

When the game is over, return the CIRCUMSTANCE cards to the appropriate area.

You

HOW TO SCOflE:
The winner of this game of risk is the person who arrives at their destination without
ony undue delays. You are an automatic loser when you draw an elimination RISK card.
Each time you are penalized on your spin, these misses are considered defays.
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CIRCUMSTnNr[ cnnos

192

Tra~eling by yourself.
2.

Traveling with ono companion, male or female. This precaution will stop all
acts of ·violonco - such as murdor ond robbery.

3.

Traveling as a female, alone, at night. Each timo you must draw a RISK card,
ta~e three cards instead; and, you must accept 810 worst consequence of tho
three cards.

4.

Traveling alone at night. Draw two RISK cards each time, rather than one card,
end accopt the worst of the two consequences.

5.

Traveling with three companions.

6.

It is foul weather (such os rain or snow) and you are in a hurry to get out of
it. You are willing to accept the first ride without any choices.

7.

Traveling with a flashlight in your hand.
acts, such as murder and robbery.

a.

Traveling with a watchdog as your companion., The dog will stop all acts of
violence, such as robbery and murder.

9.

You have a rule that you accept rides only if you can ride in a back.seat of the
car. This precaution will stop all acts of violence, except murder and kidnapping.

This precaution will stop all acts of violence.
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This precaution will stop all violent

•

nrnK cMmri
193

1.

You occopt o rido with a nico poraon who turno out to be a ooxuol doviont.
aro oaxually attacked ond mi nn t1i10 turnn.

2.

You accopt o rido with an eocnpod convict who uooa you as o hootogo at tho next "
police roadblock. You mine two turnn.

3.

You occopt a rido in a stolon vehicle ond whon tho police arrost the drivor, you
are dolnyod ond mios tho movio. In addition, y~u have to call your poronts to
como ond pick you up.
..

4.

A neighbor or friond recognizes you and gives you o safe trip.

6.

You are robb~d by the driver and delayod from reaching your destination on timo.

6.

The driver runs a red light and has a serious accident.
with broken bones and miss throe turns.

7.

You accept a ride with a person who has bee_n drinking. You are scared nearly to
death by five noar accidents - with three cars,.an adult pedestrian, ,nd 1 stoplight run. But, you arrive on time.

~-8.

9.

10.
11.

You

You ere hospitalize~

You are picked up by a drinking driver who is stopped by the police, resulting
in a delay.

The rain changes to snow and the driver asks you to help put on chains.
are ,dolayod.
Tho car has a flat tire.

You

Either accept another RISK card, or be delayed.

You aro let out only one-half way and on the freeway.

It is illegal to hitch-

hike hore, so you are dolayod.
12.

13.

The drivor decidos to let you out half-way, so you have to start hitchhiking
again. Spin ogoin.

A family stops.

Thay have room for only ona pereon.

You have a choico to occopt

this rido, or draw onothor cord.

14.

You oro kidnapped and hold for ransom, oliminatina you for tho game.

~

15.

A motorcycllnt otopo ond you have tho r.hnico to occopt or rejoct.
toko onothor RISK card.
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If you reject,

....
RISK CARO~ (Continued)
194

16.

t

Tho car is driven by o toenoger in o now car that is weaving.
to accept tho rido or tako onother RISK card.

It is your choice

17.

You are robbed and that results in a delay.

18,

You notice 3 or 4 empty beer bottlos in the back oeRt, but you small no liquor.
It is your choice to accept the rido or draw ano~hor RISK card.

19.

The patrolman stops to arrest you for hitchhiking on a freeway, so you are
delayed and must call your parents.

20.

The car slows down to give you a ride and the car following it causes a ~ear-end
accident. You are delayed to be a witness.

21.

You are murdered and eliminated from the game.

22.

You are driven to another town and let out there.

23.

At·your destination, the car stops and lets out your companion(s) but leaves
with you. You are left on a deserted road in the country and delayed.

24.

A pick-up trutk driven by the opposite sex stops.
~r to take another RISK card.

25.

A panel truck driven by the same sex stops.
another RISK card.

26.

A car slows down and as you run to~ard it, a boor bottle is thrown at you •
.Spin agnin.

27.

Two teonagors of the opposito sex in on unpainted hot rod stops.
choice to accept the ride or take anothor RISK card.

28.

You are picked up by your parents and groundod for hitchhiking.

This causes a delay.

It is·your choice to accept

It is your choice to accept or take

It is your

Miss five turns.

29 •. A oports car stops and you have a choice to accopt the ride or take another
RISK cord.

I,.

You oro robbed by tho driver ond this reaults in o dolay •

..
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RISK CAnO~ (Continuud)
195

31.

You ore drivon too oocludod aroo ond phyoicolly boaton.

Mion your noxt tlJrn.

J
32.

You oro picked up ·by o poroon who throntono you· with a pooniblo attack. No door
hondlos oro located on tho doors, oo you can't oocnpo. finnlly, you oro lot out
unharmod, but you oro scorod to hitchhike for a whilo. Mino throo turno.
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SAF"ETY
Topic:

Home Safety

Grade:

9

~Course Goal ( 3.7)
( 3.7.3)

Competency

READY:

fill

:

Is able to,apply safety precautions when interacting with
people, products, and environment.

.

Interacting with the environment.

I will use this activity to help students:

--- develop self-concept

--- improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

__x_ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility
___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

X

.•

196

1. · Provide list of activities for each student. (See attached.)
2. Source: Safety Education, by A.E. Florio and G.T. Stafford, 1969.

: 1. This is an action program on home safety.

The various activities would

be contracted on an individual basis.
2.

Variation:

LOOKING BACK:

Group projects.

Circle the numbor which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

Ugh!

5

Wow!.

Additional Comments:
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Home Safety Activities:
l.

List the various areas in your home - stairways, living room, kitchen, bedrooms, bathroom, basement, closets and attic~ porches and balcony, yard and
garage - and noto the hazards you discover in each area.

2.

Develop a home safety checklist based on the hazards noted in your own home.
The first question concerning tho living room, for example, might be, "Are
all rugs secured to prevent slipping on polished floors?''

3.

List a few of the hazards noted in each area of your home, and state what you
have done or will do to remove them or, if they cannot be removed, to prevent
them from causing accidents.

4.

List five frequently observed situations that cause falls in the home, and
discuss the procedures that should be followed to avoid these situations.

s.

Explain the procedure used in your home to prevent people from slipping on
rugs laid on polished floors.

6.

Discuss the dangers of running up and down stairs.

7.

List the unsafe practices of various members of your family, including
yourself. Discuss the best ways of overcoming these practices.

B.

List the poisons kept in your medicine chest and the precautions taken to
prevent their misuse. If possible, suggest more effective precautions.

9.

List the potential dangers involved in the imp~oper use of electricity in
the home.

10.

Visit an electrical-equipment store and secure information concerning the
electrical adjustments that you may safely make in your home. Demonstrate
or explain before the class some of the techniques that you have learned.

ll.

Collect newspaper accounts of home accidents reported during a one-week
period, and analyze their causes. Suggest procedures that might have
prevented these accidents.

12.

Arrange for local radio or television publicity as part of a community drive
to prevent home accidents.

•
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198

Grade:

9

recurse Goal (3.7)
Competency

READY:

:

(3.7.3) :

Is able to~apply safety precautions when interacting with
people, products, end onviro11mont.
Interacting with the environment.

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

__x_ increase knowledge

__X_ other (please designate):
Measure knowledge

"
~SET

••

Duplicate attached test •
Source: Safety Education; by A.E. f"lorio and G.T. Stafford, 1969 •

.liQ.

:

1.

Use as pre-test and post-test.

2.

Evaluation: Any evidence that students recognize and understand fire
hazards and preventive measures tends to indicate that their training in
fire safety has been effective. Knowledge of those matters must be more
than superficial, however, if it is to lead to proper behavior. To
discover how much students have really learned, the teacher must attempt
to judge their awareness of the close cause-and-effect reiotionship between
the various hazards and destructive fires and between preventive measures
and safety. Students should be able to explain why turning on an electric
switch can cause flammable vapors to ignite, why oily rags should be .
enclosed in a metal container, and why a match should be broken in two
before it is thrown.on the ground.

3.

Note: Objective tests, especially when given both before and after students
have received instruction in fire safety, are one means of measuring how
much knowledge has been absorbed. Although the teacher should prepare
his own examinations on the basis of tho- particular type of program
. offerod, a number of fire-prevention tests prepared by the National
Safety Council for use at the various elementary end secondary grade
.levels may serve as holpful guides. The sonior high school test ia
attached.
150

..
199

LOOKING BACK:

Circle tho number which bast indicatos your feelings about the obovo
activity:
1

2

4

3

5

Wow!

Ugh!
Additional Comments:
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FIRE AND HOME SAFETY
200
~

Homa fire Safety Knowledge Checkup
Mark true or false:

'
\

1.

Electric cords should be placed under rugs where they are not likely to
receive great wear.

2.

Rags used to wax floors should be disposed of immediately or kept in
covered metal containers.

3.

The National Safety Council recommends that for safety reasons all dry
cleaning be sent to commercial dry-cleaning establishments.

4.

So~e insecticide sprays may explode if near a lighted cigarette.

s.

Gasoline vapors may flash back and explode at the burning of a pilot light
on a stove 100 feet away.

6.

frayed electric cords are fire hazards.

7.

Dispose of ashes in sturdy wooden or cardboard boxes.

a.

Curtains should not be hung on windows noar a gas stove.

9.
10.

Kerosene rather than gasoline is safe to use in quickening a fire.
Naphtha and benzine are safe home cleaning agents.

11.

Antifreeze solutions are flammable and should be handled with care.

12.

Many fires are caused because people do not have furnaces, chimneys, and
flues cleaned regularly.

13.

Smoking in bed is dangerous because cotton burns ~eadily if the smoker
should fall asleep and his cigarette should touch th~ sheets.

14.

Gasoline should be stored in the basement.

15.

Substituting a coin in a fuse box is safe only for an emergency period
not to exceed a day.

16.

Old newspapers may ignite spontaneously, if stored in a damp place.

17.

Cellar, storerooms, attic, and garage should be free from rubbish, old
rags, old papers, and brok.en furniture.

18.

floors under stoves or heaters should be protected by metal, brickwork,
or cement.

19.

A number of appliances may overload a circuit and cause a fire.

20.

All electric wiring and appliances should bear the Underwriters'
Laboratories seal.

21.

Lightning rods, even when properly grounded, may be ineffective.

22.

A match or candle may be used safely when looking for something in a
closet if one is careful not to touch clothing.

23.

A grease fire in a skillet should bo put out with water.

24.

Paint rags are especially flammable and nhould be disposed of immediately
or placed in a covered metal contoinor.

25.

Licensed electricians are needed only for original wiring and major
electrical repairs; wiring extensions and other eloctrical repair work
can be done safely by anyono interested in home repair.
152

Answers to "Home fire Safety Knowledge Checkup"
1.

2.
3.
4.

s.
6.
7.

a.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

201

--

False
True
True
True
True
Trua
False
True
false
false
True
True
True
false
False
True

•

True
True
True

(

I

True
false
False
False
True
False
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SAfETY

1

Topic:

Safe Home Checkliut

Grade:

9

Is able to apply safety procautions when interacting with
people, products, and environment.

Course Goal ( 3. 7 )

(3.7.3) :

Compotoncy

202

Interacting with the environment.

=
READY:

I will use this activity to holp students:
___ develop self-concept

___ improve communications
___ learn or improve health skills

improve decision-making ability

X

--- clarify attitudes and values

I

.!ill,

:

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

X

'
;ill
:

__X_ develop social responsibility

1.

Source:

2.

Duplicate the attached checklist •.

1.

The following checklist is designed to help students recognize the hazards
in their own homes and to aid the teacher in evaluating the school's
efforts to promote safety in the home. A high percentage of affirmative
answers to the following questions will indicate relatively safe homes,
and the negative answers will reveal the areas in which more intensive··
work is needed. A lowered accident rate, ho~ever, is the only real proof
of the effectiveness of safety education, and teachers should analyze local
data on home accidents from year to yeal' to see whether their particular
program has had any effect in their own community.

2.

After checklists are completed have small group discussions on implications.

LOOKING BACK:

Safety Education, by A. E. Florio and G. T. Stafford, 1969.

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
'
activity:

l

2

4

3

Ughl

Additional Comments:
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5
Wow!

A SAFE-HOM[ CHECKLIST
203

Vee

No

-

.

1.

Is tho oroa around your drivoway free from shrubs, trees, and
other obstructions that would prevent a clear view by a person
driving a car in or out of your drivoway?

2.

Are handrails provided for any stairway of three or more steps
that leads to an entrance to your house?

3.

Are entrances to the house adoquately lighted?

4.

Is the porch or torrace, if it i's more than 10 inches above ground,
protectod by a firm railing?

5.

Are clotheslines higher than head level and located away from
normal paths of travel across the yard?

6.

Is the child's outdoor play area located within clear view of the
kitchen window?

7.

Is the child's indoor play area located away from the normal path
of traffic through the house?

B.

Do inside stairs have a firm and continuous handrail?

9.

Are stairs well lighted, with a light switch located both at the
top and the bottom of the stairway?

10.

Is the bottom basement step painted white?

11.

Is there sufficient headroom (6 feet 8 inches) on all stairs?

12.

Is the stair covering firmly tacked down?

13.

Are the top and bottom of the staircase free of small rugs?

14.

Are all small rugs in the house laid on nonskid material?

15.

Are floors thinly waxed and thoroughly polished to prevent slipping?

16.

If small children live in the house, are bar gates installed at
the top and bottom of the stairs?

17.

Is furniture so placed that it does not hinder free movement
around the room?

18.

Do doors swing in~o rooms and not into halls or other normal
traffic lanes?

19.

Is there a tight-fitting screen before the open fireplace?

20.

Are all cords run along the wall, not under rugs or furniture?

21.

Are light cords short (not more than 7 feet) and firmly connected
to tho wall to preclude the possibility of tripping over them?

22.

Are all wall sockets fitted with guards to prevent children from
inserting a finger or a pioco of metal into a socket?

23.

Is all electric wiring properly installed by a reputable electrician?

24.

Is all electrical equipment of the type rocommended by the National
Electrical Code and Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.?

25.

Is all olectrical equipment regula~ly inspected, and is any part
that is found defective promptly roplaced?

26.

Aro there sufficient outlets for all appliances to prevent overloading the wires?
155

,

~.

Yes

No
27.

Aro all furies of proper wnporoo (uouolly 15 omporus)'l

28.

Are master switches or multiplo-control switches placed at the
entrance to each of tho principal rooms?

29.

Are oll portable oloctrical applioncos, ouch oo the washing
machine, grounded to the nearost water (not gas) pipe?

30.

Are all electrical fixtures or controls in the bathroom located
beyond arm's reach from the sink, tub, or shower, and any metal
objects?

31.

Are all electrical appliances, s~ch as pressing or curling irons,
fans, heaters, and so on, disconnected when not in use?

32.

Is there an insulating link in the chain of all pull-type electric
sockets?

33.

Are the locations of the various shutoffs for electricity, gas,
and water known to all adult members of the family?

34.

Are all low-silled bedroom windows barred or screened to protect
children from falling out?

35 •

Are bunk beds equipped with a bar to prevent children from ralling
. out?

36.

Is the rule "No smoking in bed" always obeyed?

37.

Ara all kitchen shelves within easy reach?
sturdy stepladder kept handy?-

204

If not, is a safe and

38 •. Are all curtains located near a·gas stove of nonflammable material?
If not, are they securely fastened to prevent them from blowing
· over the flame?
39.

Are all knives and other sharp tools kept in a spacial drawer out of
the reach of children?

40.

Is the kitchen can opener of the kind that leaves no rough edges?

41.

If grease or water is spilled on the floor, is it promptly wiped
up to remove the danger of slipping?

42.

Are all stove-burner controls out of the reach of young children?

43.

Is the gas stove equipped with a gas pilot in good working order?

44.
45.

Is there a recently

inspected fire extinguisher in the kitchen?

Are safety matches used, and are all matches kept out of the
reach of children?

46.

Is there adequate storage space for all kitchen equipment?

47.

Is there adequate storage space for tools, toys, bicycles, the
lawn mower, screens, storm windows, sewing equipment, etc.?

48.

Is the bathtub or shower equipped with a strong grip rail?

49.

Is a nonskid rubber bath mat used in the tub or shower?

so.

Do all members of the household know·where the nearest fire alarm
is or how to telephone the fire department in case of fire?

51.

Are all poisons kept in a special cabinet, properly marked, and
out of the reach of children?
Is an approved first-aid kit readily available?

52.
53.

Are flammable materials, such as oily rags, kept in a closed
metal container?
156

Yea

No

205

54.

Aro such flammable matoriols as tiooue paper, oxcolsior, and old
paper boxes properly stacked in the basement away from the furnace
while awaiting diopoool?

55.

Is the attic froo of such flammable materials as wrappings and
nowspopors that might be o~bject to spontaneous combustion?

56.

Are ashes collected in a metal container?

57.

Are furnace, chimney, and flues cleaned regularly?

SB.
59.

Is home dry cleaning done outdoors with a nonflammable fluid?
Are all flammable fluids, such as kerosene, gasoline, kept outside
and stored in proporly marked containers?

60.

Is there a special storage place for toys, and do children return
them to that place when they are through using them?

61.

Are guns unloaded, dismantled, and stored in a locked cabinet?

62.

Are chimneys inspected above and below the roof at regular
intervals, and is any loose mortar or cement properly restored?

63.

Are all minor injuries incurred around the house given prompt
first-aid treatment?
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SAFETY
Topic:

Fire Prevention

Grade:

9

~ Couroe Goal
Competoncy

( 3. 7)

( 3.7.3)

.
.

206

Is able to apply safety precautions when interacting with
people, products, and·_environment.
Interacting with the environment.

==:========================-·==================
READY:

I will use this activity to holp students:
___ develop self-concept

impro~o communications

improve decision-making ability

_x__ learn or improve health skills

___ clarify attitudes and values

_x__ develop social responsibility

__x_

___ other (please designate):

increase knowledge

•
Source:

SET

Safety Education, by A.E. Florio and G. T. Stafford, 1969.

Duplicate "Home Fire Safety Check List."

QQ.

:

1.

Student Learning Experiences: The following assignments are designed to
give students an opportunity to apply and extend their knowledge of fire
prevention and the teacher an opportunity to estimate the extent of their
learning.
a.

W..ith the assistance of the local fire department, arrange a demonstration of spontaneous ignition. Report to the class on what you
have done in your home to remove this 'danger.

b •. Collect newspaper, radio, and television accounts of home fires
reported during a one-week period. List the causes and consequences
of these fires and the steps that might have been effective in
preventing them. Discuss your findings before the class.
c.

With the assistance of your dramatics teacher, present a play or skit
dealing with fire safety, such as The Rehearsal or The Intruder,
copies of which may be obtained from the National Board of Fire
Underwriters.

d.

With the aid of your general science teacher, set up a demonstration
to show correct wire size for electric outlets and the effect of
over-loading these outlets.

e.

Late in Soptamber, arranoe for the local fire chief or fire marohall
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to talk before an assembly on "Fire Prevention in October. -- and Other
months Too!"

f.

Use the folloi~ing chocklint, ndnptod to ouit your particular situation,
to survey your home for common fire hazards. Enlist the assistance and
cooperation of your family in making this survey. List some of the
hazards detected in each area of your home and describe what can be done to remove them or, if they cannot be removed, to prevent them from causing
fires.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
UghJ

2

4

3

5

Wow!

Additional Comments:

159

HOME FIRE SAFETY CHECK LIST
Yard and Garage Hazards

208

Check

Vea

No
Have you removod all combustible rubbish, leaves, and debris from
your yard?
Have you removed all waste, debris, and litter from your garage?
Is an adult always present during the entire time trash, leaves, etc.,
are being burned out of doors?
·
Is trash and refuse burned in a suitable outdoor incinerator?
Have weeds, dried leaves, and rubbish been removed from vacant
property adjacent to yours?
Does your garage have a concrete, brick, or earthen floor?
If your garage is in the basement, or is attached to the house, have
cutoffs or barriers been provided to prevent passage of gases, smoke,
or odors into the house?

Housekeeping Hazards
Do you keep your basement, storerooms, and attic free fro~ rubbish,
oily rags, old papers, mattresses, broken furniture, etc.?
If you use an oil mop, do you keep it in a metal container or other
safe, well-ventilated place, where it will not catch fire by spontaneous ignition?
Do you destroy or dispose of oily polishing rags or waste after using?
If you store paint, varnish, etc., are the containers always kept
tightly closed?
Do you deposit ashes in metal containers used for that purpose only,
and dispose of them at frequent, regular intervals?
•
Has your family been forbidden to use gasoline, benzine, or other
similar flammable fluids for cleaning clothing or floors in your
home?
Heating and Cooking Hazards
Is your gas- or oil-heating equipment of a type which has been examined
and listed by the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. or the American Gae
Association Laboratories?
Is your central-heating equipment inspected end serviced by a reliable'
serviceman before the heating season?
Are all flue pipes, vent connectors, gas vents and chimneys inspected
each fall and cleaned and repaired when necessary?
Are walls, ceilings, and partitions near boilers, stoves, furnaces,
and heating pipes protected by noncombustible insulation or is
adequate separation provided?
160

Check
Yes

No

209

Have you eliminated all vent connectors and flue pipes which pass
through attics, floors, or ceilings?
Are wood floors under stoves and healers protected by insulation or
ventilated air space?
Is the cooking equipment kept clean and free of grease?
Are curtains near stoves and other heating equipment so arranged as to
prevent their accidentally blowing over the burners or flames and
igniting?
Are rooms in which room .heaters are used properly ventilated for life
safety during operation?·
Is your portable oil heater always set so that it is level, in order
to ensure proper operation?
Do you always refill the fuel tank or compartment of your oil heaters
and oil stoves outdoors and in the daylight?
Do you regulate the flame and properly maintain your oil heater or
stove to keep it from smoking?
If you use a wick-type oil heater, do you trim the wick and clean it
regularly?
Do you always turn out your portable oil or gas heater upon retiring
at night?
Do you always see that your portable heater is placed well away from
curtains, drapes, furniture, etc.?
Are the gas connections for portable gas heaters or appliances of metal?
Is your inside basement door at the head of the stairs properly fitted
and kept closed at night?
Are members of your family forbidden to start fires in stoves, fireplaces, etc., with kerosene or other flammable l.iquids?
Is the fireplace equipped with a metal fire screen?
Electrical Hazards
Do you allow only reliable electricians to install or extend your
wiring?
Are all of your electrical appliances -- including irons, waffle irons,
mixers, heaters, lamps, fans, radios, television sets, and other
devices -- listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.?
Do all rooms have an adequate number of outlets to avoid need for
multiple attachment plugs and long extension cords?
Are your electric irons and all electrical appliances used for cooking,
equipped with heat-limit controls?
Have you provided special circuits for heavy-duty appliances, such as
washing machines, rofrigorators, ranges, ironers, etc.?
Do you uso only 15-ampere fuses in the fuse box for your household
lighting circuits?
Are all flexible electric extension ond lamp cords in your house in the
open -- nano placed undor rugs, ovor hooks, through partitions or door
oponings?
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210

Check
Yee

No

Do you koep matches in metal containers away from heat and away from
children?
Do you extinguish all matches, c.igarotte and cigar butts carefully
before disposing of them?
Do you see to it that there are plenty of noncombustible ash trays in
all rooms throughout the house?
Are all members of your family instructed not to smoke in bed?
Preparation in Case of Fire
Do you know the location of the fire-alarm box nearest your residence?
Do you know how to turn in a fire alarm?
Do you know the telephone number of the fire department?
Do you have a plan of escape from your home in case of fire?
Do you hold fire drills in your _h~me? ·
When you employ "sitters," do you instruct them carefully on' what to
do in case of fire?
1----

Did the entire family take part in completing this check list?
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AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES
SAFETY
The resources are alphabetically arranged by type under the
course goal for which they are most appropriate.

The resources which

are avd..able through the Lyle School District No. 406 Audio-Visual
Department are designated by an asterisk (*).

All other resources are

available through the Instructional Media Center of Educational Service
District No. 112.

Consult your Educational Service District No. 112's

Instructional Media Catalog for directions on ordering materials.
Remember:

The* means that the resource is available through

the Lyle School District No. 406 Audio-Visual Department.
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3.1.1
16 mm Films
NOBODY'S VICTIM; color, 20 min.
3.2.5

3.7.2
3.7.3

Filmstrips
BICYCLE SAFETY AND YOU; sound, color filmstrip kit containing 6 filmstrips with 3 cassettes
16 mm Films
BIKES ARE BACK; color, 9 min.
BIKE-WISE, TO BE SURE; color, 14 min.
CASTLES IN THE SNOW; color, 33 min.
HITCHHIKING; color, 15 min.
JUST LIKE A CAR; color, 12 min.
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COMMUNITY HEALTH
I.

Influence of Individual Attitudes, Habits, and Health on Community
Health (4.1.1) Textbook Readings: Chapters 1 and 2.
A.

Influence of Attitudes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

B.

Influence of Habits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

c.

Smoking
Drinking (personal, social)
Birth control (VD, family planning, population)
Traffic safety
Nutrition (eating habits, meal planning, etc.)
Hygiene (personal, family)
Medical care (shots, check-ups, preventive measures,
appropriate care of illness)

Influence of Health
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

II.

Family planning
Recreation
Safety (home and comml\11ity)
Community services
Substance abuse (drugs, alcohol, tobacco)
Pollution (littering, air, noise, water)
Laws (knowledge and compliance)
Respect (for others, for authority)
Acceptance of personal responsibility for community health

Social handicaps (emotionally disturbed, etc.)
Physical handicaps
Facilities in community (health control facilities)
Chronic diseases in community
Degenerate diseases in community
Crisis planning in community

Able to Locate and Effectively Utilize Community Health Services
(4.6.5) Textbook Readings: Chapters 16 and 17.
A.

Knowledge of Local Resources and Services

B.

Knowledge of Services Provided by Facilities

C.

Knowledge of Procedures to Utilize Facilities

D.

Knows How to Find Various Services or Facilities
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III.

E.

Maintenance of Personal Health Records

F.

Attitudes Towards Using Community Services

Personal, Community, and Political Approach to Solving Community
Health Problems (4.4.4) Textbook Reading: Chapter 17.
A.

Personal Approach
1.
2.
3.

B.

Community Approach
1.
2.
3.

c.

Supporting health services
Supporting community health regulations and law enforcement
Assisting voluntary health organizations

Political Approach
1.
'·
2.
3.
4.

IV.

Seeking reliable information about community health (being
informed)
Accepting responsibility for community health (being
involved)
Planning for future health needs

Being informed about laws, programs, and regulations
in effect and being proposed
Voting intelligently (being involved)
Nationalized health care (age g~oups, special groups)
Knowledge of national and world health organizations (WHO,
UNESCO, HOPE)

Interaction of Social and Personal Life Choices with Disease
Patterns (4.3.1)
Textbook Reading: Chapter 12
A.

Personal Life Choices That Effect Disease Patterns
1.
2.
3.
4.

Personal values
Venereal disease (life styles that effect)
Personal and family hygiene
Causes and preventive measures
a.
b.

5.
B.

Shots
Regular check-ups

Self-concept

Social Influences on Disease Patterns
1.
2.

Peer pressure
Media
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3.
4.

v.

Socio-economic status
Social considerations with illnesses

Consumer Crises (Food and Energy Shortages, etc.)
No textbook readings
A.

Causes and Predictions of Consumer Crises
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.

Population
Food
Energy
Waste of resources
Being informed and involved

Preventive Action for Consumer Crises
1.
2.
3.

Don't panic - being knowledgeable informed
Birth control
Involvement with programs
a.
b.
c.

4.
5.
VI.

4.2.5)

National
State or community
Personal

Overbuying (consideration of others)
You can make a difference (individual responsibility)

Health Problems of a Specific Group (Aged, Indigent, Veterans, etc.)
(4.4.1) No textbook readings
A.

Aged
1.
2.

Attitude toward the aged
Health
a.
b.

3.
4.
B.

Psychological
Physical

Family responsibility
Agencies

Handicapped
1.
2.

Attitude toward handicapped
Health care
a.
b.
c.

Family
Agencies
Psychological
167
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3.
4.

Employment opportunities
Invalids

c.

Veterans

D.

Indigent

E.

Infants and Pre-school Children

F.

School Children

G.

Middle Class Americans

H.

Minority Groups

I.

Industrial Workers
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COMMUNITY HEALTH
Topic:

Substance /lh119e Effects on Family Lifo and Society

Grade:

9

Course Goal ( 4.1 )
Compatoncy

READY:

:

( 4.1.1 ) :

Knows the interrelationship among individual attitudes, individual physical and mental health, and community health.
•
Influence of individual attitudes, habits, and health on
community health.

I will use this activity to help students:

__x_ improve communications

--- develop self-concept

.•
GO

217

x

improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

__X_ develop social responsibility

X

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate)-=

1•

Contact speakers from Department of Social and Health Services in
White Salmon.

1.

Teacher preapres students for speaker by discussirgwith them the following
questions (any others as appropriate):
a.

b.
c.
d.

How many low income families do you think have members with
substance abuse problems?
How does family life differ from the norm in a family where
a member has a substance abuse problem?
Does substance abuse by one person affect others? in his/her
family? friends? community? taxpayers?
How oan a person with a substance abuse problem get help? What
services are available to him?

2.

Speaker talks to students including above and related topics.

3.

Discussion time for studonts to question speaker.

4.

(Optional) Studonts choose one areathe speaks~ talked about to pursue
in a research paper; i.e., how An alcoholic in a family affects the life
of other family members, and share their findings with the class.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle tho number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

3

4

5

Wow!

Ugh!
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COMMUNITY HEI\LTH
Topic:
Grade:

Tho Blind Handicappod

218

9

Course Goal (4.4 J
Compotoncy

s

(4.4.1) :

Is able to-identify major c6mmunity health problems and know~
ways to work actively toward a solution.
Health problems of specific groups (agod, indigent, veterans,
,-,4- -

'

=
READY:

'\

vSET
-

:

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop solf-concopt

__X_ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

_·_X_ develop social responsibility

X

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate}:

1.

Time:

2.

Bag of common objects to identify.

3.

Blindfolds.

1.

Discussion and role-playing.
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

20 minutes.

What can cause blindness? Birth defoct or accident.
What ~ight it fFml like to be blind?
What would it feel like to be born blind?
What would be different about becoming blind?
How would this make you different from other children in a clas&:room?

2.

Have children take turns at being blindfolded. Allow child to withdraw
an object from a bag and identify it; help child to examine how ho could
tell whet it was.

3.

Objects should be common-use objects; i.·e., coins, pens, pencils, crayon,
food.

Variations:
1.

Havo childron list ways that a blind person may need their help.
Encourage thorn to soe how a blind perµon might be independent of them.
Allow them to practice guidjng one another, giving verbal directions to
a simple task, getting another person's attontion, handling an object.
170

LOOl(ING ll/\rl(:

219
Circlo tho nurnbor which hont indicotoo your foolingo obout tho obovo
ocUvity:

.L

4

2

5

WowJ

Ugh!

Additionol Cominonts:

•

171

WHAT EVERYOODY SIIDULD KNOW AUDUT BLINDNESS

220

When you meet a blind parson:
There are many ways you can help your blind fellow-workers live their normal lives.
Below are a few hints.
1.

If you walk with him let him take your arm.
your body will tell him what to do.

2.

If you eat with him road the menu and prices to him. If he wants help, cut
his meat, fix his coffee, etc. Tell him tho position of the food on his plate.·

3.

If he has a dog remember that the dog is a working dog, not a pet!
divert his attention - his master's life depends on his alertness.

4.

If he is alone always identify yourself when entering a room.
person is alone, don't play any ''guess who" games!

5.

If you live or work with him never leave a door ajar!
clutter. Tell him if furniture is moved.

6.

If you talk with him a blind person can hear as wall as you, sometimes
better. Always talk directly to him, not through his companion.

7.

If you seat him: When showing a blind person to a chair, put his hand on
the back. He will be able to seat himself easily.

B.

If you direct him, give directions as clearly es possible.
according to the way he is facing.

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE
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Don't push him!

□ LIND,

The motion of

Don't

If a blind

•

Keep corridors clear of

INC.

Left or right

COMMUNITY HEALTH

Topic:

Activity Intorosts and Limito of Normal Vorsus Handicappod Teens

Grade:

9

:

Is able to.- idontify major community health problems and knows
ways to work actively toward a solution.

( 4.4.1) :

Health problems of specific groups (aged, indigent, veterans,
etc.)

Courso Goal ( 4. 4 )
Competency

READY:

.§II

221

I will use this activity to help students:

:

___ develop self-concept

___ improve communications

--- improve decision-making ability

--- learn or improve health skills

X clarify attitudes and values
---

___ develop social responsibility

--X

increase knowledge

Time:

1 class period.

___ other (please designate),

Reference:

I

Values Clarification, S. Simon,
L. Howe, H. Kirschenbaum.

Activity Sheet, attached •

.fill

: 1.

Students will be given paper (dittoed) to fill in 20 activities they
really like to do.

2.

Teacher will give instruction on filling out rest of columns on front side
of paper.

3.

Paper is now folded lengthwise to cover columns on front but still show
activity list.

4.

Students are now to imagine that each has a crippling disability that
requires them to be confined to a wheelchair. Columns on back of paper
are to be completed keeping the disability in mind.

5.

Discuss how a disability may limit activities. What restrictions might
bo placed on person by buildings, vehicles, other people? Encourage
students to put themselves into above rdle; i.~., would you value the
same things if you were handicapped? What sort of adjustments would a
disability make necessary?

6.

Discuss how you would adjust these actiuities to includ~ a handicapped
eon or daughter if you had one.

7.

Discuss how you could help or behave toward a handicapped person in those
activities. Would this offend them?
173

Variations:
1.

222

From a list of poosiblo birth defocto have the student pick one. The
student writos o brief sketch of his own life and depicts how his life
and that of his family would have been alterod if ha had been born with
the defect he selected.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
L _____2____3_ _ _4_ _ _
5
Ughl
Wow!

Additional Comments:

174

lO TIIINGS I !{[Al.LY LIKE TO DO

Activity
1.

A

223

p

PL

Date
,,

.

-

2.

.

.3.

.

..

.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

"

10.

.•

11.
12.

!

13.
14.
15.
16.

-17.
,--

18.

19.

,

20.

-

Instructions:

List 20 things you really like to do.
Rate each activity on your list by making an "X" in the appropriate
column after each activity as applicable.
A - if
P - if
Pl - if
$ - if

done alone
done with people
it takes plannin9
it costs more than $3.00

Indicate the date you last participated in ·each activity in the dat
column.
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COMMUNITY HEALTH

Topic:

Impact of a Handicapped Child on tho Family

Grade:

9

j-Course Goal ( 4. 4 )
Competency

READY:

:

( 4.4.1) ••

224

Is able t~identify major community health problems and knows
ways to work activoly toward a solution.
Health problems of specific groups (ages, idigent, veterans,
atr..)

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concept

.•

fill

:

improve communications

___ improve docision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

__x_

clarify attitudes and values

-:.x___ dovolop social responsibility

__x_

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate)~

1•

Time:

1 - 2 class periods

2.

film, "Like Other People."

1.

Comparison of life styles: Each student should list own family activities for a weak and than list the activities of family (real or imagined)
which includes a person with a specific defect.

2.

The students should than imagine (or discuss, or write down) changes
that would.,be necessary in their own life style to accommodate a person
with a disability, and explore their feali~gs towards changes and
inconveniences.

3.

Last, do role-playing in which one person assumes the role of the
handicapped parson in the family.

Variations:
View film, "Like Other People."

1.

2.

Students discuss their own needs with regard to love, affection, acceptance, rocreation, work, ate. Compare with handicapped persons in the
. film.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indic~tes your feelings about the above
activity:
1

Ugh!

2

4

3
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COMMUNITY HEALTH
_Topic:
Grade:

Attitudes Toward Handicapped

225

9

:

Is able to~idontify major community hoalth problems and knows
ways to work actively toward a solution.

( 4.4.l ) :

Health probloms of spocific groups (agod, indigent, veterans,

Courao Goal ( 4. 4 )
Competoncy

0

At.r..) •

READY:

fil :
§!!

:

I will uoe this activity to holp students:
___ ·develop self-concept

__x_ improve communic~tions

__x_ improve docision-making ability

--- learn

X clarify attitudes and values
---

___ develop social responsibility

___ increase knowledge

___ other (please designate)t

or improve health skills

1.

Time:

1.

Students are given a list, titled, "Too Many - Who Should Oe Eliminated,"
of characteristics of persons who have a certain physical condition. The
students are then instructed to decide which five or so should be
eliminated.

2.

The class is then split in half. Each group would decide upon the five
to be eliminated and record reasons for their choices.

3.

After this is completed the class gets back together and discusses their
results and how they felt about having to do this exercise.
a.
b.
c.

One hour or more.

How would they react if they were one of the persons being
discussed?
Are there any alternatives they might have such as sterilization instead of totally eliminating the person? And how they
might feel about that?
Would genetic counseling be of help?

Variations:
1.

Huxley's book, The Uravo Now ulorld, could be usod to discuss a similar
typo of thing.

2.

Tho same thing as the above activity ~ould be done except that students
play the rolo of the person and those persons together decide which one
of thorn will be oliminatod. Participants and obsorvers describe their
feelings. ·
177

LOOKING

r➔ I\CK:

226

Circlo tho numbor which boat indicutoo your foolings obout tho above
activity:
1

2

3

Ugh!
Additional Commentn:

178

4

5

227

EXAMPLE:
Direction □

Too many people are now on the Earth so in ardor to have enough room and food
for those we now have and those to come some people with certain physical
conditions have to be eliminated. Your task is to choose five that will be
eliminated.
1.

Doctor, 29 years old, heroin addict, male.

2.

Mother, 20 years old, syphilis, one child - 5 years old.

3.

Baby, newborn, blind, male.

4.

Hippie, 21, speed freak, female.

s.

Grandmother, 68, diabetes.

6.

Bum, 30, alcoholic.

7.

Teacher, 35, alcoholic, married, no children, female.

B.

Baby, one week, mongoloid, boy.

9.

Teen-ager, 15, poor nutrition, pregnant out of wedlock, 3 months along.

10.

•

Baby, one and half years old, leukemia, girl.
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COMMUNITY HEALTH
228

Topic:

Personal Attitudes and Values Toward the Handicapped Clarified

Grade:

9

Courao Goal ( 4. 4 )

( 4.4.l ) ••

Competency

READY:

:

Is able to~identify major community health problems and knows ,,
ways to work actively toward a solution.
Hoalth problems of specific groups (aged, indigent, veterans,
etc.).

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop solf-concept

___ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skillo

X clarify attitudes and values
---

___ develop social responsibility

X

SET

••

___ other (please designate):•

increase knowledge

Time:

50 minutes.

film, "Being," 21 minutes, color.
Students need paper and pencil.

fill

: l. Split the class into five groups.
2.

In five different areas of the classroom, post different pictures of
handicapped persons (preferably teen-agers).

3.

Without any discussion, each student will answer the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

While shopping downtown you see this person across the street. What
are your feelings?
This person sits next to you in a class. What are your feelings?
This person is your child. What are your feelings?
You are this person. What are your feelings?

4.

After questions are answered, form groups of t'Wo and share responses with
their partner. Each student can ask at least two questions of his partner
to try to better understand his feel~ngs.

5.

After a short time, return to a large circle. Each student, in turn, tells
the group something he discussed during tho dvad. No interruption, no
comments from tho rest of the group. The pass privilege protects a person
from feeling obligod to participate. Anyone who wishes to be an observer
180
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says, "I pass," (to avoid putting reluctant parsons on the spot or causing
needloss emborraooment).
Variations:
1.

As a supplementary activity, use IALAC (I Am Lovable And Capable) as
described in LIFE, January 1974 issue.

2.

Use , pictures of birth defects and handicapped people to stimulate a
brainstorming session involving those questions, attitudes, etc.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

What is a birth defect?
What does "deformed" mean?
What does "handicapped" mean
What is normal? abnormal?
Why do you hear terms like, "retards," "spastic," or "cripple" being,
used to describe handicapped people?

3.

Define birth defects and discuss the student' reactions towards those
with birth defects or handicaps.

4.

Askthe students to speculate about the viewpoint that a handicapped person
may have towards a non-handicapped person.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1

2

4

3

5

Wowl

Ughl
Additional Comments:
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COMMUNITY HEALTH
Topic:
Grade:

Attitudes and Values Toward the Handicapped
9

Course Goal ( 4. 4 )

.•

(4.4.1) :

Competency

READY:

Is able to~identify major community health problems and knows
ways to work activoly toward a solution.
Health problems of specific groups (aged, indigent, veterans,
etc.)

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop self-concopt

__X_ improve communications

___ improve decision-making ability

--- leirn

X

clarify attitudes and values

--- increase kncwledge
.

~ ill •

_gQ

:

230

1•

Time:

2.

Materials:

3.

Several volunteers.

or improve health skills

__x_ develop social responsibility
___ other (please designate):.

Class tim~ about½ hour.
Several sheets of paper, ink pens, tape or straight pins.

I.A.L.A.C.
1.

Ask for two volunteers (male/female) whose single task will be to tear·up
paper. Have the volunteers pin or tape a sheet of paper to their front,
with the letters I.A.L.A.C. (I Arn Lovable And Capable) boldly written
on the sheet. Without explaining to the class what the letters mean,
privately tell the volunteer8 they are to tear off pieces of their sh~et,
one at a time, according to how much subsequent statements by their
classmates might "tear 11 at their feelings - were they individuals with a
noticeable physical defect.

2.

Now, turn to the class and ask them to close their eyes and imagine:
Another classroom, with a clear picture of the surroundings, where they're
sitting, etc.; being in the seat next to a student with a noticeable
physical defect; the "vibrations" a defective student might pick up from
their best friend's thoughts, feelings, or behaviors towards the
defective person; and what the most obnoxious and inconsiderate person
they can think of might say or do to the defective peer to "kill" a
potential friendship.
Then ask the class to verbalize what they imagine their friends or the
"friendship killers" might think or say to the defective student. As the
182
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statements are vorbalizod, tho IALAC popors get torn until there is very
little (of one's good feelings towardn 80lf) remaining. Onco students
catch on, this procoss can ho followod by o general discussion of foaling~
about genetic difforoncos, snd listing ''killer statements" that destroy ~
potential relationships, etc.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
UghJ

2

3

_4

5

WowJ

Additional Comments:

•
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COMMUNITY IIC/\L TII

Topic:

Attitudes Toward Disabilities

Grade:

9

:

Is able to-identify major community health problems and knows
ways to work actively toward a solution.

(4.4.1) :

Health problems of specific groups (aged, indigent, veterans,
etc.)

Couroe Goal (4.4)
Compotency

READY:

232

I will use this activity to holp students:
___ develop self-concopt

••

_ _ improve communications

X

improve decision-making ability

_ _ learn or improvu heal th skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

___ develop social responsibility

X

inc~ease knowledge

___ other (please designate): •

Film, "Normalization," 20 minutes •
List containing various disabilities, such as:

fill

:

Mentally handicapped
Wheel chair patient
facial disfiguration
Speech impediment
Others, as you choose.

1.

Show film, "Normalization."

2.

Distribute ' list containing description of ~arious disabilities.

3.

Rank in order of those you would like as a friend.
a.
b.
c.

Discuss feelings when looking at the person.
Discuss feelings about being close to the person.
Discuss attitudes towards love and marriage among the handicapped.

4.

Discuss what would make you feel more comfortable with each of these
handicapped person.

5.

Pursue activities that would go along with students' thoughts as to
.what would make them feel more comfortable with handicapped persons.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle tho number which bast Indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
1
Ugh!

ft_l_JJ:.L.J _ _ _ ,

.l"",,.,....,.....,,..._,f..,..,.

2

3

4

5

Wowl
184

COMMUNITY HEALTH

Topic: Understanding Physical and Social •rHndicups in Pre-Schoolers
-----·Grade:

233

9

:

Couroe Goal (4.4)

(4.4.1) :

Co~petency

Is able to~ identify major community health problems and knows
ways to work actively toward n oolution.

Health problorna of spocific groups (aged, indigent, veterans,
ntr.. ).

==
J[ill21:

I will

U$O

this activity to linlp studonto:

devl:llop

-

SET

fil!.

.•

improve communications

fWl f-concopt

improve decision-making ability

___ lacirn or improve health skills

X

clarify attitudes and values

-~X--- develop social responsibility

X

increaso kno1i.1lsdge

___ other (please dosignata):

•

1.

Contact speakers from Department of Social and Health Services in
White Salmon.

1.

Students prepare lists of quoBtions they have concerning physically,
emotionally, and mentally handicapped children (particularly pre-school
children).

2.

H~ve guest spsak to students about causes of handicap~; how to tell if a
pre-school child has a problem; care of handicapped children; problems of
ovor-indulgonce or too high expectationn; programs available for the
handicapped; keeping healthy attitudes toward the handicapped.

3.

Students ask any quostions of speaker which she has not covered.

LOOKING OACK:

Circle the numbor which bast indicates your feelings about the above
activity:

L

2

4

3

5

WowJ

Ughl

Additional Comments:
185

COMMUNITY HEALTH

JQpic:

Serviceu Local Facilities Provide

Grade:

9

Course Goal ( 4.6 )
Competency

READY:

:

(4.6.5) :

234

Is able to.locate and use information and resources related t~
community health.
Able to locate and effectively utilize community health
services.

I will use this activity to help students:
___ develop solf-concept

___ improve communic~tions

___ improve decision-making ability

___ learn or improve health skills

---

clarify attitudes and values

___ devolop social responsibility

increase knowledge

___ other (please designate):

X

§ll

••

1. A sheet of paper with space on it to put:
a. Services available
b. Cost
c. Process to obtain those services
" for each community facility you wish the students to find out about.
(Suggestions: Southwest Washington Health District, family and Mental
Health Clinic, Public Assistance, Lions Club (glasses provision), Hurb
Jahns' Drug Abuse Clinic, SWARF, Alateens, Alanon, etc.)

GO

:

1.

'
Present list
of facilities to students, giving each student one, and
discuss purpose of list and how to got in contact with each facility.

2.

Have students each choose one facility to contact and obtain the desired
information.

3.

Students each share orally their findings with the class and turn in
the shoat with the services provided, cost, and process to obtain those
services to the teacher to be duplicated and give to ell students.

LOOKING BACK:

Circle the number which best indicates your feelings about the above
activity:
4
5
2
3
1 .
Wowl
Ughl

Additional Comments:

186
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AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES
COMMUNITY HEALTH
The resources are alphabetically arranged by type under the
course goal for which they are most appropriate.

The resources which

are available through the Lyle School District No. 406 Audio-Visual
Department are designated by asterisk (*).

All other resources are

available through the Instructional Media Center of Educational Service
District No. 112.

Consult your Educational Service District No. 112's

Instructional Media Catalog for directions on ordering materials.
Remember:

The* means that the resource is available through

the Lyle School District No. 406 Audio-Visual Department.

187
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4.1.1

16 mm Films
HOUSEFLY {2nd Ed); B&W, 17 min.
PARADISE POLLUTED; color, 17 min.
Filmstrips
CRITICAL AREAS OF HEALTH; 3 filmstrips and 2 records.
4.2.5

16 mm Films
ENERGY:

LESS IS MORE; color, 18 min.

ENERGY:

NEW SOURCES; color, 20 min.

ENERGY:

THE DILEMMA; color, 20 min.

ENERGY:

THE NUCLEAR ALTERNATIVE; color, 20 min.

FOOD OR FAMINE; color, 28 min.
FOOD REVOLUTION, THE; color, 26 min.
HOUSE OF MAN,

THE

2:

OUR CROWDED ENVIRONMENT; color, 11 min.

4.3.1
16 mm Films
NATIONAL HEALTH TEST 1:

COMMUNICABLE AND

UNSEEN ENEMIES; color, 32 min.
4.4.1

16 mm Films
NINETEEN SIXTY-FOUR; color, 54 min.

188

... ,

B&W,

30 min.

237

4.4.4
16 mm Films
AIR POLLUTION:

TAKE A DEEP DEADLY BREATH: color, 54 min.

POISONED PLANET, THE: color, 19 min.
Filmstrips
COMMUNITY SANITATION: (captions), 47 frames.
Kit
WATER TESTING (Kit).
4.6.5
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CHAPTER IV

RECOMMENDATIONS
The process of curriculum development has been a new and
challenging, but rewarding task, for this writer, the teaching staff
and the Health Education Citizens Advisory Committee who all contributed
toward the completion of this project.
Experiences gained through the participation in and the
responsibility of direction for this project leads this writer to make
the following recommendations.
Recommendation Number One
The ninth grade curriculum guide should be thoroughly field
tested.

Classroom teachers should be encouraged to try as many of the

activities and resources as possible.

Evaluation of and revisions to

the guide should take place as it is being used.

The ioost important

aspect of this recommendation is that the curriculum guide be used.
Recommendation Number TWo
A determined effort needs to be taken by each staff member K-8
to weave into his teaching plans learning objectives developed from the
scope and sequence guide.

As time permits health education curriculum

guides need to be developed for each grade level.

The design of the

ninth grade guide would seem appropriate.
Recommendation Number Three
Curriculum development work is difficult and time consuming.

239
Teachers have great difficulty finding time or energy, let alone the
incentive, for extra work during the school year.

I would recommend

that in future Lyle School District No. 406 curriculum projects serious
consideration be given to summer as the time for staff work and that
compensation in inservice credits and/or money be made to participants.
Recommendation Number Four
As most of the staff is familiar with the process used in this
project, I would recommend that the same process utilizing the TriCounty Goal Development Project's course goal collections be used in
1) meeting the requirements of Senate Bill 3026 and 2) developing goalbased curriculum throughout the entire Lyle School District No. 406.
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